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(i) 
ABSTRACT 
This thesis presents the analytical studies of the behaviour of the 
bodies in contact, particularly with reference to those used in work-
holding fixture systems under the action of a static loading. The 
analyses lead to the development of formulae to predict the deformation 
of three different systems which commonly occur in practice. For the 
case of a spherical locator in contact with a flat work-piece, the limit 
of elasticity is reached so early that the work-piece always deform 
plastically. Hardness and Meyer constant play important roles in 
determining the diameter of the indentationand hence the total deformation 
of the system at the contact zone. The theoretical predictions are in 
agreement with the experimental values. Shawski's empirical formulae 
do not follow the experimental results very well, particularly for hard 
work-pieces, his formula gives negative deformations. 
For the case of a flat locator in contact with rough surface work-
pieces of varying hardness, the asperities deform plastically while the 
material supporting them deforms elastically. The peak heights of the 
asperities are assumed to be isotropic and represented by the normal 
probability distribution. The deformation of the asperities can be 
evaluated accurately by the theory of Williamson up to q/M = .1 where q 
and M are the applied pressure and the Meyer hardness of the work-piece 
respectively. Our theoretical predictions for the deformations of the 
rough work-pieces indented by a flat locator show better agreement with 
the empirical formulae of Shawki than the theoretical curves proposed in 
his article. 
The compression of a cylinder by two narrow bands of pressure of 
distribution q = q
0 
(1 (S is a real number) is found. The 
(ii) 
displacement of a semi-infinite solid under the same band of pressure is 
similarly derived. These results are combined with the deformation of 
the asperities to produce the approach of two hard planes compressing 
a rough turned cylinder of the same material. The·asperities deform 
plastically while the material of~the cylinder supporting the asperities 
and the planes deform elastically. The analysis ceases to apply when 
the cylinder and the planes start deforming plastically. This study 
may be used as an approximation for the evaluation of the approach of 
two Vee locators compressing a rough cylinder investigated by Shawki. 
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NOTATION 
Unless otherwise specified in the text, the following are the 
symbols used in the thesis: 
Symbol 
a 
A 
A 
n 
d 
D 
D 
0 
g 
log 
loglO 
L 
L 
0 
6.L 
M 
n 
Deformation of the asperities from the highest peak 
Real area of contact 
Nominal area of contact 
Diameter of indentation 
Ball diameter 
Ball diameter used in Brinell hardness test 
Young modulii 
Density of the asperities 
Brinell hardness 
Half width of the contact area 
natural logarithm 
logarithm of base 10 
Half length of the cylinder 
Bearing length of the base of the surface profile 
Bearing length of the bearing curve at the level 
of contact 
Meyer hardness 
Meyer constant 
p load per unit length 
q mean pressure 
m 
mean yield pressure when full plasticity is reached 
q pressure 
maximum pressure 
r radius of curvature of the asperity tips 
Equation 
Origin 
3.21 
3.5 
3.5 
2.1 
2.17 
2.45 
2.1 
6.58a 
4.6 
4.29 
5.1 
3.2 
3.2 
2.47 
2.44 
2.18 
3. 21 
4.8 
3.26 
of 
(ix) 
Equation of 
Symbol Origin 
R Centre line average (CLA) 
a 
R p 
R 
m 
s 
s* 
t 
u 
v 
v* 
Peak-valley height (according to Shawki) 
Depth of flattening of the profile 
Peak-valley height 
Net separation 
Dimensionless separation 
Dimensionless peak height u/0 
Asperity peak height 
Rise of material 
Dimensionless rise in material 
W Load 
w 
0 
toad at the onset of plasticity 
Standard load used for Brinell hardness test 
Y Yield stress 
Y Yield stress of fully work-hardened material 
0 
Y Representative yield stress 
r 
z 
cCJ 
0 
n 
p 
2 Specific loading = W /D 
0 0 
Flow pressure of the asperity 
Degree of contact = .6L/L 
0 
Dimensionless compliance = a/R 
m 
E Strain (in Chapter 2 only) 
E 
0 
0 
e 
T 
m 
Initial strain due to cold work 
Deformation 
Elastic deformation component 
Plastic deformation component 
Total deformation = o + o 
e P 
Maximum shear stress 
3.44 
3.20 
6.9 
3.10 
3.13 
3.13 
3.1 
3.15 
3.16 
2.14 
2.45 
2.45 
3.24 
3.19 
3.19 
2.17 
2.2 
2.20 
2.28 
2.31 
6.59 
Symbol 
]J 
\) 
cp 
8, 
r 
1jJ 
u, v, 
w 
Wb= 
w 
(c,b) 
w L 
w ,w 
(x) 
Poisson ratio 
Bearing parameter of the no-load bearing curve 
Bearing parameter of the deformed bearing curve 
Total approach of the two planes 
Gamma function 
Psi function 
Displacements in the x, y, z directions 
respectively 
2w ,the compression of the cylinder at line y 
in Rthe yz plane 
Displacement of the point (c, b, o) in the z 
b 
Equation of 
Origin 
2.1 
3.19 
6.13 
3.22 
4.52 
4.40 
4.49 
direction 5.6 
Whole body and local components of the displacement 5.7 
l. 
CHAPTER 1 
1.1 BACKGROUND OF WORK 
Jigs and fixtures are devices for holding a work-piece during machine 
operations. They are always fastened to a machine or a bench in a fixed 
position. Recent developments in production engineering have revealed 
their significant role in increasing production rates, enhancing 
dimensional accuracy and interchangeability of mass produced articles. 
It is obvious in the production line that an average of ten fixtures are 
used for each component and the expenditure on fixtures amounts to some 
15 - 20 per cent of the expenditure on production tooling. Designers 
of fixtures are constrained by a number of requirements such as: rigidity 
of clamping devices, locating positions, economy, etc ..... in their goal 
of producing accurate work for large quantities of high precision products. 
Factors affecting the dimensional accuracy of the work-pieces are: 
Cutting force : dynamic with its points of application varying during 
the machine operation. 
Clamping force : static, fixed in both magnitude and direction and is 
applied at a certain location .. 
Machine tool rigidity. 
Work-piece material properties and dimensions, e.g., Young modulus, 
Poisson ratio , Hardness etc ..... . 
Work-piece topographic properties - CLA (centre-line-average) surface 
profile. 
Method of support for the work-piece. 
Deformation of fixture and work-piece system at the contact surface. 
In machines with complex operating movements along a number of 
slideways, the contact deformation in the beds, tables and columns of 
Fig. 1.1 
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deformation for steel bar compressed by tvvo Vee locators . 
. (90) ' ( Shawk1 ) ~ = average peak-valley height of the rough SJrface. 
3. 
machine tools accounts for as much as 85 to 90% of the overall deformation 
. (57) 
of a g1ven part . d . (46, 57, 70, 101, 108, 113) h Recent stu 1es on t e 
deformation of the asperities on a machine surface proved that it plays an 
important part in the contact stiffness of bodies in contact. The 
experimental results for the contact between a work-piece and various 
types of locating element used in fixtures was probably first published 
. (90) by Shawk1 et al . For the three types of locators employed, they 
n 
simply assumed that there exists a non-.linear relationship 8 = cP where 8 
is the deformation, P is the load for spherical locator cases, the 
pressure for flat locator cases, or the load per unit length for Vee 
locator cases; n is a constant depending on the material of the work-piece 
and c is a constant depending on the dimension and mechanical properties 
of the work-piece and the locator. In deriving their theoretical values 
they did not correctly account for all the possible elastic deformations 
occurring in the system under investigation. Hence their comparison 
between theoretical and experimental results is difficult to interpret and 
still more difficult to accept. 
. (90) Considering the cases of the flat and Vee locators drawn by Shawk1 
(Figs.l.l and 1.2), the differences between the experimental curves and 
those he prediced by the theory of elasticity were, in some cases, bigger 
than the peak to valley heights of the asperities of the work--pieces. 
. . (113) (107) . (11) However, experiments performed by W1ll1amson , Uppal , Chlld , 
. (22) 
and Demk1n showed that the asperities still persist at very high load, 
up to six times of their yield stress, and they can only be deformed up 
to half of their peak to valley height. In the case of spherical locators, 
the empirical formula of Shawki may be questioned for predicting negative 
deformations in hard work-pieces (Fig.2.5). 
1.2 SCOPE OF THE STUDY 
With these doubts in relation to Shawki's empirical formulae, we 
4. 
decided to study the deformation of the above types of bodies in contact 
and to carry out the experiments if thought necessary. 
is divided into five different chapters: 
The whole thesis 
(i) Chapter 2: A study is made of the approach of a hard steel 
ball indented into a flat work-piece. It is then applied to the 
case of a spherical locator in contact with a flat surface. The 
investigation involved the work of Tabor on the elastic recovery 
of an elastic surface after the removal of the spherical indenter, 
the Meyer law of indentation in the fully plastic zone, and the 
theory of elastic contact due to Hertz. 
(ii) Chapter 3: A study is made of the contact between rough surfaces. 
This case is applied to the approach of a hard smooth flat locator 
indented into a flat surface of varying roughness and hardness. 
The investigation involved the theory of elasticity for bodies 
under direct bearing and the theories of Hisakado, Williamson and 
Demkin for the deformation of the asperities of a flat surface in 
contact with another smooth flat surface. 
(iii) Chapter 4: A study is made of a cylinder being compressed between 
two narrow bands of elliptic- paraboloidal pressure distribution. 
The wor~of Foppl and Lundberg are also considered. 
(iv) Chapter 5: A study is made of the displacement of a semi-infinite 
solid under a finite uniform band of elliptic-paraboloidal pressure 
distribution. The results of the studies of Prescott, Puttock and 
Lundberg were also referred, 
(v) Chapter 6: A study is made of the approach of two hard flat planes 
compressing a rough cylinder of varying hardness and roughness. 
It is used as an approximation for the case of two Vee locators 
5. 
compressing a rough cylinder of the same modulus of elasticity. 
The work involved solving the three homogeneous equations 
obtained from the results of Chapters 3, 4 and 5. 
Our theoretical and experimental results have been compared with 
with the values given by the empirical ~ormulae o~ Shawki, 
6. 
CHAPTER 2 
2.1 REVIEWS OF PAST INVESTIGATIONS OF THE INDENTATION ON A FLAT SURFACE 
BY SPHERICAL BALLS 
The classical theory of contact between elastic bodies was derived by 
Hertz (1881) with the following assumptions: 
1) Reactions must be normal to the contact surfaces which are frictionless. 
2) No tangential forces must be induced between the bodies in contact. 
3) Contact is limited to small portions of the surface. 
4) The bodies must be elastic and isotropic. 
5) The bodies must be at rest in relation to each other. 
6) Strain must be within the elastic limit. 
When two spheres with smooth surfaces are placed together (Fig.2.1) 
they instantaneously make contact at a mathematical point which has an 
infinitely small area, so that even under a small load, the intensity of 
pressure instantaneously becomes infinitely great. Yield inevitably takes 
place and an equal amount of material at each contact point is forced into 
the mass of each body if the material in both is identical in structure and 
physical characteristics. This process goes on until the resistance of 
the material to further deformation balances the applied load W, a certain 
amount of time elapsing before the process is completed and the projected 
outline of the contact area is a circle of diameter d. Hertz proved that 
where 
d 3TI 4 2.1 
2 
l-]J2 t' 1 
_______ respec 1ve y 
E1 , E2 are Young modulii of elasticity of the balls 1 and 
2 respectively. 
case 1 _ 
case 2 
7. 
. g final 
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w 
Fig. 2.1 The compression of two spheres 
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Fig. 2.2 fhe experimental results of Stribeck(95) 
8. 
The distance the two centres (of the spheres) come together due to the 
deformation under load W is 
[
97T2 
16 2.2 
These two equations apply for the case of loading shown in Fig.2.1. 
The distribution of pressure q over the contact surface is represented 
by the ordinate of a hemisphere radius d/2 constructed on the surface of 
contact. 
If R2 + 
00 i.e., the case of ball radius R1 indented into a semi-
infinite solid then the above equations become 
2.3 
2.4 
Thus the projected area of the 1 indentation is proportional to w2/ 3 and the 
mean pressure h . . . 1 l/ 3 th q over t e reg1on of contact 1s proport1ona to W , e 
m 
pressure q at any distance x from the centre of the indentation has the 
value 
where q is the pressure at the centre of the circle of contact. 
0 
It follows that 
1.5 qm where ~ 
For most materials, Poisson ratio is about 0.3, then 
d 1. 761 [ WR1 
2.5 
See Fig. 2 .1. 
2.6 
9. 
8 0. 775 ( 1/3 J 2.7 
. . (32) The experiments by Professor Str1beck (1900) on steel balls and 
ball bearings proved that Hertz theory is very good at low loads (Fig.2.2). 
The permanent deformation for the case of three spheres in contact is higher 
than for the case of a flat plate between two spheres. Obviously permanent 
deformation cannot be calculated by the Hertz theory since it applies only 
within the elastic range. (79) Investigations by Palmgren. (1945) gave a 
relatively simple formula to indicate the magnitude as well as the variation 
of the permanent deformation within a limited range, in the neighbourhood 
of the elastic limit, which is of interest for practical steel ball-bearing 
engineering. 
where 8 p 
w 
D 
w 
According to Palmgren 
8 p 
total permanent deformation at contact area 
load in kg 
diameter of the rolling element in mm 
2.8 
p1I, p I and p II, p2II are the reciprocals of the principal radii of 2 l 
curvature at the point of contact between bodies I and II. If body II is a 
plane, p1II = p2II = 0 and body I is a sphere of diameter D, then 
p I = 1 2/D 
and Equation 2.8 becomes 
8 = .05W2/D2 microns (2.9). p This expression applies for flat steel 
with a hardness of 63.5- 65.5 Rockwell C. The effect of differences in 
hardness and in materials was not fully investigated by Palmgren. 
In Equation 2.7, the radius of curvature is positive for a convex surface 
and negative for a concave surface. 
10. 
In 1965, in an investigation into fixture design, in particular into 
. (90) the contact rigidity with spherical locating elements, Professor Shawkl 
set up an experiment to record the total deformation in indenting spherical 
locators of various radii of curvature into steel and cast iron flat work 
pieces with varying degrees of hardness. Unfortunately, the results were 
far from those given by the Hertz theory (Figs. 2.3 and 2.4). Without 
attempting to account for this difference, he then proposed two empirical 
formulae for the deformation of the system he investigated. They were 
for steel work-pieces (.67 - .0031HB + 6.23/p) w· 8 micron 2.10 
and for cast iron work-pieces 
0 (2.7- .008 H + 9.23/p) w· 6 micron 
B 2 .. 11 
where HB Brinell hardness of the work-piece in kg/mm
2 
p radius of curvature of the spherical locator in mm 
w load in kg. 
These spherical locators were made of extra high grade carbon steel. 
They were heat treated to a hardness of 55 - 60 Rockwell C and the surfaces 
of contact were finely finished. It is also interesting to observe that 
from the above empirical formulae, curves of zero deformation were drawn in 
Fig.2.5 for both steel and cast iron work-pieces, e.g., these curves indicate 
that a steel work-piece of 280 kg/mm2 hardness will not deform under any 
load if the ball, or spherical locator, has the radius of curvature above 
30 mm. This is a 'fact' that can hardly be accepted. 
This doubt is reinforced by the results of an experiment performed by 
Professor Goodman( 32 )in 1923 to measure the approach of two hard flat dies 
under load, when separated by a ball of the same hardness. Though the 
hardness of both dies and the ball was not given, it can be assumed that its 
minimum value would be 45 Rockwell C, i.e., approximately 400 Brinell 
hardness. With a ball of diamter 8" (203.2 mm) significant deformations 
were recorded, as shown in Fig.2.6. This implies that Shawki's formula is 
11. 
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12. 
in error for hard steel surfaces. 
The deformation of a hard steel ball on a hard steel surface has long 
since been investigated in the ball bearing field. Experiments have shown 
that the actual value is slightly higher than the predicted Hertz value, due 
to plastic deformation and empirical formulae having been established for 
practical purposes. 
(79) According to Palmgren (1945) 
1/3 
mm 2.12 
where e 0, EE are coefficients given in Tables 2.1 and 2.2 of Reference 79 
w load in kg 
L:p 
I 
sum of the reciprocals of all the principal radii of 
curvature of the bodies in contact. For a sphere of diameter D in contact 
with a flat surface L:p= 4/D, where D is measured in mm. 
This Equation applies for steel of hardness 63.5 - 65.5 Rockwell C, 
bronze and cast iron. Unfortunately the hardnesses of the bronze and the 
cast iron were not stated, but since they are intended for use in bearings, 
I assume that they would be heat-treated to the hardest possible state. 
. (32) Accord1ng to Goodman (1923) 
w0 · 673 inch 2.13 
64000Dl/3 
where w load in lbs 
D ball diameter in inch. 
The work of Shawki seems to be the only investigation reporting on the 
deformation of steel and cast iron flat work-pieces of varying degrees of 
'4-
0 
..c.2 
u 
ro 
0 
'-0.. 
0.. 
n:J 
13. 
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Fig. 2.6 The approach of two hard flat steel dies compressing 
a hard steel ball.(Goodman(32)) 
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14. 
hardness indented by a hard steel spherical surface.(*) However, he 
has raised an uncertainty on the Hertz theory which past investigators have 
shown to be relatively satisfactory. The simplest approach to an explanation 
for the difference between the experimental and theoretical curves drawn in 
Figs 2.3 and 2.4 would be to consider the limit of the elasticity law used by 
Hertz, i.e., to determine the load at which the Hertz theory ceases to be 
valid. Tabor( 97 ) (1951) called this load the onset of plasticity load WE. 
. (16) 
Dav1es (1949) found that the condition of plastic flow is first 
reached at a point z, Fig.2.7,below the actual surface of contact, since at 
this point the calculated maximum radial shear stresses are equal and have a 
value of .47q (assuming Poisson ratio is 0.3 for all common metals), by 
m 
applying the Tresca or the Huber-Mises criterion, plastic flow can be 
expected to occur when the shear stress equal Y /2, i.e. , when q !::o!l.l Y . 
m 
This means that as the load increases and reaches the value of 1.1 Y some 
plastic deformation occurs at z, the rest of the material deforms elastically. 
As the load is further increased, the amount of plastic deformation around 
the indentation increases, and on removing the load a permanent deformation 
is left on the work-piece surface. 
Onset-of-Plasticity Load 
Let WE be the load at which the onset of plasticity is reached, i.e., 
mean pressure at load WE 
then 
where 
qmE 
q 
mE 
l.lY 
* I was not aware of the finite element analysis of a work-hardened flat 
1 . d. d b b. b 11 (S 6 ) '1 f h . t p ate 1n ente y a tungsten car 1de a unt1 a ter t e manuscr1p 
of this thesis was completed in November 1977. 
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Fig. 2.8 The stress-strain curve under tension for an 
ideal plastic material.(~abor(97) ) 
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Fig. 2.9 Theoretical pressure-load relationship of an 
ideal plastic metal deformed by a spherical 
indenter.(Tabor(97) ) 
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i.e., 2 w = rrd cr /4 E E mE 
Raising both sides to the power 3 and substituting dE from 
Equation 2.6, gives 
or 
1 3 3 6 2 
- 7T q· (1. 761) WE 64 mE 
14.461 q 
J.nE 
3 R 2 
1 
. (97) It should be noted that w1th the same approach, Tabor got the 
2.14 
slightly smaller value (probably due to the accumulation of truncation error) 
given below: 
13.1 q 3 
mE + 
2.15 
If the yield stress Y of each work-piece is given (for some metals, the 
0. 2% Proof Stress is used) we can substitute qmE = 1.1 Y into Equation 2 •. 14 
to obtain its own onset of plasticity load. The only given property of the 
test pieces used in Shawki's experiments is Brinell hardness, hence we must 
find a relationship between Brinell hardness and yield stress of each work-
piece in order to obtaina rough idea of what the onset of plasticity load is. 
(a) When the Work-Piece is fully Vibrk-Ha.rdened 
( 97) Tabor showed experimentally that in the fully work-hardened state 
it has constant yield stress Y and behaves similarly to an ideal plastic 
0 
material; Fig.2.8 shows the stress-strain curve under tension for an 
ideal plastic metal. In the Meyer formula W = kdn where W is load 
applied, d is the diameter of the indentation, k and n are two 
constants for the material, for fully work-hardened material n is very 
close to 2. Fig.2.9 shows the theoretical mean pressure-load 
characteristic for an ideal plastic metal deformed by a spherical 
indenter. It shows that the mean pressure qm does not increase at high 
17. 
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Fig. 2.11 The stress-strain curve under tension for a 
material which work-hardens.(Tabor(97) ) 
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load and it happens to be equal to the Meyer hardness. 
That is 
Meyer hardness 
where q ~ 3 Y at high load. 
m o 
q at high load 
m 
Since the Brinell hardness is very close to the Meyer hardness, 
we may assume that Brinell hardness is approximately equal to three 
times the yield stress Y with small error. 
0 
(b) When the Work-Piece is in an Annealed or in a Partially Work-H.ardened 
State or it has been Heat Treated in any way 
Published results (Appendices 2.1 and 2.2) show that n is now 
greater than 2 and less than 2.6. Theoretically the ratio of UTS over 
Brinell hardness was found to depend on the Meyer index n and on the 
ratio of the indentation diameter over ball diameter, Fig.2.10. 
Experimental results also show that the minimum ratio of UTS is about HB 
0.36. Fig.2.ll shows the stress-strain curve under tension for a material 
which work-hardened: the yien stress Y is always smaller than the UTS 
value. Therefore, the maximum yield stress for this type of metal 
can be assumed to be about l/3 of the Brinell hardness. 
From the above, for the purpose of estimating a value for the onset of 
plasticity load of Shawki's work~pieces, we assumed that the yield stress of 
each individual workrpiece was about l/3 of its own Brinell hardness value. 
If we substitute qmE l.lY 1.1 HB/3 into Equation 2.14, we have 
WE .7128 H 3 Rl B 
Taking E 21500 kg/mm 2 from 
Steel 
and E 
Grey cast iron 
2 ~ 12000 kg/mm 
2 [ l l J 2 + El E2 2.16 
Shawki's article 
(Ref. 84, page 416) 
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gives the maximum value of WE for the six different cases in Table 2.1 as 
56.5 kg. This means that the classical law of elasticity ceases to be 
valid at a load below 100 kg, and the difference in deformation increases 
greatly as the load becomes much higher than WE. Another way of 
determining whether the flat surface deforms elastically or plastically was 
. (49) 1ntroduced by Johnson . E As the quantity- tan S is less than 2, the y 
deformation is entirely elastic, as it reaches 50 the deformation is entirely 
plastic. E, Y are Young modulus ahd Yield stress of the body respectively, 
and S is the angle of inclination of the sphere to the surface at the edge 
of the indentation. Due to doubts about ShawkL' s empit:icaL formulae, we felt 
that there was a need to repeat his experiment and to establish a method to 
predict the total deformation of the experimental system for a range of 
metals. 
TABLE 2.1 
The estimation of the onset of plasticity load W for 
E-~ 
some of Shawki's work-pieces. 
Rl 
(mm) 
20 
30 
40 
WE (kg) 
Steel 179 kg/mm 2 .. Cast Iron H = B H = 130 kg/mm B 
14.1 10.6 
31.8 23.8 
56.5 42.2 
the radius of curvature of the spherical 
locator. 
2.2 INDENTING PHENOMENON AND ANALYSIS 
2 
The surface deformation resulting from indenting a ball into a flat 
surface of different material may vary considerably in form. In some cases 
the material is raised and "piled up" around the impression, while in others 
20. 
It may be "sunk in" so that the circumference of the impression is considerably 
below the original surface. It has been found that for highly worked metals, 
the flow of metal around the indenter produces "piling up". This is the 
behaviour of "ideal plastic material" i.e., when the metal is displaced by 
penetration of the indenter it flows out between AC and BD (Fig.2.12b), so 
that the material in this region is raised above the general level. As the 
indenter descends there is also a marked lateral movement near A and B becayse 
of the increase in diameter of the indentation so that most marked piling up 
occurs around the edge of the indentation. 
If the material is in annealed state, however, the behaviour is different, 
the early displacement of metal in the plastic region produces appreciable 
work-hardening and it becomes easier to displace the adjacent metal which 
lies deeper below the indentation. Consequently, the displaced metal flows 
out at the region outside C and D (Fig.2.12c). Once this material has 
yielded it also work-hardens and further displacement of metal occurs at a 
still greater depth. As a result, the material around the indentation itself 
is left at lower level than the material further away from the indenter. 
A theoretical treatment of this problem involves mathematical 
difficulties. Even for the easiest case of ideal plastic material, some 
assumptions have to be made. . (48) Ishl1nsky (1944) has proposed a slip-line 
pattern for a spherical indentet:· deforming an ideal plastic metal, using a 
finite difference method. The analysis is based on the Haar-Karman criterion 
of plasticity which does not deal with the displacement of the deformed 
material (Fig.2.13), This assumption is not strictly valid, but the type of 
error involved does not appear to be serious and the result may be considered 
to be a good approximation, the pressure distribution at the contact area is 
shown in Fig. 2 .14, and the mean pressure q ~ 3Y. 
m 
However, the solution of 
Ishlingsky was incomplete and when the corresponding velocities are determined, 
the plastic work inequality is violated(S3 ). The :finite difference method 
21. 
piling up 
(a) 
C _(A r B ,_..,._..0 _ ~~Y-'1 
( c ) 
sinking down 
Fig. 2.12 Two common behaviours of a flat surface under 
a spherical indenter • 
... 
.... 
......... 
..... 
---
--- ------
Fig. 2.13 The slip-line pattern obtained by Ishlinsky for 
a spherical indenter deforming an ideally plastic 
metal. 
-" 3 Y0 
edge centre edge 
Fig. 2.14 The pressure distribution over the indentation 
of an ideally plastic material 
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. (23) proposed by R1chmond (1974) for the indentation of a rigid sphere into 
a rigid-perfectly plastic material can be used to evaluate the ball 
penetration, the diameter of the indentation and remarkably, the piling up 
height around the tip of the indentation. (97) Tabor (1951) plotted the 
theoretical pressure load characteristic of a spherical indenter penetrating 
an ideal plastic body in Fig.2.9. The portion OE represents the initial 
1 . d f . h h . . 1 l/ 3 ( h e ast1c e ormat1on w ere t e mean pressure ~ lS proport1ona to W t e 
·m 
Hertz law). The point E corresponds to the onset of plasticity which occurs 
when q = 1. 1 Y . 
m o 
The dotted portion EP represents a transitional region 
as the amount of plastic flow increases while PN represents the condition of 
full plasticity where q ~ 3Y 
m o 
* the "yield pressure q· '' of metal. 
m 
Tabor called this value of mean pressure 
* In highly worked metal, yield pressure qm 
at fully plastic condition is approximately equal to 3 Y at large Brinell 
0 
indentation since the specimen is incapable of appreciable further work-
hardening and may be considered to possess a constant yield stress Y . 
0 
Alternatively, we may say that at full plasticity 
little with further increase in indentation size, 
'i< 
condition q varies very 
m 
* 2 
since q = 4W/Tid ~ constant A 
m 
2 
then the Meyer law becomes W = kd , where k = TIA/4, and the Meyer consuant n = 2. 
Experiments by Tabor showed that full plasticity is reached or the validity of 
d Meyer law starts ~rom D > 0.1. 
In general, for a material which is in an annealed state or in a partially 
work-hardened state, the Meyer constant is no longer equal to 2, but higher in 
value; experiments also show that even at full plasticity, the mean yield 
* pressure q increases with increase of load or increase of size of indentation. 
m 
The theoretical analysis becomes so difficult that it cannot be solved even 
for the 2 dimensional case. We therefore have to study the problem by an 
empirical approach. 
Since the deformation or strain varies from point to point, the elastic 
stress Y will not be constant at every point. However, we expect that when 
23, 
full plasticity is reached there will exist an average or "representative" 
I 
value of elastic stress, say Y , which is related to the mean yield pressure 
r 
* * q by a relation of the type q = cY where c is a constant Tabor found 
m m r 
experimentally to be close to 3. 
Note: mean pressure in general 
* qm mean pressure in the fully plastic zone only 
Suppose the indentation has a chordal diameter d and a radius of 
curvature r 2 , since it is a portion of a sphere its shape is completely 
defined by the dimensionless ratio d/r2 . Then, for all indentations for 
which d/r2 is the same, the amount of deformation or strain at the 
representative region will be the same. This is true since strain itself 
is a dimensionless parameter which depends only on the fractional change of 
dimensions and not on the absolute change. We may therefore say that the 
strain E
1 
produced at the representative region will be simply a function of 
In practice r 2 ~ D/2 so that 
fn (d/D) 
If the metal is fully annealed, E1 is the total strain produced at the 
representative region by the indentation process. If, however, the metal 
has been previously cold worked, we may consider it as annealed material that 
has undergone an initial strain EO and the total strain produced at the 
representative region is found to be 
E =EO+ fn(d/D) 
Since elastic stress Y is a single value function of the strain 
y = cp (E) 
so that the representative value of the elastic stress becomes 
Y = ¢ (E + fn(d/D) ) 
r 0 
2.17 
when full plasticity is reached. Tabor proved that there exists a relation-
* ship between yield pressure 
24. 
and Y 
r 
c¢ (E 0 + fn(d/D)) 
where c is a constant having a value of about 3. 
2.18 
His empirical tests suggest that the elastic stress at the edge of the 
indentation may be used as the representative value for the whole of the 
deformed material around the impression. 
E ~ 20 d/D 
l 
(97) Tabor found that 
i.e., a ball of diameter 10 mm, gives an impression of 5 mm in a specimen, the 
ratio of d/D is ~; this means that the representative deformation is 
equivalent to a strain of 10% and the mean pressure involved in producing 
this indentation is about 2.8 Y. Again, Tabor defined full plasticity as 
being reached when q ~ c Y and for mild steel it happens when d/D> 0.1 and 
m r 
slightly smaller for copper. 
The most interesting extension of Tabor's analysis is that the 
experiments showed that the representative deformation is approximately additive 
to the initial deformation 
E EO + fn(d/D) 
also 
and 
* q 
m 
y 
cY (c 2.8) 
(Nadai, 1931) 
where band x are constants for the metal. 
* He obtained a series ofq -d/D curves that have been displaced along 
m 
the strain-axis by the amount equal to the initial deformation of the 
specimen. An idealized curve is shown in Fig.2.15 for a specimen that has 
been deformed by 0, 30, 70 per cent. Experiments with annealed copper and 
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bright mild steel specimens that have been deformed in compression by various 
amounts follow very well with the idealized curve except at low small 
indentations (Fig.2.16). This is to be expected for practical situations 
where q cannot change abruptly as suggested in the ideal curve. 
m 
He also 
noted that for partially work-hardened material full plasticity is only 
reached for relatively large indentations so that c can be considered constant. 
As the amount of initial cold work increases, the q -d/D curve is shifted 
m 
to the right and eventually q will not increase at large indentation; this 
m 
is the stage of fully work-hardened metal or ideal plastic behaviour. 
Though the stress-strain curves for an annealed metal (Fig.2.ll) and for 
the same metal which is fully work-hardened (Fig.2.8) are completely 
different in shape, they have, in fact, a relationship that is explainable 
(Fig.2.16). Let Y be the yield stress of a metal at any state (the more 
cold work, the higher Y ) . As the loading increases: 
Within the elastic zone q rises till 1.1 Y 
m 
(according to Hertz) 
. . 1/3 
and lS proport1onal to W 
In the transitional zone q rises with a slower rate than w113 that we have 
m 
yet to determine 
When full plasticity is reached, i.e. d/D = .1 for steel and slightly 
* smaller for copper, the mean pressure q m is called the yield pressure ~. 
If, as in Fig.2.15, we draw a curve (A) of 2.8 Y vs E from origin 0, and 
r 
with moving coordinates qm-d/D (with d/D = E 1/20) shift the origin to 0' 
along the E axis, then 00' represents the initial amount of cold work and 
* q will follow closely the curve (A) . 
m 
In the next section we will consider a theory based on the elastic 
recovery of the metal in any state (annealed, partially or fully work-hardened) 
which enables us to determine the total approach of a hard sphere indented on 
27. 
a flat surface. 
2.3 THEORY 
The process of loading a hard sphere of radius R1 on to a flat work 
piece can be described in the following order. Let E1 , E2 be Young's 
modulus of elasticity of the sphere and work-piece respectively. For most 
materials Poisson's ratio is about 0.3, hence assume ~l = ~ 2 = 0.3 
(a) The Work-Piece in a Wholly Elastic State 
Past published results have shown that the Hertz law is valid 
below the load WE which is called by Tabor the onset-of-plasticity 
load. On the removal of this applied load, no permanent deformation 
is left in the work-piece. Under these conditions the diameter of 
the contact circle is 
d l. 761 [ WR ( l:_ + l:_ J J l/3 l E1 . E2 2.19 
and the total deformation of the system is: 
8 2.20 
e 
Davies(l 6 ) (1949) found that the maximum radial shear stresses at 
a point z (Fig.2.7) occur at about 0.25 d below the centre of the 
circle of contact, are equal and have a value of 0.47 q 
m 
From the 
Tresca criterion, plastic flow will occur when these shear stresses 
equal Y /2, i.e., q ~ 1.1 Y . 
m 
The onset of plasticity load w was 
found to be 
with q 
mE 
14.461 q 3 
mE + 
2.21 
1.1 Y , Y is the yield stress or, where the yield stress does 
not exist, the 0.2% proof stress of that material. 
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Before loading Load W is removed 
flat plane 
Fig. 2.17 
Fig. 2.18 Shape of the indentation. 
Fig. 2.19 The shape of the system under loading. 
flat workpiece 
Fig. 2.20 The plastic component of the deformation. 
(a) 
~ l_d I y 
(b) 
Fig. 2.21 Two typical shapes of the indentationg 
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(b) The Work-Piece partly in an Elastic and partly in a Plastic State 
As the load increases above WE, the amount of plastic deformation 
around the indentation increases and on removing the load, a permanent 
deformation is left in the work-piece surface. Careful measurement 
. (28) by Foss and Brumfleld (1922) has shown that the indentation is of 
spherical form but its radius of curvature may, for hard metals, be as 
much as three times that of the indenter. In a study on various metals 
Tabor( 96 ) (1948) found that the diameter of this indentation increases 
only a few per cent if the same load is applied and removed a number of 
times. He described this as the release of elastic stresses in the work-
piece, making the recovery of the indentation when the load is removed 
"reversible". To relate this elastic recovery with Hertz's law, let us 
consider the indentation by a very hard sphere of radius R1 on a spherical 
surface of the work-piece of radius R2 under a load W, both surfaces 
deforming elastically to a common radius of curvature R where 
R1 <R < R2 Figs. 2.18 and 2.19. It is interesting to find that the 
diameter of the contact surface calculated from Hertz's theory is 
approximately equal to the diameter of the indentation left in the work-
. (96) piece after the removal of load W. Experlments by Tabor (1948), 
(96) . (28) Batson (1918) and Foss and Brumfleld (1922) on different metals for 
ranges of loadings and ball diameters (Table 2.2) showed the agreement 
with the Hertz values to within a few per cent for mostcases. 
From these results we propose to consider the total deformation of 
the indentation of a ball into any metal as composed of two components as 
follows: 
(i) Plastic Deformation 8 is calculated by the permanent indentation diameter 
p 
d and radius of curvature R2 left on the surface of the work-piece after the 
removal of load W, Fig.2.20 
Material 
(A) 
Brass 
Al.alloy 
Mild steel 
Hardened steel 
(B) 
Ni-cr Steel 
Manganese steel 
Rail steel 
(C) 
Soft brass 1 
2 
Hard bronze 3 
Soft bronze 4 
Hard bronze 5 
Soft bronze 6 
Steel .se-A 
Steel .se-w 
Steel .9C-T 
Steel .9C-W 
Steel MKD 455 
A 
B 
c 
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TABLE 2.2 
E2 
l03kg;mn? Load Observed values 
10 
10 
7 
7 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
9 
9 
7.2 
7.2 
7.2 
7.2 
20 
20 
20 
20 
20 
(kg) 
250 
500 
250 
500 
500 
1000 
3000 
3000 
3000 
3000 
3000 
3000 
500 
3000 
500 
3000 
500 
3000 
3000 
3000 
3000 
3000 
b (96) By Ta or 
Rl 
0.5 
0.952 
0.5 
0.952 
0.5 
0.5 
0.952 
1.59 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
0.5 
I 0.5 
By Batson quoted in Ref. 96. 
By Foss and Brumfreld( 28 ) 
R2 
0.64 
.L21 
0.66 
1.15 
0.605 
0.677 
1.39 
2.80 
.627 
.569 
.537 
.518 
.521 
.527 
.557 
.531 
.566 
.56 
1.03 
.814 
1.372 
.568 
(em) Calculated 
d d (em) 
0.160 0.17 
0.27 0.26 
0.178 0.18 
0.26 0.30 
0.183 0.20 
0.202 0.22 
0.330 0.36 
0.370 0.38 
. 324 .34 
.407 .41 
.445 .49 
.555 .7 
.330 .38 
.497 . 66 
.276 .28 
.499 .60 
.302 .28 
.440 .43 
.26 .25 
.31 .28 
.24 .23 
.349 .36 
0 
p 
(.ii) Elastic Deformation o 
e 
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0 ) 
p 
since 
2.21 
o << 2R > Ball dia. p 2 
Applying Hertz's theory to the case of loading two spherical surfaces 
of radius R1 and R2 by a load W (Fig.2.18), where R2 is a concave radius of 
curvature, Equation 2.2 becomes 
[ 9~2 2 + k ) 2 r, 0 w (kl 2 (R2 - Rl) 
e 16 Rl R2 
i.e., 0 = .775 [w' (R2 - Rl) [ l l l 2 J 1/3 + e Rl R2 El E2 
when ]Jl 0.3, the value of Poisson's ratio for most metal. 
The total deformation of the system is 
0 + 0 p e 
The diameter d of the contact area can be found from the Hertz 
equation for any given load W, ball radius R and the measured value of 
l 
the radius of curvature R2 of the permanent deformation on the work piece 
surface. From Equation 2.1, for a concave radius R2 
d 
. (80) In a discussion of the derivation of this equat1on, Prescott 
2.22 
2.23 
2.24 
2.25 
has indicated that even if the surface XABY is not a plane, the same equation 
will result. If, for example, the surface piles up at .the region A~ B as 
in Fig.2la or falls as in Figure 2.2lb, the above equation is still valid 
32. 
provided the projections or depressions at A and B are not too marked. 
With 0.3 
d [
WR R 
1.761 1 2 
R2 - Rl 
2.26 
However, since the diameter of the impression is easier to be measured 
than the radius of curvature R2 , it is wiser to find R2 from W, R1 and d. 
Taking both sides of Equation 2.26 to the power of 3 and rearrange to get 
Divide both sides by R1 R2 and rearrange to get 
5.46 
If we substitute this result into Equations 2.21 and 2.23 
while 
i.e. 
then 
0 p 
0 p 
0 
e 
0 
e 
ot 
[~- 5 46 D . 
d2 
.682 w [ 1 - - + 4D d El 
• 775 [ w' [ 1 +}--r-Rl El E2 
w3 ( 1 +~J] + 5.46 -d3 El 
1.364 w (! +! J -d El E2 
0 + 0 = d2 - + .682 p e 4D 
where D 
1 
J E2 
w2 r! +! r + 
Rl El E2 
1/3 
w [ 1 1 J - - + d El E2 
2.27 
2.28 
2.29 
2.30 
or + 
0 
e 
2 
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Equation 2.31 is very interesting since for any given load W, the 
total deformation o can be calculated easily provided the corresponding 
t 
diameter of indentation d is also known. This implies that it is not 
2.31 
necessary to calculate the plastic deformation o and the elastic deformation 
p 
can be calculated easily. 
Assuming that at a given load W we overstimate the value of the 
indentation diameter, then the first term in the RHS of Equation 2.30 is 
larger than its actual value, while the second term is smaller than its 
actual value and vice versa. In effect, this behaviour minimises the error 
in ot for an estimated value of indentation diameter at a certain load 
slightly higher or lower than the actual value. 
In the next part we intend to report our study in two sections: 
1. The first reports the outcome of the following proposed courses of 
action,c.arry out experimentally a series of indentation from a very 
low load by a ball of diameter D on a flat work-piece, measure the 
diameter of indentation, obtain W-d curve, predict the total deformation 
using Equation 2.30, then compare this with the actual deformation 
recorded experimentally with our apparatus, which is described in 
Section 2.5. 
Repeat the whole process with the same metal at different conditions of 
h.eat treatment, Repeat for other metals as well. 
2. In the second, we set out to find some way to establish the relationship 
W-d without carrying out the whole series of indentation, by using the 
least possible properties of that metal. 
34. 
2.4 SECTION 1: OBTAIN W-d EXPERIMENTALLY ~ COMPARE OUR PROPOSED VALUE 
OF THE TOTAL DEFORMATION WITH THE ACTUAL VALUE 
Before carrying out the experiment, it would be a good idea to give a 
rough picture of the relationship W-d in different zones. 
(a) Within the Elastic State, i.e, when W < W ,the Hertz law gives 
_E 
1/3 
d 1. 761 
i.e., W a d 3 or W 3 kd where k is a constant, i.e., the slope of 
the straight line logW - logd is 3 and ends at load WE where 
3 14.461 q 
mE 
2.32 
Substitute q = 1.1 Y and assume that the maximum possible value for 
mE 
y . 1 lS - H 3 B' Since ~E has the highest power in Equation 2.24, it 
dominates the value of Young's modulus E2 . We may say that the harder 
the material the higher W . 
E 
Calculation for various materials show 
that the ratio dE/D is 
2 kg/mm 1 d /D "' E 
2 for steel WE/D "'0.08. 
very much smaller than 0.10. e.g., for Steel 
0.03. The value of W /D2 is also of interest, 
E 
More details are shown in Table 2.9 for our work 
pieces when D = 31.75 mm. 
(b) In Fully Plastic State 
The first well known relationship between load and size of the 
indentation by a ball of diameter D is the Meyer law (1908) 
where k and n are constants for the material. Experiments showed 
that n is independent of ball size and generally greater than·or equal 
to 2. It was found that for fully work-hardened material n is close 
to 2 and for some fully annealed metals, n might reach 2.6 (Fig.2.22). 
A detailed collection of values of n is shown in Appendices 2.1 and 
35. 
200 --·---·------.. 
5 
2 ball dia. = 2mrn ·5 
1 
.1 ·5 1 2 
diameter of indentation mm 
~ig. 2.22 The relation between W and d. (Tabor(97)) 
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2.2. It is observed that these values of n are obtained experimentally 
f h . . I 2 or a range of t e load1ng rat1o W D from 5 to 50 for steels, and from 
1.25 to 30 for softer metals like copper and aluminium alloys. A 
careful study by Tabor (97 ) (1951) concluded that full plasticity will be 
reached for mild steel h d . w en D lS greater than about 0.1, and at a 
slightly smaller value for copper. Meyer's theory is, in fact, only 
valid in the fully plastic state, i.e., where the constant n does not 
change as the load or the size of indentation increases. It is also of 
interest to observe that the standard ratio of loading ! 2 recommended in 
D 
BS 240, Part l (1962) Table 2.3, to obtain Brinell hardness is lying in 
the middle of the fully plastic zone. 
graph 
Following Tabor we will assume that the fully plastic zone of the 
lowW-logd to start from~= 0.1 for steel and possibly from 0.08 
D 
for softer metals such as Copper, Aluminium alloys, Brass, Nickel etc. 
(c) In the Transition Zone between the Elastic and fully Plastic Zones. 
It is logical to say that the transition zone can be represented 
by one or more straight lines connecting WE and Wpand having slopes 
decreasing steadily from 3 to the Meyer constant n (Fig.2.23). 
d ' I ' ( 7S) (l ) l d l d b ab In entat1ons by 0 Ne1ll 923 at low oa s, p otte y T or 
(Fig.2.24) for different steels, and an experiment by Tabor with fully 
work-hardened steel (Fig.2.25) also show the same trend. At this stage 
we do not know exactly how to assess the change in the slope of the 
straight lines within the transition zone, but a need has arisen to test 
the fitness of the proposed theory for the deformation in the transition 
zone and in fully plastic zone as well. 
2.5 APPARATUS AND SPECIMENS 
Due to the availability of various sizes of ball bearings, an apparatus 
(Fig.2.26) was made to attach the ball into the 30000 lbs W & T Avery 
37. 
Wp 
(for steel) g =.1 log d 
Fig. 2.23 The relation between logW and logd. 
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Fig. 2.24 For smaller indentations n increases towards 3. 
curves I,II,III are for steels W,A and soft iron 
(97) 
respectively. ( Tabor ) 
E}g. 2.25 
38 
N 
2 000 full plastic 
slope = 2 
500 
M 
m elastic curve/ slope= 2.25 
.:;c.100 slope= 3/ 
-o I 
ro 
o I 
20 /, 
~ o etched 
slope= 2.7 5 
2 
·1 ·3 1 2 5 
ll 
ll 
diameter of indentation mm 
Indentation of work-hardened mild steel Y0 = 77 kg/mm2 (97) . 
Experimental data plotted by Tabor . Ball d1ameter 10mm. 
' 
Eig. 2·26 Ball used is 100 mm diameter. 
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hydraulic press in our Department. The general arrangement of the machine 
and the apparatus is shown in Fig.2.27a. Detailed pictures can be seen in 
Fiqs,2.27b and 2.27c. An electric motor was used to supply oil from 
the reservoir to the cylinder,to lift the ram as well as the lower compression 
platen at a strain rate controlled by the straining rods. The ball was 
attached to the upper compression platen locator by two tie bolts. The two 
dial gauges, reading up to 1 micron, were symmetrically bolted to the two tie 
bars, the latter were also bolted rigidly to the ball at its horizontal 
diameter. 
The materials of the test pieces were steel, water quenched then tempered 
to different temperatures, Aluminium alloy, Copper and Brass. A detailed 
summary of their properties is shown in Table 2.4. 
The Brinell hardness of each individual work-piece was measured by the 
Avery No. 6403 Brinell hardness tester, with indenters made of hard steel 
balls of 5 and 10 mm diameter. w The specific loading Z =_. (W = load in kg, 
n2 
D =ball diameter in mm) is specified in BS 240, Part 1, 1962, i.e., 30 for 
steel and 10 for other work-pieces. (Table 2. 3) . 
The diameter of the indentation was recorded by the Nikkon shadowgraphs, 
magnification 20X with a resolution of about ±.02 mm. The error 
increases for the shallow indentation. 
The Meyer constant n was obtained by carrying out a series of 
d indentation in the fully plastic zone (i.e., the ratio of D > 0.1). The load-
B 
indentation diameter data were fed into the 'least square power curve W = Ad ' 
program of the Hewlett Packard 9100 Calculator in our Department, see 
Table 2.5. 
At below 100 lbs the actual deformation was small and readings on the 
dial gauges were unreliable owing to the uneven loading on the two 
symmetrical straining rods of the machine. !Therefore, deformations 
40 
so.a mm dia. ball 
("'"I· ;· .. : 
L I ' 
31.7Smm 
dia. batt 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
Fig. 2.27 (a) General arr angement of the machine & apparatus. 
(b) Ball used is 31 . 75 mm diameter. 
(c) Designed apparatus to attach the ball into the 
upper platen of the machine. 
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Specific2-tions of the workpieces 
..---~---·--------·--------------------.--, ,---T.~:-::-.::-1-, -:--~--2:-f,;',..---/ r "· 
tis I'll t: y!;:. I •Vvrrtl n, 0 nmax 0 
Symbol Material (l<g/mm2 ) n (llglnn?) (kg/mrn2 ) 
--- -------------r-c:------ -- ·----- -------·----· ------
--~Al.alloy8S11.76 HE30W.R 1f'sq~are b<Jr,annealedat:U]C 31.3 ____ ~·25_~_5 ____ 1~--
,, 
A L 2 A l. a ll o y B S 14 7 6 H E 3 0 W. P. 1 s q u a r e b a r 9 7 2 ·1 0 2 · 5 3 0 1-· f-·---t-----t------- ___ .,_ 
C01 Copper 1" square bar 75 2.15 2.5 30 
---
C02 C01 then annealed at 800°C cooled 1n oven L,4. 6 2·467 2·5 
t----· 
112 2.30 2.5 
188 2. 36 10 
249 2.15 1 0 
II 8 R Brass BS 2874 CZ 121 1 square bar 1-·----+--------------..,r" 
S1 Steel 1z;sqLJare bar, as rolled 
r---~-------------~---~0~------ 0 
S2 sq then vvater quenched at 850 C,tempered at 600 C 
-r-----
306 2 ·1 6 1/ 
-------------------1-------
s 3 1/ II 450°C 
--
S4 II II 300°C 354 2.09 1/ 
II S5 Bright cold drawn steel 1 square bar 156 2·1 0 II 
----------~.-c-, 
S 6 Mild steel BS L,360-43A 1 square bar, as rolled 137 2.20 \I 
--'-· 
Table 2.3_ BS 240 Part 1 (1952) 
over 100 30 - 200 
(kq/mm 
range or H8 1----------------t--------t------
ratio W/D'l Ckg/mm2 ) 30 
---~-- ---~-
10 
15 -5100 3 
--.r 
17.5 
--
30 
50 
--
50 
1/ 
--
II 
II 
II 
__ 3 -_20_] 
Indentation 1n the fully plastic zone of flat workpieces (to obta'1n Meyer constant n) 
r--t-- ---...-------
STEEL AL. ALLOY COPPER __ BP~~S~ 
~ rTarawn Brinell Hardness __E_7 15 6 'j _1 eo 2!,9 306 354 31.3E 75 44.6 112 
w (1<9) Indentation diameter (mm ) 
-
--
250 1, 5Lt 1 ./, 6 1·40 1.12 1· 05 ·94 3.21 1·84 2.10 2·295 1·80 f---
-
-
500 2.12 2. 01 1.87 1.5 4 1. 4 5 1·35 4. 34 2.5 6 2·93 3.88 2. '· 7 
------ ---· 
750 2.55 2.43 2·19 1.92 1. 74 1· 62 5·23 3 ·11 3·53 4. 51 2·93 
--r-- -------
1000 2·8 9 2.81 2·53 2.12 2.02 1· 8 2 6·04 3.54 4·03 5 ·15 3.32 f-· -
---
12 50 3. 20 3.12 2.77 2. 35 2.20 2.05 . 6.5 3 3.95 5.6 6 
--
1500 3· 43 7.19 4·34 4·90 3.94 
--r--------r-------
1750 
'+· 66 6 ·L,8 
2000 4.98 5.60 4.48 
1------ 1------- ----- t------
2250 5.31 
:-------
2500 5.48 
~----
--- r----
3000 6.03 5.85 5.34 
MeY''ll· -~9~~]114<~~11. lX'··"2j ,,4~;~22'.3!._~·;::- -~--------- -----r----70.01 52.FJ 17,L,2 63.87~ f------ --------------}-.~y,-constants n 2·203 2·10 7.·3SS 2·Hi2 2.156 2·086 2.222 2.091 2.112 2.!,67 
L--------- -- ----'---·- ------·- ---- ----·- ------ _______ L ________ 
ball used 1s Smm diamter· for otht~rs ball used ~~j 10 mrn diarnetcr' 
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were recorded relative to the deformation at 100 lbs, i.e., it was assumed 
that the deformation at 100 lbs was zero. Later on, depending on each 
particular case, we will estimate a value for the deformation of the system 
at 100 lbs and add this amount to the previously recorded deformation to get 
an estimated actual deformation at any particular load. 
The ball bearings were supplied by SKF, their hardnesses were within 
(87) 
the range of 60 ~ 66 Rockwell C . The equivalent Brinell hardness is 
(765 ~ 960 Vickers Hardness) 
(627 - 712 HBN) To avoid the plastic deformation of the ball 
itself, it requires that the hardness of the work-pieces must be at most 
(97) 1/2.5 of the ball hardness . For soft metals Brinell and Vicker 
hardnesses are approximately the same, for hard metals, the Vickers hardness 
is a better measurement and is preferred. Our hardest work~piece, with 
H 354 kg/mm2 , is possibly the maximum allowable without the risk of plastic 
B 
deformation of the ball. 
2.6 EXPERIMENT AND COMPARISON 
A series of indentation tests was carried out with a ball of 31.75 mm 
diameter from the lowest load possible at which the impression was sufficiently 
distinct for its diameter to be measured without much error on the Nikkon 
shadowgraph. Attempts were made to lower the load to the onset of 
plasticity load WE of each work~piece. Unfortunately, the impression was 
so shallow and light that the error in recording its diameter increased 
significantly. Therefore, we had to limit our minimum load according to 
the hardness of the individual metal. 
For steel, the minimum load was about 500 lbs and the maximum at least 
10,000 lbs. 
For other metals, minimum and maximum loads are shown in Table 2.6. 
Due to the limitation of our minimum load, we can only obtain the 
43. 
Table 2.6 
--
BALL DIA. = 31.75 rnm 50.8 mm 100 mm 
--,-- --
d, = A,w8• Rarge of validity dz:AaWB, RarY~e of validity dz,::A 3 W
8
• Rarge of validity 
MATER lA L A, B, Wmin Wmax A2 Wmin Wmax A a Wm·ln Wmax 
lbs l b s l b s lb s lbs lb s 
51 : Ha = 188 ·12 94 . 416 6 500 10000 '1400 12 80 25600 ·1567 5000 99200 
52 : 
= 
249 .0839 . 44 62 II \I .0883 ,, .0949 II \I 
S3 : 
= 
306 .07B5 . 41,56 \I 12000 .0826 II 3 0 700 . 088 9 \I 120000 
--
S4 : 
= 
354 .0753 . 441,7 1000 17000 .0793 2560 43500 '0855 10000 170000 
f--· --
S5 : = 156 . 11 48 • 43 52 500 27000 .1229 1280 69100 .133 2 5000 270000 
S6 : - 137 ·1 089 • 452 0 \J 10000 ' 113 9 II 25600 .1216 II 100 000 -
C01: 
= 
75 ·1286 '4582 350 16000 . 133B 900 40900. .11. 15 3500 160000 
C02: 
= 
44.6 . 3 008 . 4021 90 5000 . 3298 230 12800 .3766 90 0 50000 
AL 1 : :: 31. 3 . 1930 .4461 200 5000 ·2002 500 II . 2110 2000 \I 
AL2 : 
= 
97 '119 2 . 4514 80 4000 .1248 200 10000 '1333 800 1,0000 
BR : 
-
112 ·139 3 . 4315 400 10000 .1486 .. 1000 25600 '1630 4000 100000 
Table 2.7 Experimental resul1s of the indentation of steel bars by a 31.75mm dia. steel ball 
Gaterial S6 S5 51 52 53 st, 
--r---
w d w d w d w d w d w d 
l b s mm lbs mm lbs mm lbs mm lbs mm lbs mm :_ 
500 1.82 550 1 .74 300 1.3 7 500 1.40 500 1 ·2 3 1000 1. 63 
r------ -·-- --
750 2 ·2 0 750 2.13 500 1· 70 1000 1. 7 8 1000 1·7 7 2000 2 ·20 
--r-- ------ r----- --
1000 2.19 1000 2.32 750 2.07 2000 2.40 2000 2.28 4000 3.05 
----
-
1500 2.09 4000 4.17 1000 2.3 6 4000 3·42 3000 2·79 6000 3·5 5 
r---- r--------
2500 3.76 6000 5.03 2000 3.04 6000 4.08 4500 3·29 8000 4 ·10 
--r----- ---
3500 4·39 8000 5·73 3000 3.61 3500 4,70 6500 3.96 11000 4 ·75 
---- r----- r--
5000 5.15 12000 6,93 4000 4.09 11000 5 ·4 9 10000 4·76 17000 5 ·60 
6500 5.73 16000 7.95 5000 4 .so 16000 6·27 12000 5 ·16 
r------r----- j--------- -----~· 
7000 5.95 20000 9.11 6000 4·83 21000 7 ·17 
j----------- --------- --------
8000 6 ,31, 27006 10. It 1 8000 5.51, 25000 7.76 
_,____ ____ 
----
-------
----
9000 6.66 10000 8·98 
---- --
10000 7.01 
,---- ---t------ ------ --
least square po-
·4520 ·4 352 ·4166 ·4462 ·4456 ·1,!,4 7 
er relation d = .1059W d :: .11f,8W d =·1294 w d ::·OEJ39W d = .on5W d :·0'153W \ 
corretarion ----------
coeficient . 9 9 9 7 . 9 9 92 . 9~) 9 6 . 9 ~ 8/, ·~993 . 9 997 
---'-------------
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experimental curve logW - logd for the upper part of the transition zone 
and the lower part of the fully plastic zone. The data W-d was fed into 
the program "least square fit power curve Y aXb" to obtain d = AWl/n. 
This means that we are assuming there exists a straight line relationship 
logW - logd having a slope 1/n for the range of experimental loadings. This 
assumption holds very well since the correlation coefficient of fitness of 
the data was less than l% error for all cases, see Tables 2,7 and 2.8. 
The theoretical deformation was calculated by the following steps: 
1. At a given load W, calculate the corresponding diameter of indentation 
d from the relationship d = AWl/n produced from the above program 
2. Calculate elastic deformation o by Equation 2.29. 
e 
3. Calculate the total deformation ot by Equation 2.31 with D 31.75 mm. 
Compare this theoretical ot call it Ott' with the actual deformation 
ota obtained experimentally by our apparatus. Due to experimental 
difficulties, the following points must be noted in the comparison: 
(1) ott is valid only in the range o£ loading (e.g.' 500 - 10,000 lbs for 
(2) 
steel) in which we assume a straight line logW - logd relationship of 
slope 1/n. Since the onset of plasticity load WE for most cases is 
below 500 lbs, to get ott between WE and 500 lbs using the same power 
equation, we must realise that the relative error may be high but the 
absolute error is small, i.e., in the order of a few microns, see Table 
2 .9. 
At below 100 lbs the actual deformation 0 
ta 
is small. Since WE is not 
far from 100 lbs we may assume that 0 
ta 
at 100 lbs is completely 
elastic, and may be calculated by Equation 2.7 - i.e, the plastic 
component may be assumed negligible. This assumption is reasonable 
since the amount 0 
ta at 100 lbs is very small compared with the 
45. 
Table 2.8 Experimental results of the indentation of non- ferrous bars by a 31.75rrm dia. steel ball 
[Material AL1. 
~---~-------- .---
--
AL2 C02 C01 B R 
----- ----------
----
---------.------
----.-----
w d w d w d w d w d 
lbs mm lbs mm lbs mm lbs rnm lbs mm 
-
200 2.21 80 .87 350 1. 89 90 1.90 L,OO 1.87 
400 3.07 150 1.15 700 2. 58 160 2.32 800 2.48 
750 L, .11 300 1. 57 2000 4.20 320 2.91 1500 3 .21. 
2000 6·38 500 1·94 4000 5·70 600 3·91 3000 L, ·39 
4000 8. 78 750 2.34 7500 
-
7. 68 1400 5.52 5000 5.45 
---
-
-
5000 9.84 1000 2.69 3000 7.70 7500 6·50 
r--
1500 3.22 5000 9.24 10000 7.55 
-- -~-
2100 3.80 ' 
2800 '··26 
-
4000 5·01 
r------
least square 
·4461 
·4 514 
-4582 
·4021 ~ .4315 power relationship d: .1930W d = .1192 w d =- -12 86W d:. 3008W d = -1393W ~orrelat1on ---
coefficient 1. 0 0 00 .9999 1.0000 :9990 
.9990 
--
--
Table 2.9 Comparision between experimental and theoretical deformations 
.------------------~------------------------------------------------------·--------
MATERIAL 
~_s_1 __ ~ ___ s_2 __ ~ ___ s_3 __ ~ __ s_4 __ ~ ____ s_5 ___ j AL1 I AL2 I BR I co·~= 
deformation (micron) ( l bs l 
load 
~------~--~---~------.-------.---.---,---,---,---.---r---.---,--,--~ 
Ota Ott dta dtt bta htt bta htt 6ta btt 6ta btt Otct htt bta 0tt 0ta 6u 
~----~~~~~~-~c~~~--~-
100 7 7 7 '/ 7 24 2L, 13 13 12 12 13 13 
r---+---+---+---+---+---+---r---~--~---,_--~---~---r--~--T----r---~--~---
200 16 15 14 12 18 48 44 23 22 24 21 23 22 
500 2B 32 25 25 25 24 21 23 32 32 110 99 46 45 45 43 44 48 
~----~---~--~--~-~r-~r--4----4--~---~-----r--;---+----~--T-·--T---T---~-· 
1000 47 54 43 42 40 40 35 39 ss 55 200 184 81 79 '78 75 83 86 
2000 83 93 '73 72 68 6'7 61 65 100 96 368 343 148 139 136 131 151. 15'7 
r------r---+---1---t----j----+--t----+---+---+-·-+-·--+---- ---+---+---+---+---+-·--1 
3000 116 128 100 99 93 92 82 88 13'7 1'33 530 495 208 193 190 183 215 22L, 
r------ --------+---+---+----+---+·---+---+---+---+---+---~---r---~--~--t--
5000 1B7 191 151 149 139 137 125 130 209 203 830 786 323 297 285 278 340 351 
t---·---1----~-----~--- -~t---- ---- --
7000 256 250 200 196 181 179 164 170 280 268 375 366' 464 1~'72 
46. 
deformation ota at high load where close agreement between ott and o ta 
was found. 
Table 2.9 shows that the maximum relative error between ott and ota 
is about ± 6% for all cases. This result is quite satisfactory for the few 
assumptions we have made both in the theory and the experiment. Results 
of Table 2.9 are plotted in Fig. 2.28. 
To get an idea of how small the onset of plasticity load WE is, we 
assume that the yield stress is about 1/3 of the Brinell hardness and since 
the average ratio of the Meyer hardness over the Brinell hardness for our 
work-pieces is about 1. 04, we have YOc!. (1. 04/3 HB). The values of WE can be 
calculated from Equation 2.32 withq = 
m 
(1.04 X 1.1) /3 HB and are shown in 
Table 2.9. The ratio of dE/D(dE is the diameter of the indentation at load 
WE) is also interesting since they are much less than .1 where full plasticity 
is reached (for steel) and 0.08 for Copper and Aluminium alloys. 
The same experiment was repeated for non-ferrous metals and the 
comparison is shown in Table 2.9 or in Fig. 2.29. This time, the fully 
d plastic load is calculated at-= 0.08 instead of .1. 
D 
The assumption (2) 
above does not hold very well since the plastic deformation may be as much 
as twice the elastic deformation at 100 lbs for soft metals. In this case, it 
is much better to assume o 
ta ott at 100 lbs. 
The same experiment is now carried out with different balls of diameter 
50.8 and 100 mm. Instead of repeating the whole series of indentation 
again with those balls in order to get the new logW - logd relationship, 
we can make use of the old relationship (i.e., of the equation obtained for 
the ball diameter 31.75 mm) found in the previous part with a few correction 
factors that we are going to discuss below: 
In the elastic zone, mean pressure 
300 
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for H8 = 306 354 kgJnm' Shawki formula gives-ve deformations 
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Substitute for W by d in Equation 2.19 to get 
4d 
~ 3 D l lj 'IT (1. 761) - -+ 2 El E2 
i.e. [El E2 l [~] ~ .466 E + E 2.33 l 2 
In general, we expect the mean pressure ~ to be a function of d/D. 
Experiments made by Krupkowski (Fig. 2 .-30) on annealed copper with various 
ball diameters ranging from 1 to 30 mm showed that all the points ~ - d/D 
lie about a smooth curve. Our experiment on bright drawn steel also shows 
the same trend, see Fig. 2.31. 
If we indent two balls of diameter o1 and o2 into the same metal, 
with loads w1 , w2 respectively so that the same mean pressure occurs at the 
contact area, we always have 
> d 
l 
2.34 
Within the range of loading of the ball diameter o1 , assuming there 
exists 
i.e. 2.35 
Fig. 2.30 
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The indentation of annealed copper for various loads 
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C1931) drawn by Tabor(97). 
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Fig~ 2.31 The relation between mean pressure qm and d/D for 
balls of various diameters indented on workpiece S5. 
Mean pressure q 
m 
50. 
d 2 
2 
Substituting w1 from Equation 2.35 into Equation 2.36 
Substitute d from Equation 2.34 into this Equation 
l 
i.e. 
d 2 
2 
Hence we have obtained a new relationship between d 2 and w2 for the ball 
diameter of D2 from the given relationship for the ball of diameter D1 . 
We can write 
d2 
B A2w2 2 
where A2 
2B 
Al (D1/D2 ) l 
-1 
and B2 Bl 
2.36 
2.37 
2.38 
2.39 
Table 2.6 shows the new relationship between d - W for steels and other 
metals for ball diameters 50.8 and 100 mm derived from the relationship 
obtained experimentally for the ball of diameter 31.75 mm. Since the 
mean pressure q = 4W/nd2 and for geometrical similarity d/D is constant, 
m 
it follows that for similarity W/D2 is a constant. 'If d 1 = A1 w1Bl holds 
only in the range w1 min - w1 max, the relationship d 2 
for the range w2 min - w2 max where 
and 
51. 
i.e. 
and 2.40 
The d-W relationships were established experimentally for indentations 
with ball diameters of 50.8 and 100 mm and the above steps repeated to 
calculate the theoretical deformation ott for each case. Again, the 
theoretical values have been compared with the actual deformation ota in 
Figs. 2.32, 2.33 and 2.34. It is best to compare them in the range from 
minimum to maximum loads only. However, it may be of interest to note that 
the difference between 8 and 8 values below W , was within ± 15%. 
tt ta m1n 
From these experiments, we found that the relationship between W and d 
is of primary importance for the determination of the total deformation of 
the indentation by a hard ball into a flat surface. In the next section 
we are going to discuss a method for deriving this relationship from a few 
mechanical properties of the work-piece. 
In Figures 2.32 and 2.33, Shawki's predictions for the deformation of 
some of the work-pieces are also plotted to show the difference between his 
empirical formula and our experimental values. 
2.7 SECTION 2: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN LOAD AND THE DIAMETER OF THE 
INDENTATION 
As we have pointed out in the last section, the total deformation of a 
hard steel ball on a flat surface can be calculated provided the relationship 
W-d is known. It is therefore necessary to study this relationship more 
carefully. The two well-known theories that can be used to establish d-W 
in two different zones of loading are as follows: 
(1) When the applied load is so low that the flat surface still deforms 
elastically, Hertz proved that 
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54. 
1 
E2 ) 
l/3 
w] 2.41 
(95, 79, 32) 
This theory has long been widely supported by experiments 
particularly in the field of ball bearing where the flat surface is heat 
treated to about the same hardness as of the ball. The limit load for the 
T b 
(97) 
validity of Hertz theory was proposed by a or to be 
14.461 q 3 R 2 
m 1 + r 
If Y is the yield stress of the flat surface, the q "' 1.1 Y and 
m 
4.81 Y 3 n2 + 
where D is the diameter of the ball 
2.42 
2.43 
Usually the yield stress Y increases as the hardness increases, hence 
for hard, flat surfaces, the onset of plasticity increases significantly due 
3 . 
to Y and 1n the ball bearing field, the Hertz theory can be used with 
tolerable errors. 
(2) The Meyer law (1908) shows that at high load, there exists a relationship 
n 
W = kd where k and n are material constants; n is independent of the 
ball diameter and varies from 2 to 2.6, but k is dependent on the diameter 
of the indenter. The Meyer formula applies for large indentations. In 
1951, Tabor expressed the view that this formula is valid from a minimum 
value of ~of approximate 0.1 for mild steel and from a smaller value for 
Copper (due to lower Young modulus and hardness values). He described this 
limit as a state when "full plasticity" is reached. This does not imply that 
the plastic deformation of the work-piece (flat surface) is much higher than 
its elastic deformation, but that there exists a relationship q "' 3Y where 
m r 
q is the mean pressure at the contact area and Y is the representative 
m r 
55, 
stress of the flat surface which was found to be at the edge of the 
indentation. When "full plasticity" is reached the deformations are 
geometrically similar, i.e., d/D is a constant. This is the why the Brinell 
hardness is always measured within the full plasticity region. 
The Meyer constant n is of great importance. For cold worked metals 
it is close to 2 and for annealed materials it is closer to 2.6. In 1944 
from an investigation of the variation of this constant for steel with 
variations in carbon content and in form of heat treatment, O'Neill (77 ) made 
the following observations: 
Increases slightly in normalised steels with rise of carbon content. 
Increases when a given normalised steel is quenched to become austenitic 
or martensitic. 
Decreases when pearlite or sorbite is spheroidized. 
Decreases when a steel, by oil-quenching or water quenching and tempering, 
is given a sorbitic type of microstructure. 
A summary is shown in Table 2,10, together with the direction of hardness 
variations. 
n 
TABLE 2.10 
Effect of n and hardness due to heat treatment and 
cold-work on steel. 
Treatment 
as % content of carbon 
Normalised steel is quenched to become austenitic 
and martensitic 
Pearlite and sorbite becomes spheroidic 
Oil, water quenched and tempered 
As tempered temperature ~ 
As the amount of cold-work ...-""' 
Hardness 
Unsure 
56. 
(8) 
Baker and Russell · (1920) found that the Meyer constant decreases as 
the amount of cold work increases, This applies for steel; fortunately it 
also applies for other metals. 
From Table 2.10 we observe that there is no way of devising a general 
relationship between hardness and the Meyer constant n. In some cases n 
increases as hardness increases, but in others it decreases. We can only 
treat individual cases, e.g., for cold worked metals, as the amount of cold 
work increases, n decreases and hardness increaseses, and there may exist 
a relationship between hardness and n. However, this becomes so detailed 
that the analysis may be difficult or tedious to apply in practice, so for 
the following analysis, we shall assume that n is independent of hardness. 
Meyer's formula w 
that is d k' is a constant 2.44 
To find an expression for k', let D , W be the ball diameter and the 
0 0 
load that is used to obtain the Brinell hardness for any metal, then 
z W /D 2 
0 0 
2.45 
where Z is called the specific loading and satisfies the requirement in BS 240 
Part 1, 1962. 
Let d , M, be the corresponding indentation diameter and Meyer hardness 
0 
of the flat surface then 
i.e. 
M 
d 
0 
Meyer's law gives d 
0 
hence k' 
4W /Tid 2 
0 0 
h 
(4W /TIM) 2 
0 
k'W 
0 
(1/W )l/n (4W /TIM)~ 
0 0 
2.46 
2.47 
57. 
Replace W in Equation 2.47 by Z D 2 , i.e. 
0 0 
k 1 2 (TIM) ~!z (Z D 2)!z -1/n 
0 
Since Meyer hardness is independent of the ball used, provided we keep 
the specific loading Z constant. The constant k' for any ball D is 
k' -!z 2 !z - 1/n 2 (TIM) (Z D ) 
Substitute this result into Equation 2.44 to get 
d 1/n 
w 
2.48 
2.49 
Hence it follows that for a flat work-piece of given hardness M, we can 
draw the curve d-W in the "fully plastic" zone for any ball diameter D, from 
Equation 2.49. 
Consider Fig.2.35, the straight line ED represents the elastic curve 
satisfying Equation 2.41, i.e., ED has slope of 3 and W satisfies Equation 2.43 
E 
line PN represents the fully plastic zone, P is the point at which 
d/D = .1. WN is the load at which the Brinell hardness is measured if a 
ball of diameter D is used and specific loading Z = W /D2 satisfies BS 240. 
N 
Since n varies from 2 to 2.6, let P1N, P2N be two straight lines of slope 
2 and 2.6 respectively. P1 and P2 lie on the vertical line of d/D = 0.1. 
Of course, PN must lie in the P1 N P2 zone, since 2. 0< n <2. 6. (Actually, this 
range applies for Copper and its alloys only, for steel, Aluminium 1 and their 
alloys n is between 2 and 2.5, see Appendices 2.1 and 2.2.) 
The horizontal line W = AW , where A is a constant, intersects P1N, E . 
PN, ED and P2 N at H1 , p, e, H2 respectively. Equations 2.41 and 2.43 give 
d 
e 
1.398 Dl/ 3 X l/3 Al/ 3 4.811/ 3 Y D2/ 3 X 213 where X 
i.e. d /D = 2.358 Y 
e 
l/3 X A 
58. 
Similarly Equations 2.43 and 2.49 give 
then 
if A 
d 
p 
d /D p 
d /d 
e p 
-!z 1.128 M 2 (Z D ) 
1.128 (Z/M)~ (4.81/Z)l/n Y 3/n 
-~ 2.09 z M~ Y l-3/n(Z/4 . 81 )1/n xl-2/n 
l, i.e., W 
1/n 
A 
Al/3 - 1/n 
R (d /d ) t 
e p a WE 
2.09A-~ M~ Y l-3/n (Z/4.81)1/n xl-2/n 
Note for n 2, d /d 
E El 
.953 (M/Y 
In practice M > 3Y for all cases 
2.51 
2.52 
2.53 
2.54 
2.55 
Also note for n 2.5 (for steel, line P 2N has slope 2.5 instead of 2.6) 
2.56 
This equation is very complicated due to the variation of Z, Y , X and M 
with different materials, different types of heat treatment, and different 
amounts of cold work. Since M is of the highest power, it dominates the 
other terms and it was found that usually dE > d but in some cases of soft 
E2 
metals dE < d 
E2 
(A) 
Consider the case where PN intersects ED at a point E' above E, i.e. 
w ' > w E E" It is logical to say that the transition zone PE can be made of 
a series of straight lines with slopes decreasing steadily from 3 to n. 
In fact,, two straight lines of slope 3 -(3-n)/4 and n +(3-D)/4 drawn from 
E and P respectively is satisfactory representation. 
Surnrnari.sing the process, to obtain this graph given Y , D, E
1
, E
2
, M, n 
(i) 
59. 
Calculate W by Equation 2.43, substitute into Equation 2.41, to 
E 
obtain dE 
(ii) Plot point E (WE ,dE) on the logW-logd graph. 
2.57 
(iii) Calculate WP from Equation 2.49 by putting dp .lD. Plot the point 
P (Wp' D/10). 
(iv) Draw straight lines of slope 3, n from E and P respectively. 
(v) In the transition zone, draw two straight lines of slopes 3 - (3-n) /4 
and n +(3-n)/4 from E and P respectively (see Fig.2.36) . 
. '1 d b b (97 ) f' h' . 1 d' A very s1m1 ar way was one y Ta or to 1t lS exper1menta 1ameters 
of indentation at varying loadings for the case of a 10 mm diameter hard steel 
ball indented into a fully work-hardened steel (n = 2) of yield stress 
Y
0 
77 kg/mm2 (i.e. HB ~ 231 kg/mm2 ). 
The graph is then complete, and for any load W we can read d 
directly from the curve. Unfortunately, when the ball diameter is changed, 
a new curve has to be drawn. This is long and tedious, but a computer 
program can be written to reduce the tedious. 
(B) 
The above method works well provided WE, > WE but what will happen if 
WE, <WE?, i.e., the straight line PN intersects ED atE' below E (Fig.2.37). 
The two straight lines drawn from P and E described in (v) of Part (A) 
above, will not meet each other inside the space limited by two lines W = W E 
and W = W p· The simplest procedure would be to connect PE; this straight 
line, of course, has a slope smaller than n which would make the graph 
appear unrealistic. Calculations for most metals have shown that this 
situation occurs frequently for n > 2.4 especially for low hardness metals. 
However, as WP is very much higher than WE, the slope of the line EP becomes 
60. 
··-----. 
Wp 
log d 
Fig. 2.36 The proposed logW-logd graph for the case WE 1>WE. 
0) 
0 
Wp 
-----·-----..-·-------
dp log d 
Fig. 2. 37 The proposed logW-logd graph for the case \'JE~WE 
61. 
very close to n (see Figs. 2.43c and 2.44c) and the changes in the slopes 
at E and P are not very marked; .we took this straight line connection to 
be acceptable. 
It must be emphasised that the fully plastic Meyer formula applies for 
steel from d/D = .land from a smaller ratio for Copper. Therefore, in 
applying this method to soft metals like Copper, Brass, Aluminium and its 
alloys,we have to reduce it to a reasonable value, say d/D = .08. 
At this stage we can obtain the curve for d-W with any given combination 
of M, D, Y , E
1
, E2 , n. However, the above graphical method, due to its 
complexity and the large amount of required information, still leaves a lot 
to be desired. In the next section we are going to discuss another approximate 
method which may be easier to use in practice. It eliminates the requirement 
for much information by assumptions and curve fitting. 
The first assumption is Y = M/5 which will be discussed later (see 
Section 3.10). 
Equations 2.43 and 2.52 then become 
and 
d /d 
e p 
i.e. d /d 
e p 
-~ 
.418 z (26Z)l/n Ml.5-3/n Xl -2/n Al/3 - 1/n 
for A l i.e. W 
R = (d /d ) t 
e p a WE 
when A 1 and n = 2 then (d /d ) t W 
e p a E 
2.13 (from Equation 2.54) 
2.58 
2.59 
2.60 
That is it is independent of the properties of the flat surface and of 
the diameter of the indenter. Variation of R with respect to n and hardness 
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63. 
can be seen in Figs. 2.38 and 2.39 for the following cases: 
For Steel Z 2 = 30, range of hardness = 50 - 700 kg/mm 
For Copper, Aluminium alloy, Brass Z = 10, range of 
hardness= 20- 300 kg/mm2 . It is observed that the 
values of R lie between 1/2 and 2.13. 
Substitute Y = M/5 into Equations 2.50 and 2.51 to get 
d /D 
e 
d /D 
p 
47 MXAl/3 . 2 
1.128 (.0385)l/n z~ -l/n M-~ + 3/n x21n Al/n 
2.61 
2.62 
Attempts have been made to find two functions f 1 and f 2 such that the 
diameter of the indentation at any load is 
d 2.63 
where f 1 and f 2 have the following property: 
As 
Load W 0 w w 00 E p 
fl about 1 decreasing to 0 about 0 
£2 
about 0 increasing to 1 about 1 
£1 and £ 2 must be such that the diameter of indentation d in Equation 2.63 
has a variation with load as shown in Fig.2.41. 
To simplify the problem we use 
f = 1 - f 1 2 
where £ 2 has the shape shown in Fig. 2.40a. 
64. 
f 
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Fig. 2.40a The proposed shape of function f 2 • 
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log d 
Fig. 2.40b The shape of the logW-logd curve for the case 
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Fig. 2 ·41 The proposed logW-logd curves for the two possiblecases. 
65. 
There are a few functions which have the characteristic desired for f 2 
such as 
a) 2 -1 W) 2 f2 =(-tan 
'IT 
b) f2 erfW ~ Jwe -t2 dt 
0 
f w etc. e 2 
w l+e 
c) 
For each function, constants must be inserted to satisfy the conditions 
at W 
All 'of the above f 2 and their corresponding f 1 functions, making up, 
d = f 1 de +f2 dp' produce a similar shape to that shown in Fig. 2.40b, which 
is not acceptable. 
An alternative is to look for a function F such that 
d r, 1/n 2 1/2 - 1/n, M-1/2 + 3/n X2/n Al/n l. F dp = F r.·l28 (. 0385) 2. 64 
Since WE is usually very small and applied loads above WE commonly occur 
in practice, Equation 2.64 is designed so as to obtain the diameter of the 
impression for W > WE. The property of F with respect to load is 
w 00 
F R approach 1 about 1 
where R is the ratio (d /d it was noted that~< R ~2.13 for Y M/5. 
e p)atWE 
The function F was found to have the following form 
F 
W + CRWE 
w + cw E 
2.65 
66. 
where C is a constant. The larger the value of C the slower F 
approaches 1. Fig. 2.42 shows the curve of F vs load W for R >1 and 
R <1. It is easier to investigate Equation 2.64 in a dimensionless form, 
i.e., to study the relation 
where W 
d 
D 
A+ CR ~ (3.85 x 10~2 x2)l/n M~~ +3/n Al/n 1.128Z 2 A + C Z 
AWE and Y M/5. 
d Graphs of D vs A are drawn for two cases. 
2.66 
(i) For Steel: Z E2 = 21500 kg/mm
2
, M = 188 kg/mm2 in Fig.2.43. 
(ii) For Copper: Z 2 2 21500, E2 = 12200 kg/mm , M = 75 kg/mm 
in Fig. 2.44. 
In each case the effect of the variation of n = 2, 2.25, 2.5 and 
C 10, 15, 20 are clearly displayed. 
Note the following: 
When A = 1, W 
E (A 1, d/D 
WE, a straight line of slope 3 passes through point 
dE/D) , which represents the extended part of the elastic 
curve, i.e., Equation 2.61. 
Straight lines of slopes n = 2, 2.25, 2.5 representing the fully plastic 
zone (Equation 2.62). Each line must pass through P (d /D =.1 or .08 p 
for Steel or Copper respectively) , the starting point of the fully 
plastic zone. 
If we connect the points together, we will obtain ~versus A. It is 
very interesting to find that it does not matter whether R is larger 
or smaller than 1, the resultant d/D vs A curves appear to be what 
we were looking for. 
F 
67. 
R 
(a) R > 1 
1 ·-- - -- - - -~=--::.;r:i ____ .._...._ 
1-~-·---
I 
I 
Wp 
-
F I (b) R < 1 I 
R _ __y 
.........._~-----------------1----w-E 
Eig. 2.42 The relation between function F and load for two 
possible cases of R. 
Material He d 
kg /mm2 
d/0 de dp 6e /dp 
mm m1cron m1cron m1cron 
f--·---·-· 
S6 1 3 7 11.6 7 . 3 7 14 8 998 ·15 
--
S5 156 10.7 5 . 34 160 829 -19 
s 1 188 10.19 . 32 16 9 733 .23 
-· 
52 249 8.60 .27 201 482 . 4 2 
-
53 306 7 .'/9 . 2 5 2 22 367 .60 
--
S4 354 7.20 .23 239 289 ·8 3 
-- ·------
C01 75 15 .o 8 .47 158 1710 ·0~ 
-
--
--
----·--·--I--· ------ .--
AL 1 31.3 23 ·1 7 ·73 1 5 1. 4151. ·04 
·-- f----·- ·-
AL2 97 13.29 ·4 2 . 263 12 58 • 21 
--
BR 112 12·2 0 ·3 8 214 10 64 • 2 0 
Table 2.11 
The ratio of elastic over plastic de formations at 30000 (bs for vanous 
metals. 
68. 
The constant C is chosen in such a way that the curve d = Fd 
p 
branches off the straight line E at E with a slope slightly less than 
X 
3 and reaches the point P of the straight line PN at a slope very 
close to n. The best values for C have been found to lie between 
10 and 20. For simplicity, we chose C = 15 for all cases. 
A program (see Appendix 2.3) was written to tabulate the difference 
in d/D for varying values of A (=W/WE) between the following three cases: 
l) 
2) 
3) 
were: 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
Dimensionless fully plastic diameter d /D (Equation 2.62). 
p 
Dimensionless elastic diameter d /D (Equation 2.61). 
e 
Dimensionless diameter d/D = F(d /D) from Equation 2.66 for cases of p 
C = 10, 15, 20, and n = 2, 2.25, 2,5 
The flow chart is shown in Fig. 2.45. The data used for the calculation 
Steel H B 188 kg/mm 
2 
Steel H 354 kg/mm 2 B 
Copper HB = 75 kg/mm 
2 
Cases (i) and (iii) are drawn in Figs. 2.43 and 2.44. 
2.8 SUMMARY OF THE STEPS LEADING TO THE CALCULATION OF THE TOTAL DEFORMATION 
OF A HARD STEEL BALL ON A FLAT SURFACE 
Given l) 2 Ball diameter D, Young Modulus of steel E1 = 21500 kg/mm . 
2) Young modulus, Brinell hardness, Meyer constant of work-piece,E2 , 
3) Specific loading Z, which was used to determine the Brinell 
hardness of the work-piece, if it is not indicated, a value of Z 
may be assumed from BS 240, Part l, 1962. 
4) The load W at which we want to know the deformation ot. 
A 
A 
X 
0 
+ 
10 
.OQS 
(a) 
[YYJ 
c : 10 
c : 15 
c = 20 
69, 
(b) 
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D 
70. 
r-;: i v en E 1 , E 2~ Z , n= 2 , C == 1 ~ L~------T-:----
.Lqn. 2. 60 
Loop 
A.= 1 , 2, 5, ... 1000 
~ .. _y____ _ ___ .. _, ___ _ 
eqn. 2.51 
with Y=M/5 
eqn. 2. 50 
with Y=M/5 
eqn. 2. 66 
The process is repeated for 0=15 and 20 
All is then repeated for n=2.25 and 2.5 
Fig. 2.45 Flow chart of IJrograrn PLOT (Appendix 2.3) 
SYMBOLS 
Results Inside pro;::•;ram t1ean i.ngs 
FACTOR A(J) A 
PLAS DIA nr Ratio d /D p 
CORR DIA DD II d /D 
ELAS DIA DE II de/D 
DIA RAT R R 
l1BYEI1 B( 3) Meyer consta.nt n 
z B( 4) Specific loadinz 
c B( 5) Const8.nt c 
z 
71. 
Assumptions l) Yield stress of work-piece Y = M/5 ~ H /5. 
B 
2) Constant C in function F equals 15. 
3) Indentation is shallow, i.e., plastic deformation of 
work-piece <<D. 
Calculation l) Calculate the onset of plasticity WE from Equation 2.58 
.0385 2 3 2 where X 1 1 w = D M X +- 2.67 E El E2 
2) Calculate the ratio (d /d ) from Equation 2.59 with A=l 
e p 
i.e. R 
3) Calculate from Equation 2.66 
d 
D 
A+l 5R 1.128Z~ 
A+l5 [ 
2 2] 1/n 
3.85 ~ 10 X M-1/2+3/n 
where A 
4) Calculate total deformation ot from Equation 2.30 
8 
t 
d 2 w 
- + .682 d 4D X 
2.69 
2.70 
This calculation is most valuable for evaluating the total approach of a ball 
indenting a flat surface which deforms partly elastic and partly plastic, i.e., 
up to loadings that cause the dimensionless diameter of indentation to be less 
than approximately .1. For large indentations, the method still applies very 
well; it was found that for d/D > .45.the elastic deformation is found to be 
small compared with the plastic deformation (about 10%- see Table 2.11), in 
that case 
2.9 COMPARISON BETWEEN THE ACTUAL DIAMETERS OF INDENTATIONS AND THE 
THEORETICAL VALUES OBTAINED FROM THE EQUATION d = Fd 
p 
2.70a 
From the summary we can predict the diameter of the indentation at any 
load W, Equation 2.69 gives 
d 
A + 15R 
A + 15 
72. 
2 2 1/n 
(3.85; 10- X J M-1/2+3/n Al/n D 
A computer program (named FINAL) has been written to compute this 
equation for given values of E1 , E2 , HB or M, Z, n and ball diameter D 
(Appendix 2 . 4) . The total deformation ot was also computed in this 
lfor comparison with the experimental deformation if required) . program 
2. 71 
The theoretical d calculated for Steel, Aluminium alloy, Copper and 
Brass are also tabulated in Appendix 2.4 and the values are plotted in 
Figs. 2.46 and 2.47, together with the experimental diameter of indentation 
for comparison. The maximum error may be ±10% at low load, that is 
close to WE (assuming Y = M/5) it becomes less than ±5% for W > 20 WE 
and when full plasticity is reached, the difference becomes negligible. 
In order to show the effectiveness of our theoretical prediction, we 
have searched for published experimental results obtained by other 
investigators. So far we have found only four sources of published data 
that contain enough information for us to check our theory: 
1) T b (97) a or (1951): the experiment was done using a 10 rom diameter hard 
2 
steel ball on a fully work-hardened steel Y = 77 kg/rom , according to 
0 
Tabor the Meyer constant n = 2.0, and hence Brinell hardness was 
approximately equal to 3 Y , i.e. 231 kg/rom2 . 
0 
2) O'Neill (75 ) (1923): the experiments were done on steel A and steel W 
the hardnesses and Meyer constants are 140, 327 and 2.288, 2.292 
respectively. Figs 2.48 and 2.49 show the comparison of their 
experimental diameters of indentations with our theoretical predictions. 
The results are in close agreement. 
3) Richmond et al( 83 ) (1974): the experiments were made for the 
2 
indentation of a 10 rom diameter tungsten carbide ball E1 = 60,000 kg/rom ) 
into two copper bars: one was cold worked (n = 2.03) and the other was 
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annealed (n = 2.48). Our calculation applies for the case of the 
indentation by a "steel" ball since it involves the specific loading 
Z which was used in the Brinell hardness test with a steel ball. 
However, if we assume that by keeping the same Z as before and 
replace the steel ball by the tungsten carbide ball, the diameter of 
indentation does not reduce very much and hence it can be used to 
estimate the Brinell hardness of the work-piece. The only change 
we have to make in our calculation is the Young modulus of the ball. 
Their assumed Brinell hardnesses may be calculated at the specific 
loading Z = 10 as 117 and 48.6 kg/mm2 respectively. Our predicted 
diameters of indentation are very close to their experimental results 
(Fig. 2. 50). The ball penetration measured in their experiment may 
also be compared with our theoretical deformation ot in Fig.2.51. 
The error is within ±15%. 
4) Lee et aZ (56 ) (1972): the experiment was made for the indentation of 
a 10 mm diameter tungsten carbide ball into a bar of steel SAE 4340. 
The Meyer constant n and the assumed Brinell hardness at the specific 
loading Z = 30 (for steel) are calculated from their experimental 
2 
results as 2.12 and 398 kg/mm respectively. Our theoretical 
prediction for the total deformations ot follow their experimental 
results much better than their theoretical results (Fig.2.52). 
All of our theoretical values are tabulated in Appendices 2.5 and 2,6, 
The theoretical predictions for the deformations (TOTAL DEF. 1 Appendix 
2.4) of our work-pieces were found to be within ±15% of the experimental 
data (ota' Table 2.9). 
2.10 DISCUSSION OF THE ASSUMPTION M = 5Y 
Experimentally it has been shown that for ideal plastic or fully work-
hardened metal M ~ 3 Y (Tabor 1951) . 
0 
For annealed metals 
HB 
varies slightly with the Meyer constant UTS 
n, 
10 
'U 
n:J 
.3 
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see Fig. 2.10. 
(97) 
Generally, Tabor found that the ratio is about 3 to 3.6. 
UTS In 1944, to investigate the ratio of 
Yield stress Y 
( UTS f or . 2% PS or steels 
which do not yield.) which is termed Plasticity ratio, 0' Neill plotted a 
graph to show its variation with respect to the amount of carbon content 
in steels heat-treated different ways (Fig.2.54). The average value was 
found to be about 1.6. Since the Meyer hardness is slightly larger than 
the Brinell hardness, we may assume that on average, the Meyer hardness 
(or the Brinell hardness) is about five times yield stress. 
This assumption also applies for Aluminium alloys- see Reference 110, 
pages314-315, and for Copper and its alloys, Reference 82. 
For most metals, the actual yield stress commonly varies between 
l l f . 7 to 3 o 1ts Brinell hardness; therefore, it is reasonable to assume 
that the yield stress is approximate HB/5. It is observed that the onset 
of plasticity load W , which depends on yield stress, is generally small and 
E 
common loadings usually occur at A (= W/WE) above 20, where the Meyer 
constant n already dominates the shape of the curve d = Fd and the 
p 
effect of the difference between the assumed and the actual yield stress is 
negligible. 
In making this assumption, we intend to pay more attention to the 
calculation of the diameter of the indentation at practical loadings, which 
occur at the value of 20 WE and above, than loadings near WE. 
2.11 VARIATION OF MEYER CONSTANT n OF STEELS 
Generally annealed metals have n close to 2.6. This is clearly 
seen in non-ferrous metals - see Appendix 2.2. However, seldom do cases 
of heat treated steel have n ~ 2.5 - see Appendix 2.1. A graph plotted 
by O'Neill (77 ) for the variation of the Meyer constant n with respect to 
the carbon content in steels altered by various kinds of heat treatment, 
clearly shows that, commonly 2.15 < n < 2. 35, Fig. 2. 55. From the above 
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observation we may assume that n is approximately 2.25 for heat treated 
steels (i.e., we do not include the cold worked steel in this group). 
For steel work-pieces: Z = 30 and X 9.302 x 10-5 , substitute 
these into Equations 2.68 and 2.69 to get 
R (d /d ) 
e p at W 
E 
(.418//30) (26 x 30)1/2.25 Ml.5-3/2.25 X 
and 
d 
D 
A + 15R 
A + 15 
;\, 
1.128 (30) 2 
X M-1/2 + 3/2.25 Al/2.25 
.l23M' 167 
-10] 1/2.25 
.0385 X 9.302 2 X 10 
~---------------------- X 30 
A + 15R 8 _36 x 10-5 M.833 A.444 A + 15 
Substitute back into Equation 2.70 we can evaluate the total deformation 
ot with slightly less work. 
2.72 
2.73 
The assumption that n = 2.25 is made in cases where we do not have the 
facility to obtain the value of the Meyer constant n and.where we wish to 
estimate the deformation within a tolerable error, say ±20%. 
In practice, steel work-pieces which are undergoing such operations as 
drilling, milling etc. , are soft steels (as rolled state) , Fig. 2. 55 shows 
that for them, n is approximately 2.25. 
2.12 EFFECT OF THE SURFACE ROUGHNESS ON THE TOTAL DEFORMATION ot 
For simplicity we assume that the asperities have tips of spherical 
shape and the steel indenter is perfectly smooth and of large radius of 
curvature compared with the asperities. Thus the deformation at each 
asperity may be considered as occurring between a hard flat surface and 
a spherical softer surface. The behaviour is essentially the same as that 
occurring between a hard spherical indenter pressing on to the plane of a 
81, 
softer metal. The load which is required to initiate plastic deformation 
in asperities of specified radius of curvature will be the same. An 
example illustrating the order of magnitude of this load: 
For fully work-hardened steel Y 
0 
133 kg/mm2 equation 2.32 gives 
Radius of curvature of asperities Onset of plastic load WE 
(em) l0-3kg 
10-4 3.9 X 10-4 
10-2 3.9 
It follows that when the indenter presses on a rough surface, the 
indenter will, in fact, be supported by asperities that have flowed 
plastically until their area is sufficient to support the applied load. 
However, the bulk material below the asperities will initially deform 
elastically, until its own onset of plasticity load is reached, then it will 
flow plastically. 
. (66) Exper1ments were conducted by Moore: a smooth cylindrical 
indenter was pressed into a flat surface of work-hardened Copper in which 
a series of fine parallel grooves had been cut. The cylinder was arranged 
with its axis parallel to the grooves and indentations made at various 
loads. Fig. 2.56 shows that under the heavy plastic deformations of bulk 
material underneath the indenter, the asperities still remain visible 
even at the bottom of the indentation. 
In practice, the plastic deformation of the asperities for the case of 
a spherical indenter on a rough surface is small compared with the total 
deformation at high load, say W > 20 WE. When the applied load is small, 
the deformation of the asperities is significant, as in the cases of electric 
resistance, friction, wear etc. investigations into the elastic and 
82. 
plastic deformation of the asperities on a flat plate indented by a sphere 
conducted by Greenwood( 3B) in 1967 and Demkin( 23 ) in 1976. 
2.13 CONCLUSION 
Shawki's empirical formula does not show good agreement with our 
experimental results for the very soft and very hard steels. The 
disadvantage of Shawki's empirical formula is that for each new material, the 
whole experiment has to be repeated, and to ensure that the formula holds 
well, a large field of test had to be carried out. We have presented a 
more powerful method for predicting the total deformation of a hard steel 
ball indented into a flat surface. 
There are a few points to note in using our method. 
It is general, applied for any elastic material and the results 
can be obtained at once. 
The remarkable fact is that the total deformation ot can be established 
by a formula which is as simple as the elastic deformation formula 
derived by Hertz years ago. 
The elastic and plastic deformation components of ot are inversely 
proportional to the diameter of the indentation; this minimizes the 
error in o as an error in the estimated value of the diameter of the 
t 
indentation at a certain load occurs. 
The difference between the experimental and predicted theoretical 
diameter of indentation calculated from the equation d = Fd is small p 
and tolerable. 
It applies for a practical range of loading which varies from very 
small load to the load at which the ratio of the indentation diameter 
over ball diameter is less than .45. 
83, 
h f . . 1 f t l(SS) · · T e lnlte e ement method o Lee e a ln 1972 lS undoubtedly 
more costly and time-consuming than ours. Our theoretical results do 
follow their experimental results better than their theoretical results. 
84. 
CHAPTER 3 
REVIEW OF THE CONTACT BETWEEN ROUGH SURFACES 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
Microscopic and sometimes macroscopic irregularities or asperities 
exist all over a workpiece surface. The distribution of asperities,generally 
called roughness, is dependent on the machine process used to prepare the 
surface. Even on very smooth surfaces produced by lapping or honing, very 
fine asperities still exist. Abbott and Firestone(l) showed that it was 
possible to predict the area of the surface, or the land, above any given 
datum from a single surface profile. Thus, what became known as Abbott's 
bearing area curve, was first used for analysing the contact between surfaces. 
When two nominally flat surfaces are broughttogether, the contact first occurs 
where the asperities meet. The asperities resist deformation and cause the 
real area of contact to be less than the nominal area. This concept of 
surfaces touching over discrete small areas is fundamental to modern theories 
of surface contact. An increase in load brings more asperities to load sharing 
h th 1 h . d. (5) rat er an en arge t e asperlty contact ra lUS . (66) Moore , on the basis 
of his experiments on the compression of a hard steel roller against work-
hardened as well as annealed grooved copper plates, concluded that even at 
light loads the asperities deform plastically while the bulk material deforms 
elastically. Greenwood and Rowe( 35 ) (1965) compressed a rough end face of an 
aluminium cylinder against a flat rigid mild steel plate. They found that 
when the length of the cylinder was approximately equal to its diameter, little 
deformation of the asperities occurred at as high a compression of the 
cylinder as 10% of its length. However, for the case of penny-shaped 
(i.e. short) cylinders, considerable flattening of asperities is inevitable. 
Asperities essentially retain their original shape when the plastic deformation 
of the bulk material does not extend to the interface, as in the case of the 
end compression of long cylinders, For the penny-shaped cylinder, the 
85. 
asperities deform considerably since the plastically deformed region does 
extend to the interface. Thus the deformation of asperities on a rough 
surface is dependent on the thickness of the underlying bulk material. This 
dependence means that the study of rough surfaces in compression cannot be 
made on the assumption that the individual asperities deform as ideal 
Hertzian bodies. Early attempts to develop a mathematical treatment applied 
this law of deformation of ideal macroscopic bodies to individual asperities; 
for example, the classical elastic theory of Hertz (1881) was applied to the 
contact between a spherical asperity and a flat surface to obtain the relation 
A a w2/ 3 where A and W are the area of contact and the applied load 
respectively. Meyer's law for the plastic contact between a sphere and a 
plane (1908) was also used to support the assumption that the contact area 
is proportional to the load. Archard(S) (1957) extended the spherical 
asperity model and showed that for rough surfaces usually touching at so many 
points, the area tends to become proportional to the load even when the 
contact is elastic, For most asperities the radius of curvature of the tips 
is of the order of 1 micron and the load at which plastic flow occurs varies 
from .04g for soft metal like tin, to 6g for very hard steel (97 ). Although 
the plastic flow of asperities occurs so readily, this does not mean that the 
underlying metal is also deformed plastically. . (58) Based on this fact L1ng 
(1958) in an effort to obtain the compliance between two rough surfaces, assumed 
TI 
the asperities to be symmetrical cones of angle 2 and the heights of which 
can be represented by different types of probability distributions such as 
uniform, linear, normal and Poisson, Later Greenwood and Williamson (1966) 
assumed that the heights of the asperities were represented by a well-defined 
continuous distribution: the normal (also called Gaussian) distribution. 
This has been widely accepted. Figure 3.1 shows the cumulative height 
distribution of bead-blasted aluminium. Both the distribution of all heights 
and peak heights are Gaussian, at least in the range ±2 standard deviations. 
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Originally it was thought by Greenwood and Williamson that the 
deformation of the asperities is elastic at light loads, becoming plastic 
when the load increases beyond some critical value. They defined the limit 
of the elastic state as when the ratio of the plastic area of contact over 
A 
the total area of contact _£has a value of .02, i.e. this value is taken 
A 
as the criterion for the onset of a significant degree of plasticity. On 
the assumption that all asperity summits have the same radius of curvature 
r and that their heights vary randomly according to the Gaussian 
distribution, applying the classical law of elasticity of contact between 
a sphere and a plane, they found that the dimensionless deformation o* 
of the surface asperities is equal to 0 
0 
where 
0 standard deviation of the surface heights 
r radius of curvature of the asperity 
H Hardness of the rough material 
E' the equivalent hardness where l, 
E 
are Young's modulii for the two surfaces. 
Since o* increases when the standard deviation of roughness increases, 
they introduced the plasticity index 
-~ ( o* l E' 
H 
h 
' 0 2 
· (-) which combines the material and topographic 
r 
properties of the solids in contact. In principle the plasticity index 
merely determines the critical load at which the deformation changes from 
elastic to plastic. In practice the topography exerts such an overriding 
influence that for most surfaces the critical load is either impractically 
high or negligibly low, i.e. the deformation is either always elastic or 
plastic by considering the numerical value of the plasticity index ~ of 
the surface. When ~ > l plastic deformation occurs, and when ~ < 0. 7 
88. 
elastic deformation usually occurs in very smooth surfaces. It is 
noted that ~ is independent of load and dependent totally on the topography 
of the surfaces. Most common surfaces used in normal engineering 
(36) practice have plasticity index well above l . 
(72) O'Callaghan and Probert (1973) observed that, as the load increases, 
the standard deviation decreases while the radius of curvature of the 
asperity increases, resulting in the gradual decrease of the plasticity 
index~. This implies that the deformation of the'asperities in plastic 
at first but later elastic, when the surfaces have been modified to produce 
a value of~ <.7. However, this possibility remains untested. Some 
investigators still argue that the deformation must be both elastic and 
plastic and the ratio of elastic to plastic deformation will vary with the 
surface geometry, surface properties and sometimes the applied load 
(Rohsenow and Yovanovich in the discussion of reference 39). Recently in 
a careful experiment to measure the normal approach between rough and flat 
surfaces in contact, Nuri and Halling( 70) (1975) also assumed that the 
deformation of the asperities is always composed of two components: elastic 
and plastic. For smooth surfaces, the deformation is almost elastic even 
at high load, the plastic component is small at low load and increases with 
the load. With increasing roughness the rate of increase in the plastic 
component increases significantly compared with the rate of increase in 
the elastic component, 
Hisakado and Tsukizoe(43 ) (1965) assumed the material displaced by the 
truncation of the asperity tips,as a result of the approach of the flat 
surface, is negligible, Their theory proved to be valid at very low 
(107) 
pressure (Uppal and Probert ). Experiments of the indentation on 
aluminium and indium by a hard steel punch, Williamson et aZ (ll3 ) (1972) 
observed the rise of the valley floor at even the slightest load; this 
leads to Williamson's theory in which the volume of the metal truncated is 
89. 
conserved. The fact that the asperities still persist at pressure up to 
six times the yield stress of the asperity was seen in Williamson's 
experiments. This theory showed a better result than the former. In 
1975, from the study of the spherical indentations in various metals at 
. (41) low loads, Hall1ng found that the work-hardening effect of the asperities 
increases the stiffness of the surface texture significantly. 
d . ff h k d k. (l8 ) ( ) . d By a 1 erent approac Kragels y an Dem 1n 1960 tr1e to 
establish the initial part of the bearing area curve to be of the form bpy 
where b is a constant depending on the topographic properties of the surface, 
; a p is the dimensionless compliance1=R 
m 
where a is the deformation and R 
m 
the peak-valley height of the asperity, see Figure 3.9), vis the bearing 
area curve parameter. . (19) Theory developed by Demk1n (1970) for low pressure 
and later (1975) for high pressure are also very interesting. For the 
. . (2 3). deformation of rough curved bodies we found that the Demkln theory 
is easier to use than that of Williamson (Greenwood and Tripp( 3S) (1967) 
(60) 
and Lo (1969)). 
The elastic contact between rough and flat surfaces remains an 
interesting topic for scientists and engineers. A paraboloidal model with 
the same curvature representing the asperities was considered by Bush and 
Gibson( 9 ) (1975). A distribution of the surface slopes of the asperities, 
conical models with different apex angles, variation of the flow pressure 
of each contact due to the work-hardening of the asperities were studied by 
. . (43...,.47) ) Tsuk1zoe and Hlsakado · (1974-1976 . 
Until a well-proven unified theory is widely accepted, the best that 
can be done is to present a number of possible theories with their regions 
of validity proved by experimental results. They are later used for 
practical application such as evaluation of the deformation of a system of a 
flat locator indented into flat workpieces of different hardness and varying 
degrees of roughness. 
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3.2 THEORY OF HISAKADO AND TSUKIZOE( 43 ) 
Assumptions 
l) The distribution curve of the surface heights is normal, that is 
f(u) 
2) Plastic deformation of the metal occurs at the contact. 
3) The flow pressure q 
m 
~ is constant (i.e. it is independent of 
A 
load W which implies no work-hardening of the asperities, A being 
3,1 
the real area of contact) . The flow pressure is also assumed to be 
equivalent to the indentation hardness M (Meyer's hardness). 
4) Interaction between asperities is negligible. 
5) The ratio of real over apparent area of contact is equivalent to the 
bearing.fraction of the surface profile at a particular level, i.e. 
A = 6L (Figure 3,2) since the surface is assumed to be isotropic, 
A L 
n o 
a traverse in any direction gives the same profile. 
6) The material displaced by the truncation of the asperity tips as a 
result of the approach of the flat surface is negligible. 
7) The standard deviation and the mean slope of the asperities are 
considered invariant during the deformation. 
8) The interaction between neighbouring asperities is not considered. 
Hisakado and Tsukizoe proved that 
6L 
L 
0 
J
E0 
f(u) 
u 
J
E0 
f(u) 
du 
du 
where u = t0 is the separation between two mean planes. 
Substituting u = t0 into Equation 3.1 to obtain the standard normal 
distribution 
3.2 
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1 t2 
f (t) /2TI exp ( ~ 2 ) 3.3 
Also noted that 
du dt 
As E: -+ 00 this _integral tends to a value of unity. For E~3 it can be 
concluded from tabulated values of the integral that the departure from 
unity is less than 1%. Therefore Equation 3.2 becomes 
r rf(t) 6L f(u) du dt L 0 u ·t 
rf(t) dt rf(t) dt 
0 0 
The function ~(E) "J~(t) 
0 
(26) dt may be seen from tables that 
¢(E) CO! ; for E ~ 3 
thus 
6L 
L 
0 
. 5 - ¢ ( t) 
Since the deformation is assumed to be entirely plastic 
q A 
- = 1 - where q M A 
n 
Also it has been shown that 
Thus 
q 
M 
A 
A 
n 
w 
- r load per unit apparent area 
A 
n 
A 
A 
n 
.5- cp(t) 
The separation u = to between two surfaces can be found if the standard 
3.4 
3.5 
deviation 0 of the rough surface is known. The function cp(t) is tabulated 
in most mathematical and statistical textbooks. Experiments by Uppal and 
Probert(l07 ) on aluminium, tin and silver, showed that the initial contact 
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occurs nearer t = 3.5 than t = 3.0. They also plotted the comparison 
between their experimental results and Hisakado's predictions (Fig.3.3). 
The divergence ensues in the regions of; ~.1, .05 and .025 for tin, 
aluminium and silver surfaces respectively. At higher pressure the plastic 
deformation of the aseprities requires the invoking of a hypothesis for 
asperity interaction. According to Hisakado, the separation between two 
q 
surfaces becomes zero as M tends to .5, but this was not found true in 
' b 1 d b (l07 ) b '11' t 7 ( 113 ) exper1ments y Uppa an Pro ert or y W1 1amson e ab . In 
1 ' ' '11 b h' h 1 (11 ) rea 1ty separat1on Wl not ecome zero even at very 1g oad . 
3.3 THE THEORY OF WILLIAMSON(ll3 ) (1972) 
Investigating the failure of the theory of contact of Hisakado at 
high loads, Williamson found that the asperities still persist at pressures 
up to two times the hardness of the metal. Williamson proposed a theory 
which takes into account the amount of the metal displaced from the crushed 
asperities and claimed to predict accurately the variation of both the true 
area of contact and the separation with pressure up to several times the 
yield pressure of the asperities. When asperities are crushed, the material 
displaced from the truncated tips has been ignored in Hisakado's theory. 
Williamson assumed that the volume is conserved and the material displaced 
from the contacting regions reappeans by raising all parts of the non-
contacting surface. The constant volume assumption implies that the mean 
plane of the surface remains fixed. 
Williamson observed that the valley floor begins to rise immediately 
as the lightest load is applied to the contacting asperities, material from 
which is displaced downwards. All of the surface not in contact rises. It 
is assumed that the plastic rise of non contacting surface can be treated 
as uniform (Fig.3.4). All assumptions except the No.6, made by Hisakado 
are also used in Williamson's theory. 
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Fig. 3.4 The uniform redistribution of the truncated tip. 
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Fig. 3.5 The theories of Hisakado and Williamson are compared 
with the experimental data obtained by Uppal( 107). 
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Consider an asperity crushed by a moving hard flat plate downwards 
a distance ds under an applied load W. According to the uniform rise 
assumption the displaced material reappears as a rise v in the non-
contacting surface. The relative movement of the flat plate is ds + v. 
Summing over the array of the asperities gives the total work done as 
~A(ds + v). 
This equals the work done by the applied force, i.e. 
Wds =~A(ds + v) 3.6 
Since the volume of the affected material is conserved 
Ads v (A - A) 
or v 
n 
Ads 
A -A 
n 
Substituting for v into Equation 3.6 to get 
or W* 
A 
A - A 
n 
n 
1-n 3.7 
where n A ~' the dimensionless area of contact or the degree of contact 
n 
a,nd W* ~ = ~-;the dimensionless load. 
M ~n 
Equation 3.7 is independent of the geometry of the individual asperities. 
The derivation, however, does not take into account the interaction between 
neighbouring asperities, therefore Equation 3.7 provides a lower limit 
estimate for W*. 
Let f(z) be the distribution function of the peak heights of the rough 
surface, i.e. 
f (z) l ~xp [ l z 2] ~-(-) 2 C5 
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the degree of contact n of the crushed surface, corresponding to a 
separation u may be written as 
n f f(z) dz 3.8 
u 
Adopting the ''uniform rise'' of the material hypothesis, Williamson 
suggested that the true separation is not u but u + v since the displaced 
volume is conserved. 
v 
()() 
J I z - u) f (z) dz 
u 
The net separation s is therefore given by 
s = u + r ( z- u) f(z) dz ) 
u 
In the dimensionless form put 
X = z/0 t u/0 and s* 
then 
()() ()() 
n f f(z) dz f f(x) dx 
u t 
and ()() 
s* t + f (x - t) f(x) dx 
t 
where 1 2 f(x) X 
/2n 
exp (--2 
i . e . s* s t tF(t) + f ( t) - -0 
s u + v or 
s/0 
F(t) 
From Equations 3.7 and 3.11 it may be deduced that 
F(t) W* n l+W* 
3.9 
3.10 
3.11 
3.12 
3. 13 
3.14 
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Equations 3.13 and 3.14, together with the appropriate data from the 
statistical tables, permit the load and the corresponding separation s to 
be evaluated. 
The rise of the material v may also be obtained 
or in 
i.e. 
00 
v 
I 
(z 
u 
the dimensionless 
v* 
v 
a 
- u)f(z) dz 
form 
t 
v* f(t) - tF(t) 
00 00 
I 
zf(z) dz r uf(z) dz 
u u 
t 
Equation 3.14 gives the value of the function F(t) at any load and 
hence the dimensionless rise of the material can be found. 
Values of the dimensionless separation t, actual dimensionless 
separation s* and dimensionless loading W* 
Appendix 3. 1. 
Discussion 
~ are tabulated in 
M 
3.15 
3.16 
In reality the rise of the non-contacting parts of the surface is not 
uniform. (107) Experiments by Uppal and Probert showed that for an 
aluminium surface, under the loads at which i ~ 1.0, there was a tendency 
for the bottoms of all valleys to rise. However, deep valleys only exhibited 
a small effect whereas for shallow valleys, rises of as much as nine times 
were observed. 
(113) Experiments by Williamson and Pullen showed a close agreement with 
the theoretical values (Fig.3.6). However, Uppal and Probert observed a 
divergence between the theoretical values and their experimental results 
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(Fig.3.5). It appears to apply very well to tin, but for silver and 
aluminium, the degree of contact is overestimated for loading higher than 
q M" ~ .L 
Williamson's approach does not take into account the interaction between 
neighbouring asperities. This interaction, together with the persistence 
of asperities even at very high loads, results in the lower value for the 
degree of contact. 
Williamson's theory is in general a better estimation than Hisakado's 
theory at higher loads (Fig.3.5), 
As the dimensionless load W* tends to unity, the theoretical degree of 
contact n tends to .5 while the classical plastic theory (asperities deform 
plastically, flow pressure is equal to the asperity hardness, i.e. real 
dimensionless area of contact n = ~ is equal to W* = ~) shows unity A M 
n 
(Fig.3.7)alsoas the dimensionless load W* tends to infinity, the degree of 
contact n tends to infinity. 
Empirical formulae for the relationship between the degree of contact n 
(107) 
and the dimensionless load were proposed for aluminium by Uppal and Probert 
to fit the experimental curve. 
(72) 
A careful study of O'Callaghan and Probert (1973) on the compression 
of a rough aluminium surface by a harder flat surface found that the effective 
surface hardness and topographical parameters of the rough surface are load 
dependent and consequently the experiments suggested the degree of contact as 
n = q_ 
M* 
where M* is the effective contact hardness 
M* 
M 
.65 
1440 (g_) 
M 
3.17 
3,18 
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They concluded that the application of any formula involving surface 
topographical parameters requires that the histories of the surfaces 
be considered. 
3.4 THE THEORY OF DEMKIN (1970 - 1975) 
The theory of contact between rough surfaces under low normal pressure 
was initiated by Kragelsky and Demkin(lB) (1960). It was later modified 
and published by Demkin(l9 ) (1970) in the form of a book written in Russian 
(which we have not been able to obtain in New Zealand) . However, almost 
all of the important results have been published in some of his articles 
which were written in English( 20- 23 ). 5 . '1 (22) In 197 Demkln and Izmal ov 
proposed a theory for the deformation of wedge model asperities under high 
normal pressure. This theory was based on the slip-line theory of 
plasticity. 
The surface of a body is not only rough but also wavy. The 
existence of roughness and waviness is responsible for the fact that two un-
lubricated surfaces are always in contact at some spots and owing to the 
waviness, the spots are found in definite regions. The number of spots and 
regions of contact are dependent on the load, mechanical characteristics 
of the surface, and its geometrical shape. 
Depending on the particular conditions, the types of contact may be 
described by the following: 
a) Apparent area of contact A 
n 
contact zone of the bodies. 
areas of contact. 
b) Contour area of contact A 
c 
of the waves. 
c) Real area of contact A 
confined by the dimension of the 
It is the envelope of all possible real 
the area formed by the bulk compression 
the sum of all the small actual areas of 
contact. This depends on the load. 
E 
0::::: 
Fig. 3.8 
E 
0::::: 
0. 
er:: 
0. 
0::: 
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The surface profile within a contour area. 
Lrn 
·------·-------------4 0 Lo 
Fig. 3.9 The Abbott bearing area curve. 
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Expressing in more convenient dimensionless value 
the relative area of contact with roughness but without waviness 
A n = l A 
c 
the relative area of contact with waviness but without roughness 
A 
c 
A 
n 
the relative area of contact with both roughness and waviness 
A 
A 
n 
Figures 3.8 and 3.9 show a surface profile inside a contour area and its 
reference curve. Defining the following terms 
R peak-valley height of the profile 
m 
R depth of flattening of the profile p 
a the depth from the highest peak 
a 
R 
m 
the dimensionless compliance (deformation of the asperities) 
If we assume the surface has no waviness and the asperities are 
random and isotropic so that any profile curve is the same, then the degree 
A 
of contact n = n = -3 A 
n 
/'::,L 
is the same as the relative bearing length at 
L 
0 
any reference level. 
3.4.1 Low Normal Pressure 
Having studied a great number of differently machined surfaces, 
. (18) Kragelsky and Demk1n found that all kinds of treatment are represented 
by an exponential relationship between n and p . The expression is 
complicated. However, for practical application it is necessary to take 
into account that under low normal ~ressure the real area of contact is 
l l 
never more than lO to 5 of the apparent area. Thus, it is of practical 
interest to investigate the initial part of the bearing area curve which 
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can be expressed with a sufficient degree of precision by a parabolic function 
\) 
n == bp 
where \) is called the bearing curve parameter. 
3.19 
Demkin( 2 l) also found that the degree of contact n can also be written 
in the form 
n 
A 
A 
n 
6L 
L 
0 
\) 
bp 
\) 
L (~) 
m R 
m. 
3.20 
Let q be the pressure acting on the apparent area A , then the deformation, 
n 
f th h ' h t k f h ' ' ' ( 2 3 ) a, rom e 1g es pea o t e asper1t1es 1s 
1 
a == Dq v+y 3.21 
the coefficient D depends on the geometrical and mechanical properties and 
on the mode of contact (elastic or plastic). 
y depends on the mode of contact only. 
In general the coefficient D is given by 
D 
where 
k 
R (a kn B) p 0 0 
_r <v+l) r (y+l) 
f(v+y+l) 
1 
v 1-Y 
r is the gamma function 
L 
m 
L 
0 
is the ratio of bearing length on the mean line depth to the 
profile length-c approximately I for most cases 
3.22 
a ,B depend on the shape of a single asperity and the mode of deformation 
0 
The bearing curve parameter \) can be obtained from the profile 
characteristics derived from the profilometry 
\) 2n 
0 
R 
___,]2_ 
R 
a 
1 
where R is CLA (centre line average) 
a 
3.23 
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In particular 
1) For plastic deformation y = 0 
a R (- q ) 1/V 
p 1l
0
ca
0 
where c0 is the asperity flow pressure. 
0 
2) For elastic deformation of asperity y 
where V 
a R p 
31- r (v +1 > 
'IT4f(v+l.5) 
q l/2v+l 
( .sn vB> 
0 
B 
1 
2 
r is the radius of curvature of the asperity, E, ~ are Young modulus 
and Poisson ratio respectively. 
Units: a, r, R , R are in mm p a 
. I 2 E, q are 1n kg mm 
3.4.2 High Normal Pressure 
Under low pressure an individual asperity is only slightly 
3.24 
3.25 
3.26 
deformed, hence it can be considered to be independent of the neighbouring 
asperities. However, under high pressure this is no longer valid as the 
real contact area exceeds a critical value. Two models of a single 
asperity are studied 
1) Conical type corresponding to the ground and polished surfaces. 
2) Wedge type corresponding to planed, turned and milled surfaces 
Assumptions used for the models are 
a) The material is considered to be rigid-plastic. 
b) The rough surface has no waviness. 
c) The volume of metal is conserved. 
d) The surface is anisotropic with directional asperities of wedge type 
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and isotropic of conical type. 
During compression, the material of the truncated tip is redistributed 
on the shoulder (Fig.3.10). For volume conservation the area of the 
triangle ABC is equal to the trapezium ABED. Calculation by Demkin et al (22 ) 
shows that 
tan e tan e• [
sin e' (2 + 
sin e' (2 + 
sin e') 
sin e') 
Formnst usual values of 9 ( >60°) the difference between 9 and 9' 
is less than 10°. 
Similarly for the cone 
tan e tan e• (2 sin e• + 1)3 
(2 sin e• + 1) 3 .. 1 
3.27 
3.28 
DE 
Let a = EF be the ratio of the final and initial bearing length then for 
wedge model 
a (2 .. a) tan e• 
tan e 
0 0 For apex angles 120. < 28 < 170 and 1. 56< a< 1. 50 (Fig. 3 .12) 
From Fig,3,10 it is seen that the deformation of the asperity is 
3.29 
independent until the plastically deformed zone AB is equal to the wedge 
base L . 
0 
The degree of contact for the wedge is n !'J.L 
L 
0 
and for the 
cone n Hence the critical values of the dimensionless real 
contact area ncr which corresponds to the beginning of the asperity 
interaction will be 
a) For maximum friction on the asperity face (slip line field is shown 
in Fig.3,10). 
The critical value of ncr for usual values of tip angles 8 >60° is 
wedge model • 34 < n 
cr 
1 
<.37 
2 + sin e' 3.30 
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2~L 
Fig. 3.10 The slip-line field for the compression of a plastic 
wedge by a hard punch with maximum interfacial friction 
(Demkin< 22)). 
Fig. 3.11 
L'll 
The slip-line field for tbe 
Lo =l 
compression of a plastic 
wedge by a hard punch without interfacial friction 
(Demkin< 22 )). 
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Fig. 3.12 Wedge model asperity. 
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/ 
Fig. 3.13 Deformation of a plastic wedge under high normal 
pressure ie. for ~>~cr (Demkin( 22)) 
1.55 
cone model .11 < n 
cr 
lOB. 
l 
< .13 
(2 + sin 8') 2 
b) For no friction on the asperity face (Fig.3.ll) 
0 The critical value of n for common values of tip angles 8>60 is 
cr 
.5 sin e• <.53 <n l + sin e• cr wedge model 
cone model .25 <n 
cr sin 
l 
<.3 
e' +l 
h ab 0 0 (22) T e ave results were establ1shed by Demk1n . They are valid for 
3.31 
3. 32 
3.33 
rough surfaces with asperities of equal height. For asperities of various 
heights the critical values of the dimensionless real contact area (degree 
f ) 0 0 b 0 l (22) o contact may d1ffer sl1ghtly from the o ta1ned va ues . 
WEDGE MODEL ASPERITY 
Consider a no-load bearing curve for a rough surface with equal 
height. The degree of contact n is given as 
n p 3.34 
During the first stage of deformation the redistribution of the asperity 
flattening will change the bearing area curve to 
n= ap 
where a is the ratio defined by Equation 3.29. 
As the deformation exceeds the critical value n , the rise of the 
cr 
3.35 
bottom of the valley begins due to the asperity interaction and the volume 
conservation. 
Substitute p 
Fig. 3.13 gives 
u
2 
tan 8 = (L 
0 
f1L 
- u tan 8) 
~and n h -to get L 
0 
(h - u) 
p 2 tan e . s - . s (l - n ) 
tan 8' 
(L 
0 
2 
- L1L) 
tan e• 
3.37 
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Hence the degree of contact of the second stage n > n of the 
cr 
deformation of the asperities is 
!, 
n =l.;.{a (2 -a) (l - 2p) r 
i.e., the degree of contact tends to las the dimensionless compliance 
3.38 
p tends to .5 and not to unity as it follows from the no-load bearing curve. 
The two curves representing Equations 3.35 and 3.38 intersect each 
other at point C (Fig.3.14) corresponding to the critical value of the 
degree of contact 
a - l 3.39 
The value of a varies with the tip angle 8 of the asperity (Equation 
3.29) and so does n 
cr. 
For most common values of 8 (>60°) a is 
approximately 1.5, hence ncr ~.5 which is in good agreement with Equation 3,32. 
Fig.3.14 shows the no-load and deformed bearing curves for the surface 
having wedge asperities of equal height. 
By using the kinematic slip line theory and plotting the velocity 
hodograph for the indentation of a hard wedge asperity into a soft flat 
surface, Demkin obtained the relationship between the applied pressure q 
yield stress Y of the soft surface, and the degree of contact n 
.:! = (n+l) y 
!, 
(n/1-n) 2 3.40 
The same relation is obtained for the compression of a plastic wedge 
(22) 
asperity by a hard flat punch . This Equation shows that as q tends 
to infinity, the degree of contact tends to unity, this implies that the 
asperity still persists for very high pressure up to 6Y (experiments by 
Uppal and Probert(l07 ) and Child(ll) (1973), Demkin (1975). The relationship 
between nand~ in Equation 3.40 is drawn in Fig.3.15. Combination of two 
Equations 3.38 and 3.40, with a= 1.5 gives the relationship between the 
dimensionless compliance p and q y Fig.3.15 also shows the agreement of 
llO. 
1.0 ··10.:' ,----------·-------- ·---
a_ 
I 
0 ·-----·-.5 1.0 
Fig. 3.14 Bearing area curves for the wedge model asperity of 
equal height. 1:-Deformed 2: No-load. 
1·0 r---------------
o Experimental results 
by Demkin 
·5 
0~0 
p o--
___.-
p 
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1 2 3 q /Y 4 
Fig. 3.15 The relation of the degree of contact~ and dimension-
less compliance p with the dimensionless pressure. 
( Demkin ( 22 )) 
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this curve with the experimental values of the compression of a rough 
' (22) 
aluminium surface by a smooth hard steel punch made by Demkin and Izma1lov . 
Classical theory of plasticity indicated that the degree of contact n 
tends to unity as the pressure approaches the hardness M of the asperity 
n 
q 
M 
This relationship is also drawn in Fig.3.15 with the assumption 
that M~3Y(gS). 
3.5 DISCUSSION 
Although the mode of deformation of the asperities has not been 
agreed among investigators, a few theories developed in the past may be 
employed within their valid zones. The theories of Hisakado and 
Williamson assumed plastic deformation of the asperities, a normal 
distribution of the peak heights and negligible interaction between the 
asperities, Williamson additionally assumed the conservation of material 
of the truncated tips which resulted in a better estimation of the 
deformation of the asperities. Both theories are acceptable for low loadings 
q 
the theory of Williamson being accurate up to M = ·1. The different approach 
studied by Demkin considered the elastic or plastic deformation of the 
asperities at low loadings such that the real area of contact is smaller 
1 
than 5 of the nominal area. His theory was based heavily on the bearing 
area curve of the surface profile. This is of practical interest since 
different machining operations yield different surface profiles and hence 
different bearing area curves. Therefore, we may expect different asperity 
deformations for different bearing area curves at the same loading. For 
higher loadings, the asperities were assumed to behave as rigid plastic 
bodies: a wedge model asperity surface of uniform height was studied allowing 
for the volume conservation and interaction of the asperities. Modification 
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and application of Demkin's theory to our rough turned cylindrical work-
pieces will later be introduced (Section 6.1) to suit the purpose of our 
investigation. In the following, the application of Williamson's theory 
is employed to predict the indentation of a hard flat locator on a rough 
flat workpiece. 
3.6 APPLICATION OF THE THEORY OF CONTACT BETWEEN A ROUGH AND A FLAT 
SURFACE INTO SHAWKI'S EXPERIMENTS 
(90) The experiment made by Shawki and Abdel-Aal to record the 
deformation of rough steel and cast iron workpieces indented by a hard 
flat surface (locator) may be illustrated by Fig.3.16. 
Assuming that the deformation of the asperities can be calculated 
by Williamson's theory, we can readily calculate the total deformation of 
the whole system recorded by the dial gauges. Under load W, the indicators 
will record the sum of two different sources of deformation. 
1) of the flat locator due to the compression of length ~ 35 mm. 
2) of the workpiece at the contact surface, 
(i) Calculation of o1 
Let us take the case of the nominal cross-sectional area A of the 
n 
2 locator to be 6.62 em . The compression of the block of steel of length 
35 mm due to pressure q = ~ is found by Hooke's law. 
A 
n 
0 = q~ 
1 E 
2 For steel locator E = 21500 kg/mm (Shawki' s value) 
the compression of the locator is shown in Table 3.1. 
TABLE 3.1 
2 q(kg/cm ) 100 200 
o1 (micron) 1. 62 3.25 
3..41 
300 
4,88 
113, 
w 
locator 
--~----~--.1-----~­
workpiece 
I 
1nd1cator 
~--
E 
E 
L.O 
I'Y) 
Fig. 3.16 A simplified diagram of the experiment of Shawki(90) 
on the indentation of a flat locator on flat 
workpieces of varying degrees of roughness. 
Fig. 3.17 The profile and Abbott bearing area curve drawn 
by Olsen<74). 
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(ii) Calculation of o2 
The deformation of the workpiece at the contact area is composed of 
two components 
II. 
(a) the deformation of the asperities 02 
I 
(b) the deformation of the bulk material supporting the asperities 02. 
It is elastic if the maximum pressure is smaller than the yield stress 
of the workpiece. Assuming the yield stress of the workpiece has the 
maximum value of one-third of the Brinell hardness HB then for steel 
workpieces in which 
this gives 
140 <H. < 280 
B 
4670 < Yc:!. !:!_B < 9330 
3 
2 
kg/mm 
2 kg/em 
and for cast iron workpieces in which 
this gives 
120 < HB < 170 
4000. <Y!:!. 
H 
J:l 
3 
2 kg/mm 
2 
< 5670 kg/em 
I\ ' 
The maximum pressure applied by Shawki in his experiments was probably 
k/ 
2 ( . (90)) h' h. hbl h bbl 300 g em extracted from Flg,9 w lC lS very muc e ow t e pro a e 
range for the Yield stress of the steel and the cast iron workpieces: hence 
the deformation may be taken as completely elastic. 
The deformation based upon the theory of elasticity of a square area A 
n 
under uniform pressure is given (66) q by Roark . The maximum deformation 
occurring at the centre of the square is 
qA .5 
02 102 n micron 
E 
with q in kg/em 2 in kg/mm 2 and in 2 
' 
E 
' 
A em 
n 
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for STEEL and for CAST IRON 
E 21500 kg/mm 2 E = 
4 
10 kg/mm 2 
I 
,5 -3 .5 X 10-3 giving o
2 4.74 qA x 10 and 02 10.2 qA micron n n 
I 
Table 3.2 gives the values of o2 at different pressures. 
TABLE 3.2 
q (kg/km 2 100 150 200 250 300 
I 
Steel o2 (micron) 1.22 1.83 2.44 3.04 3.66 
I 
Cast Iron o2 (micron) 2.62 3.94 5.25 6.56 7.87 
I I 
(iii) Calculation of o
2 
Assuming the Brinell hardness H8 of the work-piece to be approximately 
the same as the Meyer hardness 2 M, (acutally for l20<H8 < 280 kg/mm 
M. 
- lS 
HB 
between 1.03 and 1.07), the maximum dimensionless loading for all of the 
work pieces will lie in the following ranges 
soo 
< 
q 
< 300 14000 M 28000 
for Steel workpieces 
i.e. .021 < 
-g_ 
< .011 M 
and for Cast iron workpieces 
300 
< 
q; 
< 
300 
12000 M 17000 
i.e. 
q 
.018 .025 < < M 
which is well below .1, the maximum value for which Williamson's theory can 
be applied with small error. Williamson's theory requires the standard 
derivation 0 of the work-pieces to be known. However, the only given 
measure of the roughness of the work-pieces is the "average peak-valley 
height", according to Olsen( 74 ), who made a survey (1951) of the standards 
of the surface roughness measurements of various leading industrialised 
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countries, the "average peak-valley height" of the surface is R (Fig.3.17). 
m 
Unfortunately, no country uses it as a standard property to represent a 
particular surface. Most of them adopt the centre line average (CLA) and 
the "peak-valley height'' R (Fig. 3 .17) . In giving the surface roughness of 
the locators, Shawki showed that the "average peak-valley height" is about 
five times its own CLA. Profiles of the work pieces used in our experiments 
(Chapter 6) also show that the ''peak-valley height" is about 5-6 times the 
CLA. Hence we may conclude that ~,the "average peak-valley height" 
employed in Shawki's article is, in fact, the "peak-valley height" R 
denoted in Olsen's publication. 
Experiments by Uppal and Probert(86 )showed that the initial contact 
usually occurred at 3.5 times the standard deviation 0 hence we may assume 
that 
~ 7 0 
Table 3.3 shows the approximate values for the standard deviation 0 
of the work pieces used in Shawki's experiments. 
TABLE 3.3 
~(micron) 8 11 14 41 
0 (micron) 1.145 1. 57 2 5.86 
Let t be the dimensionless separation between two surfaces then the 
dimensionless deformation t' of the asperities is 
t' 3.5 - t 
Once the dimensionless loading is known, the dimensionless separation t 
can be found from Fig.3.18 (the graphs of the dimensionless separation t 
versus dimensionless loading~ for Williamson's and Hisakado's theories). 
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I I 
Table 3.4 shows the deformation o 2 at different loadings for steel and 
cast iron work pieces. 2 The hardness of the steel work pieces 205 kglmm 
is taken since it is the case drawn in Shawki 1 s article. 
Experiments by Shawki for the indentation of flat locators of different 
cross sections on steel and cast-iron work pieces of different hardness and 
surface roughness resulting in the following empirical formulae: 
for steel work pieces 
o(micron) (.4 - .0016 H + .012 An + .004 ~) 
and for cast-iron work pieces 
• 7 
q 3.44 
o(micron) = (.776- .0045 H + .053 An+ .016 ~) q" 6 3.45 
h . I 2 2 . d I 2 . l w ere H, An' ~, q, are 1n kg mm , em , m1cron an kg em respect1ve y. 
Comparison between Shawki 1 s formulae and our calculation for o is 
drawn in Figures 3.19 and 3.20. It is lucky that with the given conditions 
on the cross section of the flat locator and the hardness of the steel 
work pieces, that the comparison shows such good agreement. A similarly 
good fit was found again for A 20 2 and H = 280 kglmm 2 however, for = em ; 
n 
other cases the difference may be as large as 50%. For the cast-iron work 
pieces, the difference is always large and may be as much as 100%. For 
most cases the difference shows clearly at low dimensionless loading 
q M <.007 then increases only slighly as the loading increases. 
(iv) Discussion 
The result from the comparison for the steel work pieces implies that 
our prediction is in the order expected by Shawki's experiments. 
The deformation is non-linear which is in agreement with this observation. 
From the experience of the experiments for the deformation of a rough 
cylinder between two flat surfaces (Chapter 6), we realised that to perform 
an experiment similar to that conducted by Shawki would involve the following 
difficulties: 
120. 
a) The work pieces must have no waviness which could never be achieved 
in practice. The amount of waviness may be measured by a similar 
(101) 
method used by Thornley et aZ . 
b) The waviness makes it difficult to fix the initial contact between 
the flat locator and the work piece. 
c) Ensuring the two mean surfaces remain parallel during loading. 
Our calculations assume that these ideal conditions are met and hence 
they result in the under-estimation of the deformation of the system. It 
is thought that if the above conditions could be met, better agreement 
between the theoretical and experimental values would result. We had 
thought of performing this experiment to check the calculation, but were 
deterred by the experimental difficulties. It will be noted that the 
calculations of the components of the deformation were based on well-
supported premises, i.e. Hooke's law, theory of elasticity of bodies under 
direct bearing, Williamson's theory of contact under low loadings. 
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CHAPTER 4 
THE ELASTIC DEFORMATION OF A LONG SMOOTH CYLINDER DUE TO TWO NARROW 
AXIAL BANDS OF PRESSURE 
4.1 INTRODUCTION 
When two elastic bodies are in contact, their surfaces are usually 
assumed to be perfectly smooth. Hertz (1881) derived a mathematical theory 
for the general three-dimensional contact problem. However, for the case of a 
long cylinder compressed between two plane bodies, it is generally more 
difficult theoretically than the three-dimensional one. Elastic deformation 
and the associated stresses resulting from the line contact have been the 
subject of a number of investigations. Foppl (27 ) 1907 was probably the first 
to derive an expression for the deformation of the cylinder. That article 
is not available in English which may account for his expression being misused. 
( h k . (90) . . h S aw 1 compared the exper1mental results of the deformat1on of a roug 
cylinder compressed between two hard Vee locators with only one half of Foppl's 
results as the theoretical values. Allan (J) simply took one half of the 
Foppl's deformation of the cylinder as the deformation of the plane surface in 
contact with the cylinder. 
This formula was well-known in the rolling bearing field in early times. 
In deriving his results, Foppl assumed a parabolic distribution of pressure 
across the axial band of the nominal surface contact, whereas for the contact 
of smooth surfaces of elastic bodies, Hertz had shown it to be an elliptical 
distribution on the grounds of compatibility of surface displacements. 
Expressions for the stresses arising from the elliptical pressure distribution 
were derived easily but Foppl did not perform the integration necessary to 
produce expressions for the associated deformation. Presumably this was too 
difficult at that time, whereas the parabolic pressure distribution he assumed 
led easily to an expression for the deformation but as compatibility of the 
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surface displacement had not been met, it was not possible to determine a 
corresponding contact width. By adopting the value of contact width found 
by Hertz for the contact between an elastic cylinder and a plane with the 
same elastic properties. Foppl derived an expression known as the approximate 
value for the deformation of a cylinder between two flat elastic plates. 
Finally, in 1949 Lundberg employed the stress function approach to obtain the 
exact expression for the elastic deformation of a smooth cylinder compressed 
between two flat elastic plates, This expression has been used recently in 
books of roller bearings. 
Solid surfaces are rarely smooth on a microscopic scale; during 
compression they are in contact only at isolated points. The actual contact 
area is the sum of the areas of the single contact spots and is, in fact, only 
a small part of the apparent contact area. Practically, ·the apparent contact 
area is the envelope of all the outside asperities in contact which is much 
greater than the area of contact for the ideally smooth bodies, the difference 
depending on the roughness and the applied pressure. As the accuracy of the 
machine operations becomes more important, the study of the surface roughness 
is inevitable. . ( 38) Greenwood and Tr1pp put forward an iterative procecure 
for studying the contact between elastic contact of rough spheres. 
(60) Lo 
extended this theory to the elastic contact of rough cylinders. 
Recently Demkin et al (23 ) presented a solution to the problem of contact 
conditions between rough curved bodies, in which for a cylinder the pressure 
2 
across the contact area is assumed to be of the generalised form q = q (J-Y2 )S 0 ~ 
where S is a real number. In deriving an expression for the resulting 
deformation they truncated a series representation of transcendental function 
which introduced an error in their results that varies with S. However, we 
have found a method to avoid the series representation and an exact solution 
for the deformation is obtained. The generalised form can be checked with the 
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expression derived by Foppl and by Lundberg as special cases. 
With the assumption that there exists an elliptic-paraboloidal pressure 
2 
q (1- ~ )S across the contact bands the theoretical calculation for the 
0 ~2 q = 
deformation of a rough cylinder between two smooth hard flat plates requires the 
calculation of the following components of the deformation: 
(a) The plastic deformation of the asperities on the cylinder. 
(b) The elastic deformation of the bulk material supporting the asperities 
provided the onset of plasticity is not reached. 
(c) The elastic deformation of the flat plane. 
The result may be used to compare with the empirical formula established 
by Shawki for the deformation of a rough cylinder compressed between two Vee 
locators. 
In the following sections, the study of the deformation of a long smooth 
cylinder between two flat plates for various types of pressure distribution 
is discussed. 
4.2 PARABOLIC PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION (First derived by Foppl (in German) 1907) 
The problem of a uniform load acting along the thickness of a semi-
infinite large plate was discussed by Timoshenko(l03 ). Let p be the load 
per unit length. It was proved that in polar coordinates the stresses are 
0 
r 
2p cos e 
Tir 
0 
These can be changed into Cartesian coordinates 
0 
z 
0 
r 
2 
cos e 
3 2p cos e 
Tir 
3 2p z 
2 2 2 
TI(Y +z ) 
4.1 
4.2 
4.3 
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X 
load per unit length 
p 
z 
Fig. 4.1 Uniform line load applied on a semi-infinite 
solid along x-axis. 
Fig. 4.2 Uniform parabolic pressure distribution 
2 
q=q0 (1- t2) on a semi-infinite solid. 
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e sin 2 e 2 
sin 2 e 2p cos -2p y z 0 0 2 2 2 y r 1Tr 1T(y +z ) 
2 
sin8 0 sin e cos e =-2p cos e '[ yz r 1Tr 
If the load distribution acting on the semi-infinite plate is 
shape as shown in 
0 
X 
0 
y 
where q(y) 
hence 
0 
z 
Fig.4 .2, the sresses at any point N inside the 
4 f~ q(y) 3 z dy 1T (i + z2) 2 
0 
4 f~ q(y) 2 y z dy 1T (y2 2)2 
o' 
+ z 
2 
qo (1 - L ) is the parabolic pressure distribution ~2 
4q 
0 
1T~2 
4q z 
0 
2q 
0 
2 
1T~ 
1T~ 
3 
2 
r (~2 /) 3 z (/ 2)2 + z 
0 
I ~2 2 l + z (yz 3 2 2z z 
h + (~ - z ) 
[ 
2 2 
dy 
-1 !) 1 -1 
2 +tan· - tan z z 
+ y 
-1 ~ ] tan 
z 
Let p be the load 9er unit thickness of the plate then 
Substitute qo into Equation 4,8 
0 - 3p [ ~z + z 3 
21T~ 
dy 
to ~et 
(~2 _ 2 2) tan 
4 -q~ 
3 0 
,...1 ~ 
z J 
4.4 
4.5 
of parabolic 
body are 
4.6 
4.7 
;J 
0 
4.8 
4.9 
4.10 
For the case z>>.Q, 
-1 
tan 
z z 
The stress 0 becomes 
z 
0 
z 
- 2p 
'TTZ 
l ( .&.) 3 
3 z 
126, 
4.10a 
4.11 
Similarly the stress 0 can be obtained from the integration 
y 
Substitute 
0 y 
0 y 
qo 
- 3p 
TI9-3 
For the case z > > .Q, 
9,2 + 3z 2 tan 2z 
r 
0 
3p 
49-
2)2 + z 
[ 3; + 
9-2+3z2 
tan 
-1 
2z 
-1 .Q, 9,2 2 .Q, ~ + 3z 
-
z 2z z 
~ .Q, (9z4 - 9,4) 
4 6z 
~ lp, 
2 
Substitute this value into Equation 4.12 to get 
0 - 0 
y 
.Q, J z 4.12 
l 9,3 
3 3 
z 
4.13 
Now considering two equal and opposite uniform loads p per unit length applied 
on an infinitely long cylinder of radius R, Fig.4.3. Assuming that each of 
the forces produces a single radial stress distribution as in Equations 4.1 and 
4.2, we can find the force required to be applied at the circumference of the 
disc in order to maintain such a stress distribution. At any point M on 
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toad per unit length 
p 
p 
Fig. 4.3 A cross-section of the cylinder. 
A 
Fig. 4.4 parabolic pressure distribution across the bands. 
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the circumference we have compressions in the direction of r and r
1 
equal to 
2p cos e. 
'lfr 
and 2p cos e respectively. 
-1=----'-----'-l 
'lfrl 
Since r and r 1 are perpendicular to each 
other 
cos e 
r 
l 
2R 
So the two principal stresses at M are two equal compressive stresses of 
magnitude ___l2_ 
'ITR This means that the same compressive stress is acting on any plane 
through M perpendicular to the cross section of the cylinder. Normal compressive 
forces of constant intensity £ should be applied to the circumference of the 
'ITR 
cross section in order to maintain the assumed pair of simple radial stress 
distribution. If the boundary of the cylinder is free from external forces, the 
stress at any point is therefore obtained by superimposing a uniform tension in 
the plane of the cross section of the cylinder of magnitude ~R' 
above two simple stresses are 
3 
e 
=- 2£ cos a 
z 'lfr 
2p e 2 cos 
sin a y 'lfr 
Replacing 8 and 81 by y, z, and z 1 
3 2p z 
a 
z 
a y 
TI(y2 + z2)2 
2p 3 81 cos £ + 
'lfrl TIR 
2p cos el 2 
e - sin 
'lfrl 
2 2 2 
TI(y + zl ) 
3 2 2p z 1 y +£ 
e + E. 
l 'ITR 
+£ 
'ITR 
'ITR 
therefore the 
4.14 
4.15 
4.16 
4.17 
If the cylinder is now compressed by two narrow axial bands of parabolic pressure 
distributed as in Figure 4.4, since the system is symmetrical about AA, it is only 
necessary to find the stresses of any point in the top half cylinder o~z~R 
4 r (9} - y2)z3 4 r (9,2 - 2 z 3 qo dy - qo y ) -1 dy +£ a 
TI£2 (y2 + z2)2 ( 2 2) 2 TIR z TI£2 
0 y + zl 
0 
4.18 
2R- z>>£ the second term in the RHS is given in Equation 4.11, the 
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f~rst term was calculated in Equation 4.10. 
Therefore 
Similarly 
0 
z 
0 y 
4q J£(02 2) 2 -~ >V - y y z 
02 ( 2 2)2 
'ILv y + z 
0 
dy 
4q 
0 
1
9, 
'0 
2 2 2 (9, - y ) y z, 
( 2 + 2)2 Y zl 
dy + E. 
'ITR 
4.19 
4.20 
for z
1 
= 2R ~ z>>£ the second term in the RHS is negligible (Equation 4.13) 
while the first term is given in Equation 4.12. 
Therefore 
0 
y 
_ 3pz [- _
2
3 9, + 9, 2 + 3 2 _1 9, J + J2. 
TI£3 ( 2z z ) tan z 'TTR 
The strain in z direction (plane strain problem) 
but 
hence 
E 
z 
0 
X 
E 
X 
1 
E (0 - 11 (0 + 0 ) ) Z y X 
11(0 + 0 ) y z 
2 
1-11 0 
E z 
11 ( 1 +11 l 0 E y 
Substitute 0 and 0 from Equations 4.19 and 4. 21 into this equation y 
E 
(1+11)p 
z TIE 
z 
[3z 
2£2 
(1 + 211) 
+ 2(1 -11) 
2R - z 
Tables of integrals give 
J 
-1 ~ dz cot = z 9, 
J 
2 
z -1 ~ dz 
-cot 
9,2 9, 
3 
+ 2£ 
cot 
-1 
3 
z 
3£2 
2 
-1 ~) (1 - 211 - £_(1 + 211)tan 
9,2 z 
z 9, 
2 
(1 +£_) 
- + -log 9, 2 9,2 
2 9, 2 
-1 z z ~) cot -+-- - log (1 + 9, 6£ 6 9,2 
4.21 
4.22 
4.23 
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The total deformation o of the cylinder is represented by the integration 
0 
R 
0 = 2 
0 f 
0 
E 
z dz 
Integrate and rearrange the result 
o = - 2 (l +lJ)p {R
2 
(1 + 2lJ) + [ 3R (1 - 2lJ) - R
3 
(l + 2ll) ]cot -l R 1 + 2ll 
0 TIE 2 ,Q, 2 2 ,Q, 2 ,Q, 3 I -
4R
2 
} + (l -ll) log (4 + ) 
,Q, 2 
4.24 
-1 ,Q, 
Since R-<<R, tan R can be represented in a series given in Equation 4.10a, then 
- ( 1 - 2ll ) - - ( 1 + 2ll) cot - = -
3 
l1 
[ 
3R R
3 
_, J -1 R 5 8 
2R- 2R-3 ,Q, 
Substitute this result into Equation 4.24 
6 = - 2 ( 1 + l1) P lt l - l1) log 4 ( l + R2 ) + 5 ; Bll - 1 + 2ll J 
0 TIE L ,Q,2 4.25 
Simplify further 
0 = - 2 (l - l12)p [2 1 4 
9 TIE J + og 4.26 
Again, since a<<R, 4(1 + 
2 
s: ___ 4 ( l - l1 ) p ( l l 2R ) 
u -3 + og () o TIE x., 
4.27 
This equation is the total compression at the centre of a long cylinder radius 
.R due to two narrow bands of parabolic pressure distribution. The width of 
the bands must be small compared with the radius of the cylinder. 
If a smooth cylinder is in contact with two flat planes, Hertz proved 
that for compatibility of the displacement the pressure distribution must be 
elliptic 
q 
2 
q (1 ~ L) 
0 9,2 
. 5 
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and the half-contact width is 
1.128 [ pR + 2 ) 
1-1-12] 
when all bodies are of the same material, i.e., E 
~ 1.52 (pR/E) •5 
Substitute into Equation 4.27 to give 
o =-1.92p (~n RE + 1.215) 
o 'ITE p 
However, in Foppl's article it was written as 
2 
0. =-2(1- 1J )p 
o 'ITE 
RE (log - + 1. 207) 
p 
The negative sign indicates that this is a compression. 
well-known in the early books on roller bearing. 
4.3 ELLIPTIC PRESURE DISTRIBUTION (Lundberg( 62 ) (1949)) 
4.28 
.3 
4.29 
4.29a 
This equation was 
The Airy stress function of a cylinder compressed by two diametrically 
opposite force p per unit axial length is (Fig.4.5) 
£ 
'IT 
The pressure across the contact area is a semi-elliptic 
q(y) = 
2 .5 
q (1 - r_) 
0 2 
a 
The Airy function will then be 
R 
'IT 
-a 
4.30 
4.31 
Let~ be the maximum compression of the cylinder (i.e. along line A1 A2 ): 
it was proved that 
0 4.32 
0 
Fig. 4.5 Elliptic pressure distribution.(Lundberg< 62 )) 
2 
Fig. 4.6 General pressure distribution q=q0 (1-1~·~ 
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Performing the necessary differentiation and integration, Lundberg achieved 
the value of o as 
0 
4.4 
0 
0 
4(1- ]J 2 )p 
TIE 
4R (log 9: + . 5) 
2 
THE GENERAL .. FUNCTION OF THE PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION q = q ( 1 - y_) f3 
0 9,2 
Demkin et al( 23 ) (1976) investigated the deformation of a cylinder 
4.33 
2 f3 
compressed by two narrow bands of general pressure distribution q = q (1 _,L2 ) 0 9, 
where f3 is a real number. In order to evaluate the integrals in the 
expressions for the stresses inside the cylinder they employed a truncated 
2 2 f3 transcendental series to represent the term (9, - y ) as follows 
2 
_q,2f3 (1 - f3 y_ 
9,2 
In fact the series expansion o£ (£2 - y 2 )f3is 
4.34 
4.35 
Equation (4.34) is true when either f3 = 1 or} is small. Since f3 is 
not always equal to 1 and I } I varies from 0 to 1, Equation 4.34 is not 
necessarily a good approximation. 
In the following, a solution for the deformation of the cylinder compressed 
2 f3 
by two narrow bands of pressure distribution q = q (1 - y_) is derived without 
0 9,2 
the above truncation errors. 
From Equations 4.16 and 4.17, the normal stresses of any point N on 
the line y = b (-£~b~£) in Fd.cg.4.6 due to the load qdy at M is given by 
qdy - 2qdy 3 e 2qdy 
3 ~~ cos cos 0 4.36 
z TIR Tir Tir 
1 
2qqy cos e1 sin 
2 
el e sin 2 e qdy - 2qdy cos 0 y TIR Tir Tir1 
4.37 
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The stresses at N due to the whole pressure distribution is r 2q 3 r 2q 3 el e dy cos £ cos 0 dy z TIR Tir Tir1 
-9, -9, 
0 £ TIR r 2q cos e sin 2 e dy r2q cos el sin y 
-9, 
Assuming 9.-<<R, we have 
cos e z . e r 1 Sln 
Tir -9, 
b ~ Y , cos e
1 
Tir1 
2R - z . 
rSln 81 rl 
2 
el 
and 2 2 '2 r = z + (b - yy (2R- z)
2 
+ (b - y) 2 
Substitute these values into the normal stresses, then 
0 £ 2qz dy z)3 dy 
dy 
f9, 3 
_ r 2q(2R 
z TIR 
TI[ 2 (b - y) 2]2 TI [ . 2 - y)2]2 
-9.- z + _9, (2R - z) +(b 
£ 
-r 2 r 2 and 0 2qz(b - y) dy 2q(2R z) (b - y) dy y TIR 2 y)2]2 2 2]2 
-9, TI[z + (b - -9, TI[ (2R - z) + b - y) 
4.38 
4.39 
Letting u, v and w be displacements in the x, y, z directions respectively, the 
relationship between stresses and strains is 
E dU (0 0 ) dX 0 - 1-l + X y z 
E dV (0 + 0 ) dy 0 - 1-l y X z 
E 
dW 
dZ 0 z - 1-l (0 X + 0 ) y 4.40 
For a long cylinder, i.e. the plane strain problem, there is a constant or 
d . 1 , d' ' , dU no lSp acement ln X 1rect1on, l.e. dX 
or 0 
X 
1-l (0 + 0 ) y z 
0 
135. 
Substitute into Equation 4.40 to get 
Integrate with respect to z from 0 to R after substituting the expressions 
for a and a . y z It should be noted that pressure q is a function of y, i.e. 
q "' q(y) 
w 
R r 
0 
dW 
dZ dz 
p ( 1 + 11 ) ( 1 - 211 ) 
TIE 
2(1 + 11) 
TIE {JR [J)I, 3 q(y) z dy o ( 1 -11 ) . -"'-[ z-=.=2-=---+ _(_b_,-.____Y -) 2-J-2 
-£ 
J
SI, 3 
+ q(y) (2R - z) dy 
-9, [(2R- z) 2 + (b- y) 2 ] 2 
2 q(y) (b - y) (2R- z) dy 
[(2R- z) 2 + (b -y) 2 ] 2 
0 
J dZ } 
2 q(y) (b - y) zdy 
[ 2 2]2 z + (b - y) 
Let us calculate the four double integrals individually. 
The integrals containing [z2 + (b - y) 2 ] 2 in the denominator cannot be 
4.41 
calculated when both z and b - y are equal to 0 at the same time. Let E: 
be a small number then 
I rr 
0 -9, 
3 q(y)z 'dy dz 
2 2 2 [z + (b - y) ] 
3 
z dy dz 4.42 
[ 2 2]2 z +(b-y) 
Since the width of contact 2SI,<<2R (diameter of the cylinder) the lengths of 
the rectangle BB/CC/ are approximately equal to the diameter of the cylinder; 
hence the order of the integration in Equation 4.42 is interchangeable. 
Consider 
F I:C: 3 S!_(y) z dy dz tz 2 + (b - y) 2 J 2 J:::) JR ___ 2 _z_3_d_z __ d~y--~c [ . 2]2 + •(b - y) . b-E: 0 z 
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Let a be another small number then F can be approximated by 
It is known that 
Z dZ f 
3 
1 [ 2 
2 log (z + 
4.43 
Take b - y Y and substitute this integration into the value of F giving 
y2 
2 J dy 
a + y"" 
therefore, 
y2 
< < 
S1mplifying F further gives 
F -
'b+E 
J t q (y) [2 2 2 log R - log (a + Y ) -
b -E 
Since the interval of integration is small, there exists the approximation 
i.e. 
f 
b+E 
f(y) dy- 2t:f(b) 
b-E 
b 2 f3 2 F - Eq (1 - --) [2 log R - log a ] 
0 ,Q,2 
Put G E log a 
then G e E log a e E a 
If a is a small finite number while E tends to zero, then aE tends to unity, 
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i. e . G tends 0 . Log R is a finite number hence as E + 0 then F + 0. 
Equation 4.42 is simplified to 
I 
By interchanging 
I [ r£ 
. q(y) 
-9-
+ 
Using the result 
[ r£ l q(y) -2 
-9, 
the order of 
rq(y) J 
b+E 
r [ r£ +r J 
0 -9, b+E 
3 q(y)z dy dz 
2 2 2 [z + (b - y) ] 
integration it is equal to 
f' z 2dz dy (b - y) 2]2 [z + 
0 
of Equation 4.43 
+ r q(y~ [log 2 2 y2 
- 1 J R + y dy + y2 2 + y2 R 
b+E 
Similarly as above we have 
f[r£ n 2 q(y)Y zdy dz 2 2]2 [z + (b - y) 
o -9, b+E 
[r£ rq(y)Yj r z/z 2 q(y) y + 
Y2)2 (z + 
-9, b+E 0 
[ r£ +rq(y) J [ 1 y2 J l q(y) dy 2 2 y2 R + 
-9, b+E 
4.44 
4.45 
4.46 
The two remaining integrals in Equation 4.41 have no singularity; they can 
be evaluated directly by using the following integrations 
r r (2R - z) dz X dx where 2R - z X [ (2R - 2 Y2]2 (X2 + Y2)2 z) + 
0 R 
~[ 1 l J 2 + y2 4R2 2 R + y 
138. 
r 3 r 3 (2R - z) dz X dx [ ( 12R - z) 2 + Y2 ] 2 (X2 + Y2) 2 
0 R 
2R 
~og 2 l 1 2 2 y 2 (X + y ) + x2 + y2 
1 ~og 4R2 + y2 2 y2 J y + 2 2 2 4R2 + y2 2 + y2 R + y R 
Substitute back into equation 4.41 
WR 
p(l + ]J) ( 1 - 2]J) -
TIE 
[rE J~(y) J ~og R2 + y2 y2 - 1 J dy 2(1 + ]J) {1 - ]J q(y) + + + TIE 2 y2 R2 + y2 
-9, b+E: 
1 
- ]J J:(y) ( 4 2 + y2 y2 y2 J + log R2 + R2 2 dy 2 + y2 4R2 + y2 R + y 
-9, 
[tE J~(yJ [1 y2 l + J:(y) [R2 2 y2 _H. q(y) y y2Jdy} + 2 dy 2 2 + y2 4R2 + R + y 
-9, b+E -9, 4.47 
The continuous integration from -9, to 9, may be broken into two ranges, 
-9, to b-E and from b+E to 9, with E:+O without significant error. The equation 
4.47 can be rearranged further 
p ( 1 +]J) ( 1 - 2]J) - ( 2 ( 1 + ]J) {1 
TIE TIE [Jb-E: I£ J - ]J q(y) + q(y) 2 
-9, b+E 
_4_R_~_2_+_Y_2 J dy } 
Since the width of contact 2£ < < 2R it can be deduced that 
then 
w = 
R 
log (4R2 
and 
y2 
4R2 + y2 
p(l + ]J)(l- 2 ]J) 
TIE 
139. 
+ Y2) ~ 2 log 4R 
- 1 - -1 
1 + ]J 
TIE { ( 1 - ]J) 
q(y)dy } 
It is known that the load per unit axial length 
p 
9, 
J q(y}dy r q (1 0 dy 
-9, -9, 
[rE+ r J q(y)dy 
-9, b+E 
p(l + ]J) (1 - 2 ]J) 
- !__±__}1 { [rE+ JJ q(y) (1 -then w R TIE TIE 
-9, b+E 
+ 2p (1 - ]J) log 2R - p 
-2(1 2 { p (log 2R - 1) - [r: r Jq(y} log - ]J ) TIE 
-9, b+E 
dy 
1 ]J) log - 2 dy y 
} 
lyl dy } 
i.e. 
w 
R 
2R (log - -1) 9, log I I- I I dy } 4.48 
The total compression of the cylinder along any line y b ( -9, ~ b ~ ,\:.) 
(fig 4.6) parallel to AA' is 
w 
b 
140. 
Since log I I- fl is undefined when y 
in an implicit form 
{ 
2R 
p (log ~ - 1) -
b. Equation 4.49 can be written 
The negative sign indicates the compression. 2R The term p(log ~- 1) is 
4.49 
4.50 
independent of y representing the whole body compression of the cylinder at 
a particular load. The second term is dependent on y, and is the local 
compression of the cylinder at the contact area 
4(1 2 w w - 11 ) log (2R _ 1) b TIE p >?, 4.50a 
4(1- 112 ) rqo(l 2 log I I dy w L y_)f3 b y + y- 9: b TIE 5(,2 4.50b 
->?, 
From Equation 4.50 it will be noted that the compression of the cylinder within 
the pressurised zone (->?, ~ b ~ >?,) may be found provided that the integral in the 
equation can be evaluated. 
4.5 APPLICATION 
4.5.1 The Compression of the Cylinder along line y = o 
This is the maximum compression of the cy~inder. By substituting 
b 0 into Equation 4.50 
0 { 
25?, 
p(log 9;- 1) -w It I dy } 4.51 
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Let 
E -t 
E 
hence JQ, 
E = q (1 -
0 I r I dy 
-9, 
Putting y = 9, sin t and sin 8 E I' e is a very small angle. 
E = 29, J
n
2 
2S+l 
q
0 
cos t log sin t dt 
e 
From reference 34, page 588 or reference 40 page 147 
E fir w + 1) res+ L5) [1/J(. 5 ) -1/J(S-L 5 lJ 
It is observed that the original derivation was made in reference 40 and there 
is an error in reference 34 when the whole equation was copied. 
r is gamma function f(z) 
1jJ is psi function 1jJ (z) 
The load per unit axial length 
p 
Putting y 9, sin t 
p q0~ J~2 cos 2 B+l t dt 
-'% 
then 
E t [1/J(~) - 1jJ(S+l.5)] 
t - e dt loo z~l -t 
d (logf (z)) /dz 
t /Tir ( S+ 1) 
2qo 2f (S+l. 5) 
142. 
Substitute this into Equation 4.51 to get 
w 
0 
2 4 (l - ]J ) p 
'ITE 
I, 2R log 9:"- 1 - 51/!(.5} + .51/J(S + 1.5} J 4.52 
This is the general formula for any value of S. In particular the cases 
for S = t (elliptic distribution) S = l (parabolic distribution) can be used 
to check with the two well-known formulas by Lundberg and Foppl respectively. 
s l 2 
elliptic pressure distribution 
~he recurrence formula for psi function is 
l)J (z + l) l ljJ (z) + -
z 
lj!(S +l. 5) lj!(2) lj!(l) + l -.5772 + 1 
ljJ (l) 
2 -l. 9635 
then 2 tog J w 4(1-]J)p 4R '5 0 'ITE .Q, 
This value is exactly the same as Lundberg's formula (Equation 4.33) 
1, parabolic pressure distribution 
4.53 
l)!U3 + 1.5) ljJ (2. 5) lj!(l.5) + ~ 2 lj!(0.5) + 2 + 3 - 8 ljJ (. 5) + 3 
Substitute into Equation 4.51 
w 
0 
2 
=-4(1- ]J )p 
'ITE 
2R + l J 
.Q, 3 
Again this is the compression found by Foppl (Equation 4.27). 
The general solution for the compression of the cylinder derived by 
Demkin et al( 23 ) 1976 is 
R 
log I+ log 2 -
K - 2 s } 
4.54 
4.55 
143. 
where 
KB lrrr w + 1) rw + 1.5) 
(i) for S . 5 KB lrrr (l. 5) TI r ( 2) -2 
4p(l - )J 2) (10 R 
. 761 J w -log + 
0 TIE 3TI 9, 4.56 
(ii) for S l K == /Tir(2) 4 B r (2. 5) 3 
2 4(1- )J )p [ 2R l J w log£+ B 0 TIE 4.57 
When S == l, the approximation used by Demkin in Equation 4.34 is valid. 
The difference between Demkin's and Foppl's formulae must be due to the 
neglect of the terms above the first order of the transcendental functions 
(2 3) 
Demkin made in deriving his equation (27) from equation (26). The correct 
form of the RHS of Demkin's equation (26) must be added by 
2p(l - )J 2 ) 
TIE 
(log 4 - l) - 2P (l + )J) 
TIE 
4.5.2 The. Compression of the Cylinder along line y 9, 
Substitute b == Q, into Equation 4.50 
2 ~ rqo(l 2 11 -w 4 (l - )J ) (log 2R l) - y_)S log 9, TIE £- 2 
-9, 
Q, 
I dj y_ Q, 
The integration term has a singularity at y == 9,, so the range of 
integration is reduced to (-9,, 9,-s). Within this range 1- f>o, the 
modulus sign of the log term may be dropped. 
Let 
4.58 
III 
f
9,-s 
2 B 
qo ( 1-L) log 
9,2 
/ B ( l --- ) log ( l - y_) dy 
9,2 9, 
-9, 
Put y 9, cos t and cos y E l - I where y is a small angle then 
2S+l 
III sin t log (l - cos t) dt 
1-cos t 
Divide and multiply l - cos t with sin t and note that 
sin t 
t 
tan 2 
144. 
III log sin t dt + q 
0 
nJ'/T , 2(3+1 
!'v s1n t t log tan 2 dt 
The function sin 2(3+1 t log sin 
IV Fin 2(3+1 t log sin t 
y 
From reference 34, page 588 
y 
t is synunetrical 
"" 
2 JT sin 2(3+1 t 
y 
about t 
sin t dt 
1T 
therefore 
2 
IV 2/Tir((3+l) [~((3+1) - ~((3+1.5)] = £_ [~((3+1) - ~((3+1.5)] 4f((3+1.5) 2q 5/, 
Let J1T 
V . 2(3+1 = s1n 
y 
t 
t log tan 2 dt 
Reference 34, page 592 
(J' (. 5)) 2 
r (1) 
0 
I~ . 2(3+1 "" s1n y/2 2CI. log tan Cl. dx by putting t 
0 
2CI. 
Substitute all the above results into Equation 4.58 to get the compression 
of the cylinder at line y = 5/, 
4 (1 - ]J 2 )p 
1TE 
I, 2R Log r-
4.5.3 The Compression of 
The compression of 
1 - ~ j;(S+l) + ~ jJ <S+l.S) J 
the Cylinder along the line 
5/, 
y = -12 
the cylinder along any line parallel 
diameter y = 0 can be obtained provided the corresponding integration 
4.59 
to the 
in 
Equation 4.50 can be evaluated. Exact solutions for the compression other 
than those on the lines y = 0 and y = 5/, are unobtainable at the present time 
due to mathematical difficulties in integration. Numerical method can be 
employed; however, an approximate method is. discussed in Section 5. 5 for 
the evaluation of the following integrals within up to 2% error for 
.5 ~ (3 ~ 3.5. 
145. 
+ E 
/2 
1 l l l 2 ~(8+1.5) - 4 ~(8+1) - 4~(.5) - 6 <S-. 5). B J 4. 60 :· 
This gives the total compression of the cylinder along the line y ~;fi as 
2 
-4(1-1-I)P 
w ~//2. = 'TfE 
4.6 DISCUSSION 
{ log 
2 ~ - l 
-~(. 5) J } 
l (8-.5) .s + l [2~(8(1.5) -~(8 -1) 
6 4 
4.61 
The exact solution for the compression of a long cylinder by two narrow 
2 
bands of general pressure distribution q = q (l- y_)8 has been found. 
0 ~2 
It is composed of two components 
(i) The whole body compression which is constant along any line parallel 
to z axis provided -t:;:: y::::; ~. 
(ii) The local compression represented partly by the integral of Equation 4.50. 
It varies with the y coordinate. The magnitude of the local 
compression of the plane when subject by the same pressure distribution. 
The maximum compression of the cylinder (i.e. along the z axis) was 
checked with the special cases (8= .5 and l) derived by Lundberg and Foppl. 
They show exact agreement. The general solution derived by Demkin (1976) 
was found to be incorrect. 
In a study of the contact between a smooth cylinder and asemi~nfinite 
plane, Puttock and Thwaite(Sl) (1969) found that the deformation of the 
surface of the cylinder is equal to the deformation of the surface of the 
146. 
plane (Section 5.2) Its first term is found to be inversely proportional 
to log R (Equation 5.la) where R is the radius of the cylinder. However, 
this must be distinguished from the total compression of the cylinder 
derived by Lundberg and by us, where it is proportional to l,og R 
i.e 
w 
0 
2(1- ll2 )p 
TIE 
2TIRE 
2 
p(l-lJ) 
where ~ of Equation 4.53 has been substituted by~8pR(l ~ 
an elliptic pressure distribution. 
Let 
A -1 + .5~(B + 1.5) - .5~(.5) 
0 
and 
2 11 )/TIE for 
A~;/2 = -1 - ~ (S-.5) .s + ~ [2~(B + 1.5) - ~(B + 1) - ~(.5)] 
then the variation of A
0
, A , A~;/2 for discrete values of B can be seen 
by the following picture 
,r-----------------------------
A 
0 
-1 
= 3 
:2 
= 1 
=·5 
l/ 2 
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CHAPTER 5 
DEFORMATION OF A SEMI~INFINITE PLANE DUE TO A LONG NARROW BAND OF PRESSURE 
5.1 INTRODUCTION 
The deformation of a semi-infinite plane in contact with a smooth cylinder 
has long been investigated. Prescott( 80) (1927) assumed that the contact area 
is a finite rectangle of length very much longer than the width; however, the 
' 
pressure distribution over the contact area is derived from that for a cylinder 
of infinite length in contact with a semi-infinite plane. The derivation of 
Prescott's problem was also given in a recent publication (Puttock and 
. (81) Thwa1te in which the displacement of points inside the area of contact 
of the semi-infinite plane was established. The same formula was also 
d . db db (62 ) . l (. d' h) er1ve y Lun erg 1n 939 1n Swe lS • 
In this chapter the deformation of the plane due to a long narrow band 
2 s 
of general pressure q = q (l - y_) is studied with similar assumptions to 
0 )(,2 
those made by Prescott. The result will later be used to calculate the 
deformation of the system comprised of a rough cylinder conpressed between 
two flat planes. 
5.2 THE ELASTIC DEFORMATION OF A SEMI-INFINITE SOLID IN CONTACT WITH A 
SMOOTH CYLINDER 
5.2.1 Finite Rectangular area of Contact (Prescott, Lundberg) 
Assuming that the pressure is distributed over the rectangle in 
x - y plane whose sides are x = ±L, y = ± 9,. For an infinitely long 
cylinder in contact with a semi-infinite solid along the x-axis, the pressure 
distribution across the y axis is elliptic 
q 
. (80) The theory was initially der1ved by Prescott (1927). A careful 
study may be seen in Puttock and Thwaite(8 l) (1969). The displacement of the 
148. 
centre of the rectangle 
w 2p(l- 11
2
) [lo 4L 
'TTE g R, + 1 J 2 
. 2 
where w, L, R, are in mm, pin kg/mm axial length, E in kg/mm 
The same formula was derived by (61) Lundberg (1939) (in Swedish). 
Substituting the value for the half width of contact 
into Equation 5.1 gives 
w 
2 (1 - 11 )p 
'TTE 
l 2'TTEL
2 
og pR(l - 11 2 ) + 1 J 
that is the deformation of the plane is inversely proportional to log R. 
5.1 
5.la 
Since the half width of contact R, is very small compared with the radius R of 
the cylinder, Puttock and Thwaite concluded that the deformation of the surface 
of the cylinder is also the same as the deformation of the plane (Equation 5.la). 
5.5.2 Ellipse of Contact 
The contact area of the general three-dimensional contact between 
curved bodies is an ellipse. Assuming the major and minor axes of the ellipse 
to be equal to the length 2L and width 2R, of ·the rectangular area of contact, 
h . (102) T wa1te (1969) extended the results of the three-. dimensional case to 
obtain an approximate displacement for the centre of the rectangle 
w 
2 
6p ( 1 - 11 ) K 
'TTE 
5.2 
where w is in mm, pin kg/mm axial length, E in kg/mm2 . 
K is the complete elliptic integral of the first class determined by the value 
A R 
of - = - where R is the radius of the cylinder and B p 
value such that the following relationship is satisfied 
p is an assumed large 
4 
L 
149. 
(- l ds I e deJ 
where s is the complete elliptical integral of the second class and e is the 
eccentricity of the ellipse of contact. A value of ~ determines a value of 
B 
1 dE: 
e de" The assumed radius of curvature p which gives the ellipse of contact 
a major diameter equal to the length of contact is found by interpolation from 
a set of values of the major diameter constructed as outlined above, from a 
set of assumed values of the radius p. 
Clearly this method is very inefficient. 
Experiments made by Thwaite to record the total compression of a steel 
cylindrical surface and a plane surface in contact under pressure up to .5 kg/mm 
shows the finite rectangle method is the best fit (Fig.5.1). An empirical 
formula by Berndt (1928) was quoted in Thwaite's article, namely, 
1 
w .462 p (2R) 3 micron 5.3 
where R is in mm, p is in kg/mm axial length. 
(54) A very careful experiment by Korrenn et al (1963) to record the 
displacement of the surface of a hard flat surface indented by a roller bearing 
of the same hardness also proved that Prescott's formula is a good 
approximation. (Fig.5.2). 
5.3 THE DISPLACEMENT OF A SEMI-INFINITE SOLID UNDER ELLIPTIC-PARABOLOIDAL 
PRESSURE 
q 
The displacement of a point M(x 1y) on the plane z = 0 due to a concentrated 
f ' ' ' ( ' 5 ) ' ' b ' h k (82 ) orce W act1ng at or1g1n 0 F1g .. 3 1s g1ven y T1mos en Q (p.402) 
2 (1 - ]l )W 
w TIEr 
where r is the distance OM, and w the displacement in z direction. 
§ 
-~.2 
c 
0 
tJ) 
tJ) 
Q) .1 
L 
n. 
E 
0 
u 
150. 
·-----~-------L-----··-
2 3 4 
applied force ( kgf ) 
Fig. 5.1 The comparison of various formulae for the deformation 
of a hard steel cylinder and a hard steel plane at contact 
zone with the experimental data of Thwaite< 102 ) • 
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c 
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u 
.E 
Q) 
c 
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~ 
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c 
0 
·~ 5 
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L 
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-
Q) 
"0 
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Fig. 5.2 The deformation of a hard steel plane indented by a 
steel roller(Korrenn(54)) 
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Consider a load uniformly distributed along the x axis (-L::; x :(L). 
The pressure distribution in any plane perpendicular to the x axis is 
q 
2 
q (1- L) S ( . 5 4) F1g. . . 
0 9,2 
The displacement in the direction perpendicular 
to the plane of the paper (i.e. z direction) of a point N(c, b, 0) with 
0::; c::; L due to the load qdxdy at M (x, y, 0) is 
w= 
2 l - ]J q dx -dy 5.4 
The total displacement of N due to the whole force on the contact area 
is 
l 2 r r q dy dx w - ]J (c ,b) TIE [ . • . 2 2] 5 
-L 9, (c - x) + (b - y) · 
l 2 r r dx - ]J dy 'ITE [(c- x) 2+ (b - y)2].5 
-9, 
-L 
Put X c - x, y b - y in the following integration. 
Let 
r dx r + L dX I y)2].5 (X2 t Y2) . 5 [ (c - 2 (b x) + 
-L c-L 
c+L [log (X 2 Y2l .s)] + (X + 
c-L 
If we assume that the width 2>1, of the rectangle is very small compared with 
the length 2L then 
c + L>> b - y y for L~c ;;:- 0 
and 
y 
.152. 
(x,y) 
w: 
'M' 
Fig. 5.3 M is displaced to M' due to load w at o. 
-l 
X J
I 
y 
-L 
. 
·--~· l 
• 
y 
· N(c,b) 
[] 
M 
L 
X 
Fig. 5.4 The area of the semi-infinite solid under uniform 
pressure along x axis. 
I 
_____ -L~----------o~~· ___________ L 
1;,-fl.\09 4 L TTE l 
2 
2(1-1-l) p log 2L 
lT E l 
Fig. 5.5 The whole body displacement of the surface z=O 
along x axis. 
X 
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(a) if c L 
I 
the downward displacement (positive since it is in the same direction of 
z axis) of the plane along the width x L is 
1 2 f~ q log 4L dy 
- 11 
w 
TIE 19viY/9vl (L,b) -9v 
1 2 t 4L r q log I b I dy J - 11 log 'L TIE """9: I- 9v 
-9v 
2 s 
The pressure q = q
0 
( 1 - 2y ) , there exists a singularity at y = b inside 9v 
the range of the integration. More explicitly it can be written as 
w = 
(L,b) 
(b) 
then 
2 1 - 11 
TIE [ 
4L 
p log r--
if c 1 Land (c - L) 2 >> (b - y) 2 
[( ) 2 2].5 c - L + c - L + Y 
~ c - L + 
for 0 :(_ c < L 1 c - L 
i.e. 
then 
2 + y2 . 5 
c - L + {<c - L) J ~ 
I 
4 (c + L) ~ log 
2 jc - L I 
5.5 
The downward displacement of any point inside the contact area satisfying 
the condition 0 ~ c < L is 
w 
(c ,b) 
1 
TIE 
2 
11 t log 2 2 4(L - c ) 9v2 s ) log s·. 6 
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The problem is symmetrical about the y axis so the Equation 5.6 is 
in fact applicable to the region -L < c < L and Equation 5. 5 applicable to 
c = ±L. The first term of Equation 5.6 is finite if the length 2L of the 
cylinder is finite. This term depends only on the x coordinate of the 
point under consideration; it is called the whole body displacement of the 
plane along the line x = c. Fig.5.5 shows the variation of the whole body 
displacement along y axis (-L ( y ~ L). The length, 2L of the cylinder is 
usually very large compared with the half-width of contact ~. For long 
cylinder log 2L >> log 2, the whole body displacement at the centre is about ~ 
twice that at the ends of the cylinder. It is noted that the whole 
body displacement is- independent of the y coordinate of the point under 
consideration while the change in the shape of the surface under the contact 
area depends entirely on the second term containing b, the y coordinate of 
the point to be displaced. This means that the local displacement along any 
line of constant x coordinate is identical to any other. 
c = 0, the total displacement of points along y axis is 
w 
(o,b) 
2 (1 - l--12) [ 1 
'ITE p og 
w 
+ 
L 
W' w 
(o ,b) (o ,b) 
2L 
~ 
2 
qo(l -2y )Slog 
~ 
In particular for 
where W L w and w are whole body and local displacements of the point N 
respectively. 
w 
w 
(o,b) 
The whole body displacement along y axis is 
2L 
p log ~ 
The whole body displacement of any point inside the contact zone can be 
extracted from Equations 5.5 and 5.6 
The local displacement along any line parallel to y axis such that 
-L <X c < L is 
L 
w 
(c ,b) 
-2(1-1-1 2 ) 
TIE 
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5.8 
Comparing this with the local compression of the cylinder (Equation 4.50b) 
it is found that 
L 
2 
plane 
(b) 
cylinder 
It can be concluded that the local displacements of the plane and 
the cylinder at the contact surface are equal. Hence the results 
obtained for the integration of the local compression of the cylinder 
can be used for the plane and vice versa. 
By substituting the corresponding value of b into Equation 5.6 
and obtain the results of the integration £rom the previous Chapter, 
the disp!acement of the following points can be obtained 
and 
w 
(c, 0) 
w 
(c' 9,) 
= 2 ( 1 - 1-1 ) p l:_ log 4 (L - c ) _ 2 [ 2 2 
TIE 2 9, 2 
. 51/J (. 5) + .5~(S+l.5) J 
_4.:_(L_2_-_c_2.:_) - .51j!(f3+1)+ 51j!(f3+1.5) J 
9,2 
5.4 SPECIAL CASES 
5.9 
5.10 
(i) The total displacement of the centre of the area of contact due to 
y2 f3 
the uniform pressure distribution q = q
0 
(1-·-- ) along x axis is 
9,2 
w 
(O, 0) 
2 2(1- 1-1 )p 
TIE 
2L 9;- .51/J( .5) + 
. 5~ IS+ 1. 5 > J 
This result is obtained from Equations 5.7 and 4.52. 
If the pressure distribution is elliptical, i.e. f3= ~ 
5.11 
then 
156. 
~(8+1.5) = ~(2) = ~(1) + 1 .4228 
1jJ (. 5) 
w 
(O,O) 
-1.9635 
2 2(1- ll )p 
TIE [ 
4L 
log r + .5 J 
This is exactly the same as Prescott's and Lundberg's formula. 
(ii) The total displacement of the point (0,~) due to the general 
i )~ pressure q = q
0 
(1 - ~2 is 
w 
2 2 (1 - ll )p 
TIE [log 
2~ - .51/J{S+ll + .51/J(S+l.5) J 
This result is obtained from Equations 5.7 and 4.59 
if 8 .5 
5.5 
w· 
(0 '~) 
~ (8+1) ~ (1. 5) 
~ <8+ 1. 5 ) ~ ( 2 ) 
2(1- l1 2)p 
TIE 
~(.5) + 2 
~(1) + 1 
[ 
4L 
log ---y 
~ 
THE DISPLACEMENT OF POINT ( 0, 1:z· ) 
0.0365 
.4228 
Other than b = 0 and ~' the displacement of the plane surface along 
5.12 
5.13 
5.14 
~ 
the line y = b = /2 seems to be the easiest to calculate over the range of 
0 < b < ~-
Substitute b = ~11:2 into Equation 5.8 the local displacement is 
2 
rqo(l 
2 
log 1 _l - y 1 dy L -2(1- ll ) L)8 5.15 w 
(c,b) TIE ~2 /2 ~ 
~ 
2 [f I ~-+E r }ag lA- t -2(1 -ll )q + dy 5.16 = 0 TIE 
-~ 0 ~_+E 
12 
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E is a small number 
LetZ be a value such that 
L 2 
'W 2 (1-11 ) 
(c ,b) z TIE 
Consider 
rqo(l 2 zl y_ ) s log I 1 y I dy 9,2 12- ,Q, 
-9, 
Put y -t then dy -dt 
rqo(l t 2 s log I 1 t dt zl -) /2 +I 9,2 
0 
Since t is a dummy variable, we can replace t 
rqo(l- 2 I zl = y_) s log 9,2 
0 
Substitute back into Equation 5.16 
z 
Use y 9, sin t dy 
'IT 
--a 
,Q, cos t dt 
L+ y dy /2 ,Q, 
by 
z [f 2(3+1 1 9, cos t log 2 
0 
where a is a small angle such that 
,Q, . ('IT a) ,Q, Sln--- =fi-E 4 
and 
,Q, sin(:!!:_ + ,Q, 
4 a) ::o/2 +E 
y 
dy 
5.17 
Note that 
z 
. 2 1- 2 Sln t 
TI 
--a 
r [f + 
0 TI 
-+a 4 
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cos 2t, substitute into Equation 5.17 
l 9: 28+1 log l Ieos 2t/ dt q cos 2 J 0 
TI II 
--a I: }~t _q Q/1Tf(8+l) [f 28+1 t log 1 cos 2t 1 dt 0 log 2 + z 2f (8+1. 5) + cos 
0 -+a 4 
" r qo (1 2 Since p - z_l8 dy 9:2 
-9: 
TI 
ft 2B+l t dt 2q 9/iTr (8+1 q cos 2f (8+1. 5) 0 0 
TI 
--
2 
TI TI 
-- a -
12. log 2 { q )(, 28+1 t log cos 2t dt + J:ot 28+1 z cos cos t log 2 0 
0 TI 
-+a 
4 
Considering the second term 
l 
z 
then cos 2t 
2 
cos t 
t log cos 2 t dt, 
TI 
cos (2 - k) 
l + cos 2t 
2 
TI 
sin k 
l + sin k 
2 
Put 2t 
1 ~l +sink) 8+· 5 log sink dk 2a 
TI 
2 
k 
5.18 
(-cos 2t)dt 
5.19 
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Considering the third term of Equation 5.19 
11 
z 
Put 2t 
11 
z 
2S+l 
cos t log (- cos 2t) dt 
k + IT 2 then cos 2t - sin k 
2 l+cos 2t 1 -
cos t 2 
IT 
-
q 9, r:- k)S+ · 51og 0 sin sin 2 S+L s k dk 
2a 
Substitute z1 and z11 back into Equation 5.19 
IT 
sin k 
2 
z 
q 9, 
_E. log 2 + __£___ 
2 2S+L s 
J 2 [1 +sin k)B+.S+ (1- sin k)B+.~log sink dk 
2a 
Binominal theorem gives 
b (b - 1) (b - 2) 
± 3! 
b (b - 1) (b - 2) (b - 3) 
+ 4! 
Therefore 
. ) S+. s (1 + Sln k + (1 - sin . 2k s1n 
where 
A 
1 2! (S+. 5) (S-. 5) 
B ~! (S+.S) (S-.5) (S-1.5) (S-2.5) 
5.20 
3 
a + 
4 
a ± 
. 4k . 61, J + B Sln + C Sln ~ + ...... . 
c i-! (S+.S) (S-.5) (S-1.5) (S-2.5) (S-3.5) (S-4.5) 
etc. 
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For instance 
f3 . 5 A B c ...... " ....... 0 
f3 1.5 A 1 B c ...... 0 
f3 2.5 A= 3 B c ...... 0 
f3 3.5 A 6 B 1 c D ::. 0 
f3 = 4,5 A 10 B 5 c D 0 
i.e., Z can be calculated at discrete values of f3 
'IT 
-(i) f3 . 5 
I 
2 
z.5 E. log 2 + 
q .Q, 
log sin k dk 0 2 2 2a 
~ E. log 2 + qo.Q, (-:!!:., log 2) 2 - 2 2 
Note that the load per unit length is calculated from Equation 5.18. 
p 
hence 
i.e. 
q H(l.5) 
0 
r (2) 
- p log 2 
'IT 
-q.Q, 
2 0 
l. 386 
2 
2 1 - 11 
-'IT-E--'--p ( 1. 3 8 5) 
p 
(64) This can be checked with the result of Prescott Page 638. 
5.21 
It was proved 
that the displacement of any point on the line y = b inside the contact area is 
L L 
w w 
(c ,b) (c, O) 
For b L 
2 (1 - 11 )q 9, 
2E o- = 
L 
2 (1 - 11 )p 
w 
(c ,0) 
w 
(c, 0) 
The deformation w L can be extracted from Equation 5.12. 
(c, O) 
'ITE 
5.22 
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L 
2 2 ( l -]J ) p 
TIE 
(1.1932) w 
(c ,0) 
Substituting into Equation 5.22 it is found that Prescott's result will show 
the same value as our calculation (Equation 5.21) 
(li) s 1.5 
q )(, 1T 
= -,!2_ log 2 + 0 f2 (l . 2 ) log zl. 5 -- + Sln k 2 4 
2a 
Ref.34, page 588 gives 
1T 
J :in2k log sin k dk 1T (l - 2 log 2) -8 
2a 
therefore 
= -,!2_ log 2 + 
qo)(, 1T 31T 2) zl.5 -(-- -log 2 4 8 4 
Noted that 
p 
then 
(iii) s = 2.5 
z2.5 
q )(,f(2.5)/IT 
0 
f(3) 8 
E. [! - 2 log 2] 
2 6 
E. log 
q )(, 
0 2 + --2 23 
q )(, 
1T 
J 2(1 + 3 sin 2 
2a 
51T 31T 
sin 
k) 
= - E. log 2 + ~( --log 2 + -
Note that p 
then 
2 8 
q 9,/Tif(3.5) 
0 ' . 
51Tq 
0 
f(4) 16 
E. [ .3 - 2 log 2] 
2 
4 8 
)(, 
k dk 
5.23 
log sin k dk 
5.24 
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(iv) s 3.5 'TT. 
q !<, F+ 2 4 12.. log 0 sin k + sin z3.5 2 + 6 2 24 
2a 
Reference 34, page 588 
IT 
>I 2 
sin4 k log sink dk 3TI 7 16 (l2 - log 2 ) 
0 
then 
z 3.5 
p qo!<,( 35TI 55TI) 
2 log 2 + l6 ,.. 16 log 2 + 64 
while p 
then 
q R,/Tif(4. 5) 
0 
f(S) 
· 3sn 
128 
z = l2. [ 11 - 2 log 2] 
7 2 28 
2 
Summary of the above results 
q !<, 
0 
The values of Z at discrete values of S are 
. 5 1.5 2.5 
k) 
z -p log 2 l -p[log 2- -] 12 -p[log 2 -.15] 
log 
For . 5 ~ S. ~ 3. 5, z can be approximately represented by the 
following form 
z " - p [2 log 2 - l 4 
The error is found to be .1% relative to the exact values of Z. 
following form will be more useful in our future calculations 
[
l( l J l .~ z = -p 4 2\jJ(S+LS) - \)J(S+l) - \jJ(2) - 6 (S-.5) J 
sin k dk 
5.25 
3.5 
-p[log 2- 11] 56 
5.26 
However, the 
5.27 
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Table 5.1 shows the difference between the exact values of Z and the 
estimated Z evaluated from Equation 5.27. 
TABLE 5.1 
(3 .5 1.5 2.5 3.5 
' 
1/J ( S+ 1) .036 .703 1.103 1,'389 
1/J ( (3+1. 5) .423 .923 1.256 l. 506 
I = %f21/J(f3+1.5)- 1/J(S+l) - 1/J ( '5) J .692 .776 .843 .896 
II = l( -. 5) .8 0 .167 .290 .401 6 
Estimated z = +p [II - I] eqn 5.27 -.693 -.609 - • 553 I -.495 
Exact Z -.693 -.610 -.543 -.496 
Relative error 0% 2~ • 0 2.0% 2~ • 0 
Here we can conclude that the approximate local displacement of any point 
inside the contact area of the plane having 
Q, 
y = 72 is 
L 
w Q, 
(c, /2) 
2 2(1- ]J )p 
'ITE ttw-.5> .s + ! [ 21j! < S+ 1. 5 > - 1J! <S+ 1 > - 1J! < • 5 > lJ 5.28 
where . 5 ::; (3 ~ 3. 5 and the maximum relative error is 2 ~ 0. Further calculation 
showed that when (3 = 4.5 the relative error is only 4%. 
The local displacement can be added to the whole body displacement to give 
Q, 
the total displacement of the plane at y = /2 
w (o, Q,j/2) 
in general 
164. 
w 
(c,~//2) 
~ (S-.5) ' 8 + %f2~(S+l.s) -
5.30 
5.6 DISCUSSION 
The maximum displacement of the plane occurs at the centre of the contact 
(54) 
area. Experimental results have shown that the deformation of the plane as a 
whole is slightly higher than the theoretical value of the maximum displacements. 
Therefore, in later calculation, the value of the displacement of the centre 
point will be used as the representative displacement of the plane due to the 
indentation of a cylinder. The general equation for the displacement of any 
2 s 
point inside the pressurised zone of distribution q = q (1-Y--) has been found. 
0 ~? 
The special case of S = .5 has been, checked with Lundberg's displacement of 
the points along the line y = ~112 was also found to fulfil the requirements 
of future calculations. 
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CHAPTER 6 
THE APPROACH OF TWO HARD FLAT PLANES COMPRESSING A ROUGH CYLINDER 
OF THE SAME MATERIAL 
In the study of the design of v.rork holding fixtures, the rigidity 
at the mating surfaces is a prime factor for the maximum dimensional 
accuracy of the components held in the fixture. In practice, the 
system of a cylindrical work-piece in contact with a hard flat locator 
occurs frequently. This prompted Shawki et al( 90) to investigate the 
approach of two Vee locators compressing a cylindrical work-piece of 
varying degrees of hardness and roughness. Experimental results showed 
a much higher deformation than the value predicted by the available theory 
of elasticity. On the observation that the curve of the total approach 
is non-linear with applied load per unit length, Shawki simply assumed 
that an empirical formula exists for the relationship between the approach 
and the applied load. This empirical formul~ is similar to those he 
assumed for the indentation of a rough flat surface by spherical and flat 
locators. The curves he labelled "theory of a cylinder on a flat plate" 
in his article, presented to compare with the measured approach of the two 
planes, is actually a half of the value of the elastic deformation of a 
cylinder compressed by two planes which was derived by Foppl. Initially 
we found this very confusing because this value obviously cannot be used 
as a theoretical prediction for the approach of the two planes. 
(60) The theory by Lo in 1969 for the elastic deformation of the 
asperities of two rough cylinders in contact at low loadings is useful for 
subjects such as friction, adhesion, wear and electrical contact resistance 
but is not applicable to the fixture and work-piece systems where much 
higher loadings are applied. Similar comments apply to the theory derived 
by Dakshina Murthy et al (l5 ) where the asperities are assumed to deform 
plastically. At low loadings, they assumed that the truncated tips are 
negligible. From the fact that an increase in load brings more and more 
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new asperities under load rather than enlarging the contact spots and 
that the change in height of the asperities under compression is very 
small compared to their heights, they introduced a relationship between 
the load and the compliance of the asperities such that the load was 
shared equally by the asperities. Demkin( 23 ) in 1976 introduced a 
,1 ! '()(' 
powerful method to calculate the total approach of two rigid planes 
compressing a rough cylinder at low loadings. The planes were assumed 
undeformable. Although their mathematical derivation is not correct 
(see Section 4.4) their procedure may be employed, as in our derivation, 
for the total approach of the two hard planes compressing a rough cylinder 
under a load high enough to deform an asperity by up to .4 of its peak-
valley height. 
Although the planes are harder than the cylinder they must deform 
elastically during the compression process. In the following action, 
results from Chapters 3, 4 and 5 will be combined to give a mathematical 
formula for the approach of the two hard planes compressing a rough 
cylinder of the same material. Finally the results of the experiments 
carried out to check the validity of our theory and Shawki's empirical 
formula will be presented. 
6.1 THE DEFORMATION OF A WEDGE MODEL ASPERITY SURFACE 
Based on the theory of contact of rough surfaces at low pressure and 
the wedge model asperity surface under high pressure (Section 3.4), we 
calculated the expected deformation of rough turned cylindrical work-pieces 
under!load for later comparison with experimental results. From the 
measured surface profiles of the cylinders, the initial (or no-load) bearing 
curves can be produced. Fig.6.14 shows the typical surface profile and 
its corresponding bearing curve of all the work-pieces. In the calculation 
of the deformation of the asperities, the deformed bearing curve was employed 
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instead of the no-load bearing curve. The deformed bearing curve has the 
following properties 
(i) The initial part of the no-load bearing curve follows the relation-
. (18) 
ship determined by Demk1n and Kragelsky 
n = bpv for n <.2 
where n, b, p, and V were defined in Section 3.4 Our work-pieces 
show that V is between 3 and 3.5. For most of the cases V is closer 
to 3 than 3.5. 0 0 The apex angles are in the range of 140 < 26 < 160 . 
For the wedge model asperity the ratio a of the deformed and initial 
bearing lengths is approximately 1.5 (Fig.3.12) for the above range 
of apex angle. Hence the degree of contact n of the deformed bearing 
curve must be approximately 1.5 times the degree of contact n dbtained 
from the no-load bearing curve at a certain level. 
n ~ 1.s n deformed no-load 6.1 
(ii) The conservation of material suggests that as the dimensionless 
compliance p =% tends to .5,the degree of contact n of the deformed 
m 
bearing curve must approach unity as proved for the wedge model 
asperity surface of equal height. 
Con$ider a set of curves of the degree of contact n satisfying this 
condition (i.e. p -+ • 5 as 
ndeformed -+ 1) 
E: 6.2 n Ap 
A and E are interrelated such that 
E: 2 2.5 3 3.5 
A 4 5.66 8 11.3 
The ~:;et of these curves j,s drawn in Fig. 6 .1. If the no-load 
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bearing curve of a certain surface profile is given, one of the above 
curves may be chosen to represent the deformed bearing curve for that 
surface profile provided its degree of contact n in the initial part is 
approximately 1.5 times the degree of contact of the no-load bearing 
curve at the same level. From the deformed bearing curve it can be seen 
easily that the asperities deform significantly at low pressure due to 
very small bearing length , but at high pressure the asperities deform 
only slightly. So it is the initial part of the bearing curve that 
determines the choice of the deformed bearing curve among the above set 
of curves. 
The surface profile of a work-piece will not be exactly the same at 
different positions and neither will its no-load bearing curve. In 
general, a typical surface profile and consequently a no-load bearing 
curve has to be assigned for that work-piece. The exact deformed bearing 
curve (if one can be found by mathematical derivation) will undoubtedly be 
close to the assumed deformed bearing curve because both curves possess 
h . ((') ('')) . . t "1(18,21) d t e same propert1es 1 and ll . Stud1es by Demkln e av foun 
that the no-load bearing curve parameter V of each machine operation lies 
in a very tiny range and it may be assigned a number such as 2, 2.5, 3 etc .. 
to simplify the calculation of the deformation of the asperities. Our 
rough turned surface profiles (Fig.6.14) of the cylindrical work-pieces 
showed that V is approximately 3. In order to obtain the initial part of 
the assumed deformed bearing curve to be 1.5 times that of the corresponding 
no-load bearing curve, the set of curves in Fig.6.l was superimposed on the 
no-load bearing curve. It was found that the curve 
n 5.66p
2
"
5 
was the best representative of the assumed deformed bearing curve for 
our rough turned cylindrical work-pieces. 
The relationship between the ratio of pressure over the yield stress 
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1. 0 
E = 2.0 
€. = 2 .5 
f. = 3.0 
€. :; 3.5 
. 5 -------·- ·- Jlc::-----0 ·5 1-0 
degree of contact 1_ 
Fig. 6.1 The deformed bearing curves for varying v~lues of c. 
·5 ------·--------
·4 
p 
·3 
·2 
·1 
f- q ~4 
- P=\5·66 H) 
·5 1.0 
Fig. 6.2 The relation between dimensionless compliance and 
the dimensionless pressure on the asperities. 
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of the asperities and the degree of contact for the wedge model asperity 
surface of equal height is (Section 3.4.2) 
~ = (n + 1) y (-n-) .5 1 -n 6.5 
If the material is fully work-hardened the Brinell hardness is about 
three times of Yield stress, then 
~=g_ 
H 3Y ~ (n + 1) 6.6 
It was concluded by Demkin( 22 ) that it is also approximately valid 
for surfaces with asperities of various heights because at high pressure 
almost all asperities are in contact. 
A relationship between p and ~ can be esuablished if we combine the 
two Equations 6.2 and 6.6. If we take A= 5.66 and E = 2.5, this 
relationship can be seen in Figure 6.2 (broken line). 
The classical plastic theory assumes that the degree of contact is 
equal to the ratio of the pressure over hardness of the material, i.e. 
n q/H 6.7 
Again, if A= 5.66 and E = 2.5, the combination of the two Equations 
6.2 and 6.7 yields a relationship between p and~ as drawn in Fig.6.2 
p (q/5.66H) •4 6.8 
By comparing the two curves in Fig.6.2, it is found that for 
dimensionless compliance p< .4, Equation 6.8 can be used to represent the 
complicated relationship between p and i of the other curve (broken line) 
with little error. 
b . a Su st1tute p = R into Equation 6.8 the deformation a of the asperities 
m 
measured from the highest peak of a wedge model asperity surface of various 
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height is approximately 
if A 8, E 
In general 
where 
a = R (gj5.66H) "4 
m 
3, this equation may be written as 
a= R 
m 
(q/8H) 1/3 
a 
1/ cp Dq 
D R 
m 
-1/E (AH) and ¢ E 
6.9 
6.10 
6.11 
6.12 
It is noted that this general equation for the deformation of the 
asperities at high pressure is also of the same form as the deformation of 
the asperities at low pressure derived by Demkin et aZ (Equation 3.22) 
the differences are in the values of the constants. According to 
Demkin, at low pressure the parameter¢ =V + .5 for elastic deformation 
and cp = V (the bearing area curve parameter) for plastic deformation of 
the asperities. For common machining operations, V may have the 
3 ( 18) ; maximum value of therefore cp may have a maximum of 3.5. 
At this stage, all the necessary components of the deformation of 
the system of a rough cylinder compressed between two flat plates have 
been found. In the next section the total approach of the two planes 
compressing a rough cylinder is investigated. 
6.2 THE TOTAL APPROACH OF TWO PLANES COMPRESSING A ROUGH CYLINDER OF 
THE SAME YOUNG MODULUS 
Consider a rough cylinder in contact with two flat planes (semi-
infinite spaces) under two uniform opposite loads per unit length 
p (= iL where W is the total load and 2L is the length of the cylinder) 
Fig.6.3. Since the cylinder is rough, the slipping will be restrained 
in the contact area, i.e., interfacial friction occurs between the mating 
172. 
load per unit axial 
length _LL.f_L~__.II..._..I--<::1~~ 
Fig. 6.3 Rough cylinder compressed between two planes. 
Fig. 6.4 Components of the total approach of the two planes. 
Initial position 
position under loading 
The rough layer is drawn cross hatched. 
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surfaces. Investigation by Conway(l3 ) (1969) showed that if the contact 
area is kept constant, the vertical penetration of a rough rigid cylinder 
indenting an elastic flat surface is slightly lower than that of a smooth 
rigid cylinder (the "rough" cylinder used in Conway's article signifies the 
ability of a surface to develop friction with another surface but it is ' 
still very smooth compared with our rough cylinders). To simplify the 
problem, we do not account for this interfacial friction. Assuming that 
the bulk material supporting the asperities and the planes deform 
elastically, and let 6 be the total approach of the planes. Along the 
line y = b in the yz plane, all the components of the deformation are 
drawn in Fig.6.4. The sum of these is the total approach 
where 
w 
c 
w + 2a + 2z + 2w 
c p 
the elastic compression of the cylinder 
a the deformation of the asperities on a 
cylindrical surface 
w the elastic compression of the plane p 
z the distance between the flat plane and the 
cylinder before loading. 
(i) If the cylinder is smooth, the pressure distribution is semi-
elliptic 
q 
2 • 5 
q (l - L) 
0 9,2 
where 9, is the half-width of the contact band and q is the 
0 
6.13 
6.14 
maximum pressure. In this case the deformation of the asperities 
is negligible 
6 ~ w + 2z + 2w 
c p 
(ii) If the elastic deformations of the cylinder and the planes are 
negligible compared with the deformation of the asperities 
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/'-, ~ 2a + 2z 
/'-, 2 2 
i.e. a ~ z .&_(1 L) 2 2R ~2 
Substitute a by the general Equation 6.11 
i.e. the pressure distribution has the form 
q 
In general, we expect the pressure distribution to take the form 
q 
Such that qdy 
because, S + l:i 
and f3 + cp 
p 1 and S is a real number -~ S ~ cp 
2 
the cylinder is very smooth 
the load is very small such that the elastic 
6.15 
6.16 
deformations of the cylinder and the plane are small 
compared with the deformation of the asperities. 
The load per unit length can be written as 
p 
where K 
dy 
q ~/ITf(f3 + l)/f(f3 + 1.5) 
0 
/ITf(f3 + l)/f(f3 + 1.5) 
q ~K 
0 
6.17 
6.18 
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Deformation of the Asperities 
(i) At y = o, the pressure acting on the asperities is q
0
, the 
deformation of the asperities due to this pressure is 
a Dq 
0 0 
1/¢ D (p/.9-K)l/ <jJ 6.19 
(ii) At y .9, q = 0 
a.9, = 0 6.20 
(iii) At y q 
6.21 
Solving Equation 6.13 involves three unknown 6, S and .9, 
Considering the total approach of the two planes along three different 
values of y we can establish three homogenous equations which can be 
used to solve 6, S and .9-. 
The Total Approach of Two Planes 
Consider the system of axes as drawn in Fig.6.5. At any cross 
section x = c, the deformations of the plane along lines y = o, .9, and 
.9-j/:2 are given in Equations 5.9, 5.10 and 5.30 respectively. The 
deformations of the asperities and the cylinder are independent of the x 
coordinate . The compression of the cylinder along lines y = o, .9, and 
.9.//:2 are given in Equations 4.52, 4.59 and 4.61 respectively. The 
deformations of the asperities along lines y = o, .9, and .9.//:2 has just 
been discussed. 
Substitute all the corresponding values into Equation 6.13 to 
obtain the total approach of the two planes along the above lines. 
Put 2 B = 4p(l - ~ )/TIE G = log(2R/.9.) - l 
777777 
load per unit axial length p 
Fig. 6.5 The compression of a rough cylinder radius R, .length 
2L between two flat planes of the same material. 
3 
2 ¢ = 2.0 
-----
0' = 1.5 
10 20 log U 
Fig. 6.6 The relation between p and logu·for discrete values 
of ;6. 
I II> 
30 
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The total approach of the two planes along the line 
(i) y = 0 
~ = B [G + F + ~ tS + 1,5) - ~(.5)] + 2D (p/1K)l/¢ 6.22 
(ii) y = 1 
6 = B [G + F + ~ (S + 1.5) - ~(8 +1)] + 12/R 
(iii) y = 1 ;/2 
~ = B [G + F + ~ (S + 1.5) - .5~(.5) - .5~(S + 1) -
+ 12 + 2D(____p-)l/¢ 
2R 1K 
Subtract Equation 6.22 from Equation 6.23 
0 B [~(.5) - ~(S + 1)] 
Subtract Equation 6.22 from Equation 6.24 
12 
+-- 2D 
R 
1 S/¢ 
(-) 
2 
0 = B [.S~(.5) - .5~(S + 1) - t(S -.5)' 8 ] + ;: + 2D (1i)l/¢ 
((t)S/¢_ 1 J 
Multiply Equation 6.26 by 2, then subtract Equation 6.25 
0 =-2B(S -.5) • 8 /3 + 4D(p/1K) l/¢ [ (l) S/¢- l J 
2 2 
then (_£)1/¢ = B(S -.5) '
8 
1K 6D~ where !Q 
~ c :~ s p _. 5, • B r 
p [B6DJ ¢ Kl [ p J ¢ 
(S -.5)' 8 
6.23 
6.24 
6.25 
6.26 
6.27 
6.28 
6.29 
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Substitute the value of £ into Equation 6.25 to get a solution for S 
0 = B r; ( . 5) - ljJ (S + l Q p 2 [6D l2 ¢ l [ !/? J 2 ¢ ~ + "R sJ ;2 w- .5) .s -
Divide by B 
2 
0 = 1);(.5)- lj;(S + l) +.E._ 
RB 
B(S- .5) · 8 
39! 
[ ~ ·]2,~- (S (S- .5).8 
Substitute B 4p(l - ~ 2 )/TIE and rearrange this equation 
- . 5). 8 
3~ 
2¢ D 
2¢-l Rp [ 
TIE J 2¢+1 
l - ~2 l.5!J.i [ ]
2¢ 
ljJ (S + l) -lj; (. 5) + 
+ (S -.5). 8 
3p 
Put J lJ; (S + 1) - 1J; ( • 5) + (S - . 5) • 81 3p 
Q 1.5~/(S -.5) · 8 and E 
0 
Equation 6.30 can be written as 
D2¢ E 2¢+1 2¢ 
0 0 
=--
Rp 2¢-l 4K2 
i.e. D2¢ E 2¢+1 
0 
Rp 2¢-l 
2 TIE/(1 - ~ ) 
J 
4K2J 
Q2¢ 
6.30 
6.31 
This equation shows that S is a function of D, R 1 p, E, ~ and ¢. It 
is impossible to get the exact value of ~:directly by substituting all the 
179, 
values of the above variables into Equation 6.30. An interative method 
has to be used: the Newton-Raphson method is the simplest being used. 
Put f(f3) 1/J ( f3 + 1) - 1/J (. 5) + ( f3 ;~ 5) . 8 2¢tl [ 1TE J 1 . 2 2 
1 -]J 4K 
[ 
l.5gi J 2¢ 
(f3 -.5).8 
6.32 
then 
6.33 
where f~(f3) is the derivation of f(f3) with respect to S. 
The iterative process for finding f3 is time-consuming and it would 
be more convenient for use in design if by curve fitting, a direct way for 
obtaining a sufficiently accurate value of f3 could be found. The 
following section gives the basis of such a method: 
The Approximate Solution of f3 
Let U be the term indicated in Equation 6.31 
u 
Rp2¢-l 
6.34 
It has been decided in Demkin's theory and our formula for the 
deformation of the asperity (Equation 6.11) that¢ may be assigned discrete 
values such as 1., 1.5, 2., 2.5, 3 and possibly a maximum value of 3.5. Let 
us draw a few curves representing the relationship between f3 and log U 
(Fig.6.6). 
6.34a 
where K, J, Q are functions of S. It is observed that the curves always 
lie between .5 and¢ which is in agreement with the assumption we made at 
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the beginning that when the applied pressure is very small U is very 
large, log U ~ 00 and S ~ ~ or equivalently that the deformation of the 
asperities on the cylinder dominates the elastic deformation of the 
cylinder and the planes. As p increases, log U decreases stea~y to - 00 , 
,B ~ ,,5 i.e., the deformation of the asperities is small compared with the 
elastic deformations of the cylinder and the planes. This is then 
analogous to Hertz's problem in which the cylinder and the planes are 
smooth. On observing the curves carefully, it is noticed that each curve 
is approximately symmetrical about the point marked 0 lying on the curve 
1 itself, having vertical coordinate S
0 
= 2 (~ +.5) 6.35 
There are a few functions that have similar properties to these curves, 
the best approximation was found to be the tanh function. Calculation has 
shown that the relationship between S and log U can be of the form 
S +Stanh 
0 
[(log U- log U )/V] 
0 
6.36 
where S and V are constants, S and log U are the vertical and hotizontal 
0 0 
coordinates of point 0 respectively. For different values of ~ the 
following equations are proposed to fit the curves 
for ~= 1.5 1 + o 5 tanh [(log u- log 5.0153)/6] 
for ~= 2 1.25 + . 75 tanh [(log u- 6.5537)/8] 
for ~= 2.5 1. 5 + tanh [(log U- 10.4161)/10] 
for ~= 3 1.75 + 1.25 tanh [(log u- 12.6130)/12] 
The remarkable feature of the above four equations is that they can 
be represented by a single equation dependent on ~' U and U 
0 
i.e. .5(~ +.5) + .5 (~-.5) tanh (log U - log U )/4~ 
0 
6.37 
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Recall the hyperbolic function 
then 
where 
tanh u -u u -u u = (e - e ) I (e + e ) 
tanh 0 
[ 
'log U - log U l 
4* 
[ tt4 ~­
( ~ J 1/4~+ 
t U/U 
0 
0 
[ ~) -1/4¢ 
0 ( ~J -1/4¢ 
Therefore 
(3 = .5(cp +.5) + .5 (cjJ -.5) (t1/ 2cp- l)/(t1/ 2cp + 1) 
or 
(3 (TcjJ + .5)/T+ 1) 
where (U/U ) l/2cjJ 
0 
Calculation of T 
From Equation 6.34 
F.or (3 = (3 
where K 
0 
u 
0 
0 
.5(cjJ +.5) 
2 
4K 
c~J,((3 + 1) _ ~(.5) + 
[ 
l. 5~ l 2 cp 
. ((3 -.5) .8j 
4K 2 [ 1jJ ( (3 + 1) - ~ (. 5) + 
0 0 
[ 
1. 5~0 ]2cjJ 
((30 - .5) .8 
((3 -.5) .8] 
3~ 
6.38 
6.39 
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Divide U 2 cjJ 2 ¢+ 1/ 2 ¢-1 D E Rp by U 
0 0 
we have 
[ 1.5S/!0 2¢ D2cpE 2cp+l (f3 -.5) .8 J 0 u 0 
u 2cp-l 4K 2 [~IB0+1) - IS -.s) .s] 0 Rp 0 lj;(.5) + 03~ 
Substituting l)J(.5) -.19635 and simplifying this equation 
u [ l. 5 DE p ]2¢ E p y 0 0 0 0 u p(f3 - .5) .8 2 0 4RK 0 0 
where 1/Y lj;(f3 + 1) + 1.9635 + ((3 - .5) · 8; 3!)2 0 0 0 
(% J 1/2 cp= 1.5 DE cp [ E p y r/2fP hence T - 0 0 0 p(f3 -.5) .8 2 0 4RK 0 0 6.40 
i.e. T is proportional to p -1+ (l/2cp) 
Since cjJ >l I -1+ ( 1/2 cjJ ~ > 0 2 
(a) Ifp is very small, T +oo Equation 6·38 gives f3 + cjJ 
(b) Ifp is very large, T + 0 Equation 6-38 gives f3 +. 5 
For given values of D, R, p, E, ~ and cjJ, Equation 6.40 yields a value 
for T which may be substituted into Equation 6.38 to get the approximate 
value for f3, 
A program was written to compare the exact value of f3 with the 
estimated f3 calculated by Equation 6.38 at different values of cjJ (1.0, 1.5, 
2 . 0 , 2 . 5, 3. 0 and 3. 5) . Appendix 6.1 illustrates the program· itself and 
the percentage relative error in the range of (. 5 + 02, cjJ -. 01). A 
maximum error of 7% for f3 occurs near the f3 = .5 end. 
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Given 0j =0 j + -5 kl-·--i_=_k ___ -r 
at 0.=4 J 
_ __, 
Given BETAi } 
eqn. 6.34a ~--------·----~ 
r--------- i = 1 'k 
'----
----------------------~ i(k 
eqn. 6.39 
Log SIGNA G srm1A7,ERO 
~n. 6.40 
-· --
T 
eqn. 6. 38 
ERRORi~~----------~------------• 
Fig. 6.7 Flow chart of program NHAM1 (Appendix 6.1) 
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Symbols for the program and the flow chart (Fig.6.7) are 
BETA exact value of S 
LOG SIGMA 
LOG SIGMA ZERO 
LogU 
Log U 
0 
NEW BETA 
ERROR % 
estimated value of S evaluated by Equation 6.38 .. 
100 (estimated s - exact s)% 
exact S 
Once an estimated value of S is found, it can be substituted into 
Equation 6.28 to obtain the value for the half width of the contact band £. 
The above method seems to be good as far as the error of S is 
concerned, except for an extreme condition which occurs frequently in 
practice when a very small error in S causes a very large error in the value 
of the half width £. In the following, this extreme condition is solved 
by a modification of the above method. 
The Case of Low Normal Pressure 
When the force per unit length p is very small, the asperities on 
the rough cylinder may deform elastically (see Lo (46)), and S is found to 
be very close to¢. A small error in S will then cause a very large error 
¢ S/cp ¢ in~ = ((.5) - .5) and consequently in the half width£. For instance, 
when cp = 2.0, assuming the exact value of S is 1.99, the above method 
yields an estimated value of S 1.996 (appendix 6.1), i.e., the relative 
error in S is .307%, the exact~¢ = 3.01 x 10-6 while the estimated 
cp -7 p = 4.8 x 10 resulting in a relative error of -84%. The remaining 
terms constituting £ as shown in Equation 6.28 are dependent on S but they 
vary only slightly when S is close to cp 
. "'¢ .. tlth . 1n ~ 1s approx1ma e y e error 1n 
In effect, the relative error 
To reduce the error in pep it is 
required to find other curves to fit the exact curves of Fig.6.6 in the 
region concerned better than the function we have employed. 
Modify 
logU
0 L...-_,-~ e qn. 
e n. 6·42 
Modify 
T 
ERROR~-] 
185. 
New value of 
eqn. 6.40 
r-----"--'--; 
T 
6.38 
ERROR 3% i(~.Br 
~----I 
L ;~OR_ 2% _]----·--------
Fig. 6.8 Flow chart of program NHAM2 
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Trial and error calculations show that for the extreme end Of the 
curves where f3 > . 5 + .71 ( cp- . 5) the same method may be used with two 
changes 
(i) log U 
0 
4 (,f., - 1) 1.18 3.9 + 3. 5 'Y 
(ii) T (U/U ) 1/ (1+2~) 
0 
6.41 
6.42 
These new curves fit closely to the exact curves. The relative error 
in f3 will be very much reduced and so is the relative error in 9.,. 
Another program was written to show the relative error in f3 and ~. 
Fig.6.8 illustrates the flow chart for this program. From Equation 6.28 
the term i [ ~ ]~ ( s- . 5 l · 8 is dependent on f3 so the error in the half width 
~ due to the effect of the error in f3 is, in effect, the error this term. 
Let us call it Wf3 or W(BETA). The width of the contact band at a certain 
pressure is a constant multiplied by WS so WS is actually a measure of the 
half width ~. Symbols used in the flow chart and program NHAM 2 are 
BB or BETA exact f3 
BNEW or NEW BETA = the estimated value of f3 
ERORl or ERROR l% = 100 (estimated f3 - exact f3)/exact f3 
WEXAC or WIDTH EXACT = exact WS calculated from the exact value of f3 
WESTD or NEW WIDTH = estimated WS calculated from the estimated f3 
EROR2 or ERROR 2% 100 (estimated ws exact WS)/exact ws 
EROR3 or ERROR 3% 100 (estimated ss - exact SS)/exact ss 
where SS = (f3 -.5) " 8/3~ 
The program and the results for values of f3 up to cp- .001 are 
shown in Appendix 6.2. The maximum relative error of ~ found to occur 
around value of f3 = .5 + .71 (cp -.5) where the modified curve meets 
the initial f3 curve (Equation 6.37). On the left end of the curves in 
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Fig.6.9 where S is close to ,5, the estim~ted value of S eval~ated by 
Equation 6.37 has small relative error but this results in a large error 
in the estimated value of WS (the same order of error for ~) . These are 
drawn in Fig.6.9. To ensure that the method gives estimations of the 
half width ~ (calculated from the estimated value of S) within (+10, -14%) 
the range of S has to be limited to 
.5 + .12 (2¢- 1.5) < s < ¢ 6.43 
* The values of S = . 5 + .12 (2 ¢- 1.5) for various values of ¢are 
also tabulated in Fig.6.9. In practice S always stays in the above range. 
Only when the load is high, calculation shows that S ~. 5 + .12 ( 2 ¢ - 1. 5) : 
then the deformation of the asperities may be small compared with the 
elastic deformation of the cylinder and the planes and the problem may be 
approximated as one with a smooth cylinder in S ~ .5. 
Once the half width ~ is found, it can be substituted into Equation 6.22 
to obtain the total approach 6 of the two planes. Thus, by accepting a 
maximum possible error of (+10, -14%) in ~ a direct method for obtaining 
the total approach of two flat planes compressing a rough cylinder is now 
available 
Substitute B = 4p(l - 11 2 )/TIE= 4p/E 
0 
6 = 4p [G + F + lj!( s + l. 5) + 1.9635 + <_s -3;;5) .s J E 
0 
6.44 
where G log (2R/~) - 1 
F 1 -log 2 4(L
2 
_ c2)/~2 
The relative error due to the estimation of 6 is difficult to obtain. 
f 0 1 ( 2 2) 1/2 h 1 h I c 1s not so c ose to L, R and L - c are very roue arger t an 
~' a large error in ~ only results in a small error in G and F. The error 
·20°/o 
0=1.~ .0'=2·0 59 =3.0\ 
\""".5 
0 I 7,....=----,. 57' c<e ::::::> ~ I s::c:?' I c:::::::::z I ::;;>" ll I :.;;;;>"' ~ ~-· ~ / .,C <' 
I 
" I 
2 0°/of I I 
I I / 
I I I // 
I I I / 
4 Oo/ I' I / 
or I I / 
I I I I 
I I I 
I I I I 
If 
60°/or ,, I 
I I I 
1 I 
I 
BOo/o L/ 
0 I 
corresponding to 
* ~ = . 5 + 12 ( 20 -1.5 ) ~ 
1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 
.855 1 .21 1 .565 1.92 2 ~275 2.63 ~~orresponding to. 
.56 .6B .80 .92 1.04 1 .16 I ~ =- .s +.71 c0 -.s ) 
I 
' 
Fig. 6. 9 . The relation between the relative error of the half width of contact l and f for 
discrete values of f6. 
1-' 
OJ 
OJ 
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in S in the range of . 5 + .12 (2¢ -1.5) < S < cp is always less than ±3% 
(appendix 6. 2) . F th h f . f t . ( 2 ) h . '" ( Q 1 5) rom e grap o ps1 unc 1on t e error 1n ~ ~ + . 
is much smaller than the error in S. The only term which has significant 
error is (S -.5) ·~3~ which is found to be less than ±5% for cp >1.5 (ERROR3 
in Appendix 6.2). Hence the maximum possible error in 6 may be estimated 
to be ±10%. 
6.3 SUMMARY OF THE RESULTS 
Assumptions 
(i) The bulk material of the cylinder supporting the asperities and the 
flat planes deform elastically, i.e., the plastic onset has not been 
reached. 
(ii) The length 2L of the cylinder is large compared with the width of 
the contact area 2~. 
(iii) The pressure distribution across the width of the contact area is 
q 
2 s 
q (1 - y_) 
0 ~2 
(iv) The deformation of the asperities on the cylindrical surface follow 
the relationship 
a = 
in particular: 
mm, 
2 q in kg/mm 
(a) for plastic deformation of asperities under low pressure 
where V 
D R p 
-1/V (n co ) 
0 0 
cp = \) 
-the no-load bea;r-ing curve parameter 
R depth of the profile in mm (Fig.3.9) 
p 
6.45 
cO the flow pressure of the asperities, it may be taken 
0 
as approximately the same as the hardness 
n 
0 
190' 
I . (23) L L ~ .5 for most prof1les 
m o 
(b) For elastic deformation of the asperities( 23 ) 
D (2\!/2\!+l) ( ' ) (2/2\!+l) R .5n VB p 0 
¢ (2\!+l)/2 
v 
r 
E 
R p 
3/Tif(\!+l)/4f(\!+l.5) B = .43E/(l - ~2 )r' 5 
the asperity tip radius of curvature in mm 
2 Young modulus in kg/mm 
in mm 
(c) For plastic deformation of asperities under high pressure 
D -1/E: R A I 
m 
¢ = E: 
A and E: are found from the bearing curve of the surface 
6.46 
profile concerned (Section 6.1). For most of our rough turned 
cylinders, A and E: are assumed to be 5.66 and 2.5 respectively 
R peak valley height of asperities in mm (Fig.3.9) 
m 
(v) The planes and the cylinder are of the same material 
Results 
With given values of pressure per unit length p (kg/mm) , length 
and radius of cylinder 2L (mm), R (mm), respectively, Young's modulus 
of the cylinder and the plane E (kg/mm2 ) Poisson's ratio~ and cp, 
the pressure power coefficient 8 is the solution of the equation 
2 
l)! L 5) - tH8 + l) + E._ 
RB 
(8-. 5) • 8 
3~ 0 6.47 
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It may be solved by either an iterative numerical method of by our 
approximate direct method with the following results 
l) The calculation of S begins with the evaluation of 
T 
where 1/E 
0 
l. 5 DE ~ 
0 0 
p(S - .5) .8 
0 
2 
= (l - ]1 )/TIE, 
L J 
.. l/2 ¢ 
E p y 
o a 
4K 2R 
0 
l (¢ 
2 +. 5) ~0 (. 5) So/¢'. -. 5 
K /ITr (S+l) ;r (S+l .. 5) , K =liff(S +l)/f(S +1.5) 
0 0 0 
1/Y ~(S +l) + 1.9635 + (S +.5) · 8;3~ 
0 0 0 0 
then ( T ¢ +. 5) (T + l) 
This value of S is acceptable (with less than 3% error) if 
.5 + .12(2¢- 1.5) ~ s < .5 + .71 (¢-.§) 
However, for . 5 + . 71 ( ¢ - . 5) ~ S < ¢ we may use 
and T 
Log U 
0 
DE 
0 
p 
3.9 + 3.45 (¢- 1)1. 18 
[~~J 
= [ 02¢ ~2¢+1] 
2¢-l 
R p U 
0 
:v (1+2¢) 
1/ (2 ¢+1) 
6.48 
6.49 
This new value of T is used in Equation 6.48 to obtain the new value of S 
which has an error of less than 1.5% (ERROR l in Appendix 6.2) 
2) The half width of the contact area ~ may be calculated with a maximum 
error of (+10, -14%) for the range . 5 + .12 (2~r-l. 5) < S < ¢ 
192, 
.Q, .!2 [ 6Dg? r rnm K B(S -.5) .8 6.50 
where B 4p/E and g? ( . 5) S/ ¢ -. 5 
0 
3) The total approach of two planes (maximum error of ±10%) at the 
cross section x = c is 
6 (4p/E )[log(4RL/.Q,2 ) - 1 + ljJ([3 +1.5) + 1.9635 + ([3-.5) ' 8/3~] 
0 
6.52 
The total approach 6 may be seen to be composed of three different 
components. 
(i) The whole body component 4p(G + F)/E is the sum of the whole body 
0 
displacemen~of the cylinder and the planes. 
(ii) The local component (4p/E) (ljJ([3+1.5) + 1.9635), i.e., the sum of the 
0 
local displacemenmof the cylinder and the planes. 
(iii) The deformation of the asperities 4p(S-.5)' 8/3E ~ 
0 
6.53 
It is the sum of the deformations of the asperities in both upper and lower 
contacts. 
A program was written to calculate the value of [3, the half width 
of contact area .Q,, the o/hole body, the local, the asperity deformation 
components of the approach 6 of the two planes. This theoretical value 
of 6 may be compared with the approach of the two planes when compressing 
a smooth cylinder and the approach of two Vee locators when compressing 
the same rough cylinder (Shawki's formula). 
If the cylinder is smooth, the half width of the contact area is 
obtained from Hertz's results 
193. 
(8pR/E ) 112 
0 
The total approach of the two smooth planes compressing a smooth 
cylinder at Section x c is obtained by adding up the corresponding 
deformations given in Equations 4.53 and 5.9 with S = ~ 
(4p/E ) [G + F + 2.3864] 
0 
6.54 
6.55 
if c 0 the total approach at the section passing through y axis is 
(4p/E ) log(2E L/p) 
0 0 
6.56 
This formula . (62) was derlved by Lundberg . 
Shawki's formula for the approach of two hard steel Vee locators 
compressing a rough steel cylinder of hardness H (kg/mm2 ) diameter D (rom) 
average peak-valley height R (micron) under load per unit length p 
m 
(kg/mm) is 
!:,. 
SH [.086 + (15/H) + (8.4/D) + .005R] (lOp) '
7
microns 
m 
6.57 
Fig.6.10 illustrates the flow chart of the program NHAM3 and its 
results (Appendix 6.3) can be obtained for the conditions of our work-pieces. 
In future calculations we will take c = 0 and assume that what 
happens at the cross section x = c = 0 is the representative of the whole 
system. 
Symbols of program NHAM3 
LOAD the total load W in lbs 
BETA S 
WIDTH half width ~ of the contact area in rom 
WHOLE or WHOLE DEF the whole body component 
in micron 
4000p(G+F)/E 
0 
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E E,!J,H,c,A,l\n,¢· .. 
E ~=1.+1 
@·_e__,.q_n_. _6_.:.5_7 {·-~1--~-~-0 :-0~00~:8 J eq~. 6.55 {~H J 
Error in 1 
is larger than Yes 
(+10,-14%) 
Fig. 6.10 
Ti ' ~i 
No 
calcnlate --] 
new Ti and new p1 
eqn. 6.50 
eqn. 6.51 
Flow chart of program NR~M3 
No 
%,c,A will be given as 2.5,0,5.66 respectively 
SHAPE or LOCAL DEF 
ROUGH or ROUGH DEF 
195. 
the local component in micron 
the deformation of the asperities 
4000p(S-.5) ' 8/3E ~ in micron 
0 
DEL or TOTAL DEF the total approach of the two planes 
in microns 
WIDTH or HERTZ WIDTH the half width of the contact area 
for the case the cylinder is smooth, 
in mm. 
DELHE or HERTZ DEF the total approach of the two planes in 
micron (smooth cylinder) 
DELSH or SHAWKI DEF the total approach of the two Vee 
locators compressing the rough 
cylinder of the same conditions 
FAI cf> 
E, U, H Young modulus, Poisson ratio and Brinell hardness 
respectively 
CLENG half length of the cylinder 
XCOOR the x coordinate of the cross section considered 
RM peak-valley height of the asperity 
A the constant of the deformed bearing curve, 
e.g. A= 5.66 for cp = 2.5 
6.4 APPLICATION - THE ELASTIC DEFORMATION OF THE ASPERITIES 
The above method can be applied to solve the contact of a rough 
cylinder with a smooth plane, in which case the asperities are assumed to 
deform elastically. The results from the diagrams plotted by Lo's 
iterative method can be compared. Take the example employed in Demkin's 
. (23} 
art1cle for a rough cylinder. 
The depth of flattening R = .5 micron (standard deviation a 
p 
Cylinder radius R 10 rpm 
. 2 micron) 
196. 
Asperity top radius r .02 mm 
Young Modulus of Steel E 2 21500 kg/mm 
Poisson's ratio ~ = .3 
Bearing curve parameter V 3, n .5 
0 
Assume that the cylinder is 20 mm long. 
The constant D for the elastic deformation of the asperities is given 
in Equation 6.46. 
D 
where L 
B 
then 
D 
2V/2V+l R 
p 
) -2/2V+l (.5 n L B 
0 
31Tif(4)/f(4.5) 2.7428 
.43 X 21500/,91~ 71837 
.0000675 6.58 
The program NHAM3 was modified slightly to introduce the value of 
D directly into the program The half width of the contact area ~ 
(WIDTH) at the cross section x = 0 at various loadings from .0005 to 
2.5 kg/mm is tabulated and plotted in Fig.6.ll. It is also plotted and 
named Demkin's curve since we employ the elastic deformation relation for 
D derived by him. 
(60) 
Based on the normal distribution of the asperiuies, Lo obtained the 
solution of the elastic compression of rough cylinders. From the 
diagram plotted for the dimensionless half contact width versus the 
dimensionless loading, we can apply the above conditions of the rough 
cylinder in contact with two planes to calculate the half width ~ of the 
contact area at any load per unit length as a function of 
6.58a 
where .l~o ~.5 and R, r are the radii of the cylinder and the asperity top 
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of a rough cylinder compressed between two.planes. 
Bottom: The results of Demkin's example solved by our 
method. 
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respectively, g is the asperity density, and 0 the standard deviation 
of the normal distribution. 
Fig.6.11 also shows the La's half width versus loading for 0= .1 
and . 5 and the Hertz's half width of contact area of a smooth cylinder in 
contact with a plane. 
The difference between La's and Demkin's half widths is about 50%. 
This may be due to the different approach to the problem. All these curves 
show a much larger contact width at very low loading than that given by 
Hertz's curve. At high loadings the curves converge. 
6.5 APPARATUS AND EXPERIMENTS 
All test pieces were made of steel, cylindrical in shape and rough 
turned with varying degrees of roughness. All the dimensions and the 
properties of work-piec~s are shown in Table 6.1. The surface profiles 
of the work-pieces were traced by the Talysurf 8 (Fig.6.12) available in 
our Department. Typical profiles are shown in Fig.6.14. The no-load 
bearing curve and supposed deformed bearing curve n = 5.66p2 "5 are drawn 
superimposed on the profiles. Up to a maximum of 5 micron CLA (centre-
line average) surface can be read directly on the scale of the machine. 
In our calculation the peak-valley height is employed while the CLA is given 
as a reference. The cylindrical test pieces were compressed between two 
1. 5" thick, flat plates made of case hardening steel Bohler EPB 100 
(Fig.6.13). The heat treatment process for the plates comprised carburising 
0 ·.1 0 0 
at 900 C, Ol quenched at 830 C then tempered at 180 C. The surfaces were 
finally lapped to .25 to .5 micron CLA, average peak-valley height is about 
1.8 micron. After a few trial tests the asperities of the two flat plates 
at the contact areas with the cylinder deform plastically to almost half of 
the peak-valley height value. Later tests should not make the asperities 
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Fig. 6.12 The Talysurf 8 : The surface profile recorder. 
Fig. 6.13 Designed apparatus for the compression test. 
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Fig. 6.14 Surface profiles,no-load andassumed deformed bearing curves. 
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1mm=10}1 1l3 Vh=20 
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2B Vv=2000 
1mm= 5}l 2C vh=2o 
1mm= 1Jl 3A 
3B Vv=2000 Vh::;=20 
1mm=10Jl 3C 
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Fig. 6.15 The 30000 lbs Tinius Olsen testing machine. 
Fig. 6.1 6 The surface profile of workpiece 2C at load 3000 lbs. 
The Peak-valley height is only 9.5 microns. 
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deform further; it was therefore assumed that the flat surfaces were 
perfectly smooth. Hardness tests indicated that the surfaces of the 
plates in contact with the cylinder were between 55 - 61 Rockwell C. 
Fig.6.15 shows the 30,000 lbs TINIUS OLSEN testing machine employed for 
the experiment. This machine was preferred to the Avery testing machine 
used previously due to its greater accuracy of the movement of the top 
platten A during compression. The bottom flat plate D lies in the 
middle of the bottom platten B of the machine, it is restrained from 
moving sideways by two locators E bolted rigidly to the bottom platten 
and located on the two sides of the bottom flat plate. The top flat 
plate C is bolted to the top platten A, since the minimum clearance 
between two plattens was too big, we had to insert a few spacing blocks 
in between the top platten and the top plate. These blocks were also 
finely ground to ensure good contact. The top platten was supported by 
four l" diameter studs at its corners. They were supported in such a 
way that the top platten was able to move up and down without rotation of 
the studs. A most useful feature of this machine was that the inclination 
of the top platten may be adjusted easily. In practice, the two end 
diameters of a cylinder were never perfectly equal to each other but 
different by a few ten of microns. However, uniform loading along the 
axis of the cylinder could be achieved by adjusting the inclination of the 
top platten until the top surface of the cylinder was parallel to the 
top flat place C. Easy observation of this parallelism was achieved by 
viewing the gap against an illuminated background (Fig.6.17). 
To measure the approach of the flat plates during loading, three 
Phillips pick-ups G(PR 9310) were attached rigidly to the flanges bolted 
to the bottom plate. Their positions are shown in Fig.6.17. These were 
preferred to the mechanical dial gauges used previously in the indentation 
tests in Chapter 2, due to their size. Readings of the displacements of 
the pick-ups were transmitted to the three Phillips bridges H (PR 9300) 
203. 
EN 25 Tempered EN 25 Tempered Black Commercial 
Material at 600° at 800° steel 
Cooled in oven Cooled in oven NZ SS 3402/1973/275 
Brinell Hardness 
kg/mm2 272 202 140 
Work-piece lA lB 2A 2B 2C 3A 3B 3C 
Diameter (mm) 24 25 25 25 25 23 23 24 
Length. (mm) 30 30. 32 32 32 30 30 30 
Peak-valley height 
R (micron) 2.6 38 2.6 9 15 3.0 16 34 
m 
CLA (micron) . 37 * .37 1.3 2.4 .43 3.0 * 
TABLE 6.1 Dimensions and Properties of Work-Pieces 
* outside the range measurable by the Talysurf 8. 
bottom flat plate 
flange 
direction 
of viewing 
test piece 
:J 
c: {J 
!O 
Fig. 6.17 Plane view df the bottom flate plane. 
pick-up 
[}=::J 
torch 
I 
} 
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Fig.6.15. The scale of resolution of 1 micron was used. Calibration 
tests with the standard slip gauges showed that the bridges over-recorded 
the actual displacements of approximately 3% which is within the accuracy 
claimed by the manufacturer. The positions of the pick-ups shown in 
Fig. 6.16 indicate that the displacement of the top flat plate may be 
1 1 
calculated as 4 (A + B) + 2c, where A, B and C are readings on these 
bridges. Ideally it may be possible to record displacements at any load, 
but imperfect conditions in the experiment such as the back lash movement 
of the four studs supporting the top platten causes uncertainty in 
determining the zero load position of the top platten making unreliable 
readings of the displacements of the top platten for loads under 100 lbs. 
Therefore, it was decided to Lecord the displacements for loads greater 
than 100 lbs relative to the position of the top platten at 100 lbs. The 
machine may be driven either by an electric motor or manually by rotating 
the wheel K. The latter way is found more convenient for these tests. 
It may be operated as follows: by changing the weight L at the end of the 
lever M we can change the maximum loading scale from 3000 lbs to 30,000 lbs. 
To increase the load to a certain value, slide the block N to this value, 
this will lower the lever M. To balance, bring the lever M to its 
neutral position by turning the wheel K anticlockwise and read off the 
displacements recorded on the bridges. The load was increased in steps of 
300 lbs to a maximum of 3000 lbs. Plastic deformation of the asperities 
leaves two narrow bands of indentation on the cylinder, the width of these 
bands were magnified to 20 times and measured by the Nikkon shadowgraph 
available in the metrology laboratory. 
It was noted that the surface profile of a work-piece was slightly 
different at different positions. The given value of R in Table 6.1 is 
m 
the average of a number of R values at different positions. 
m 
The experiment-
al results for the total approach of the two planes plotted in Figs. 6.18 
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6.19 and 6.20 are also the average values of the compression tests for 
different positions of the cylinder. Our theoretical prediction for the 
total approach is also plotted on these figures to compare with the 
experimental results. Shawki's formula for the total approach of two 
Vee locators compressing a rough cylinder was also calculated and plotted 
as well as the total approach of two flat planes compressing a smooth 
cylinder. All the calculations leading to the approach of the two planes 
predicted by our method, Shawkils formula and the case of smooth cylinder 
were performed in program NHAM3 (Appendix 6.3) 
6.6 DISCUSSION 
Generally our theoretical values follow the experimental results 
closely; in all cases the latter is always slightly higher. This may 
be due to the difficulty of adjusting the inclination of the top flat surface 
to compress perfectly evenly along the length of the cylinder. Shawki's 
formula shows better agreement with the very rough cylinders than with the 
almost smooth ones. 
The condition of the onset of plasticity of the bulk material supporting 
the asperities is unknown at the present time. However, we can take the 
load at which a smooth cylinder compressed between two hard planes starts 
deforming plastically as a reference. The stresses inside one solid in 
(100) 
contact with another have been investigated by Thomas and Hoersch . For 
the case of a hard smooth steel cylinder and a smooth steel plane in contact, 
the maximum shear stress T was found to be at depth .786~ below the surface 
m 
of the plane where ~ is the half width of the contact band. 
kg/mm
2 (i.e. 30 x 106 psi) and~= .25 
T 
m 
25.42 (p/D) · 5 kg/mm2 
For E 
w 
where p is the load per unit length (= 2L) in kg/mm, D and 2L are the 
21200 
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diameter and the length of the cylinder respectively in mm. Similarly, 
for the case in which the cylinder is softer, the same value of maximum 
shear stress occurs at .786~ below the surface of the cylinder. Apply 
the maximum shear stress theory of failure 
T Y/2 
m 
where Y is the yield stress of the cylinder in kg/mm2. Substitute 
into Equation 6.59 to get the maximum possible applied load on the cylinder 
for elastic deformation 
w 
max 
7.74 X 10-4 DLY2 kg 
The value of W for our work-pieces may be seen in Table 6.2. It 
max 
is obvious that the width of contact area increases as the roughness of 
the cylinder increases, i.e., the mean pressure across the contact band 
decreases; in effect the load required for plastic flow of the bulk 
material supporting the asperities must increase. The value W given 
max 
in Table 6.2 is therefore the minimum load at which our work-pieces may 
deform plastically. Yield stress of the steel EN25 was given in BS 970 
Part II. Before tempering the minimum yield stress given in the standard 
is between f to ~of its hardness. Our work-pieces are made of EN25 
0 0 
steel tempered to 600 C and 800 C. The yield stresses are not given in 
the Standard and therefore it may be assumed that the Yield stress is 
1 
equal to 3. 5 of its corresponding hardness. The yield stress of the 
I 
black commercial steel is obtained directly from the NZ 3402/1973/275. 
The value of the width of the contact area measured from the Nikkon shadow-
graph is compared with the theoretical value (obtained from Appendix 6.3) 
in Table 6.2. The error is below ±10% at a load of 3000 lbs. The 
contact width is not perfectly the same along the length of the cylinder 
due to surface irregularities and the uneven loading along the length of 
the cylinder. The actual contact width listed in Table 6.2 is the 
Workpiece 
I I 3C 1A 1 8 I 2A 28 2C 3A 38 I I ! 
Hardness (kg/mm2) I 272 I 202 I 1 4 0 I 
Yield stress Ckg/mm2) I 7 7. 7 57.7 28 I 
Wmax { l bs ) 3706 3860 22 71 22 71 2271 4 61 4 61 4 61 
~ . 
2l Cmm) Experiment . 62 1 . 06 . 56 .72 . 81 . 70 .go 1. 14 
----
at Theory I . 57 1 . , 6 ·59 ·78 ·82 ·64 ·85 1 . 22 
---
3000 lbs Sncxth cylroer •48 ·49 ·48 ·48 ·48 . 4 7 . 47 · 4 B 
" 
-2l (mm) Experiment -50 -69 . 9B 
----
at Theory ·4 7 . 7 5 1 . 06 
1200 lbs l Smooth cylinder . 3 0 . 30 . 31 
Table 6·2 Actual contact width 2l is compared with our theoretical values. The case of smooth 
cylinder is· also given . 
I 
N 
I-' 
0 
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average of a few readings along the length of the cylinder. Maximum 
and minimum readings may be within ±10% of the average value. Since the 
work-pieces 3A, 3B and 3C reach plasticity earlier than the others, extra 
experiments to measure the width of the contact area at a load of 1200 lbs 
were made and the results compared with the predicted theoretical values. 
It may be seen that at low loads, the contact width of a rough cylinder 
and a plane may be 3 - 5 times the contact width of a smooth cylinder and 
a plane, as the load increases the ratio decreases steadily. The ratiio 
increases with the increase of the roughness of the cylinder, hence the 
actual onset-of-plasticity load for a rough cylinder increases with the 
roughness. 
It is emphasised that our theory ceases to be valid when either the 
bulk material supporting the asperities starts deforming plastically 
(assumption 6.3.i) or the asperities deform to greater than approximately .4 
of their peak-valley height R (assumption made for the establishment of 
m 
Equation 6. 9) . However, these two conditions are somewhat interrelated, 
calculation of the deformation of the asperities at one contact zone 
1 (= 2 ROUGH DEF in Appendix 6.3) shows that the onset of plasticity of the 
cylinder may have been reached before the asperities are deforme.d up to . 4 
of their peak-valley height - see for instance, work-pieces 3A, 3B and 3C. 
Theoretical calculations of the deformation of the asperities of work-
piece 2C(appendix 6.3) indicates that at a load of 3000 lbs, the asperities 
are deformed 5.5 microns (= ~ROUGH DEF) from the highest peak. Initially 
the peak-valley height of this work-piece is 15 microns; therefore the 
theoretical peak-valley height of the deformed surface is 9.5 microns. It 
is in agreement with the recorded profile obtained from the Talysurf 
(Fig. 6.16) . 
Generally the theory may also be used to predict the approach of the 
two planes up to the load such that the deformation of the asperities reaches 
212 . 
. 4 of its peak~valley height with little error (maximum possible ±10%). 
As the load increases, the value of S decreases slowly until it is less 
than . 5 + .12 (2 ¢ - l. 5 ),. our method may yield high errors in the values of 
S, 5I, and 6. • In some cases the onset of plasticity of the work-piece may 
have been re.ached before the asperities deform to .4 of its peak-valley 
height; our method may still be used since the bulk material starts 
deforming plastically from one point and expands steadily throughout the 
whole body. It does not affect the trend of the deformation so abruptly 
as to cause a large error in our prediction. 
The same results of the half width of contact area and the total 
approach of the two planes obtained above may also be applied for the 
case of a long smooth cylinder in contact with two rough planes at the 
ends of a diameter of the cylinder provided the asperities on the planes 
are of a wedge shape. 
Our calculation assumed the two flat planes as two elastic half 
spaces. In 1975, a formula for the total approach of two finite 
thickness smooth platens compressing a smooth roller was derived by 
. (67) Nlkpur . For C/L : 2.5, which was the value used in our experiment 
where Cis the thickness of the platen and L half the length of the roller, 
his formula is approximately 8% (62) less than that of Lundberg (Equation 
6.56) which assumed that the two platens were elastic half spaces. 
However, for the case of C/L > 2, Nikpur recommended that Lundberg's 
formula is more appropriate and in general, it is simpler than Nikpur's 
formula. 
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CHAPTER 7 
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
7.1 CONCLUSION 
The contact rigidity of the fixture work-piece systems plays a very 
important role in the dimensional accuracy of the product. The 
behaviour of the bodies in contact was studied. In particular, three 
common types of the locating elements of the fixture, spherical, flat 
and Vee locators, were considered. For each case a mathematical formula 
was derived for the deformation of the system due to static loadings. 
For the case of a spherical locator in contact with a flat work-
piece, the latter deforms plastically so readily that for common loadings 
it has two components of deformation: elastic and plastic. The elastic 
recovery behaviour of the metals enabled us to determine the elastic 
component of the deformation by the theory of elasticity. Apart from 
Young's modulii of the locator and the work-piece, the hardness and the 
Meyer constant of the work-piece were also important for theanalysis 
Our method predicted the experimental deformations very well. 
For the contact between a flat locator and a flat work-piece of given 
roughness and hardness, the theory of Williamson may be used to evaluate 
the plastic deformation of the asperities while the theory of elasticity 
is used to evaluate the elastic deformation of the bulk material supporting 
the asperities. 
The pressure distribution across the contact zone of a rough 
cylinder in contact with a semi-infinite plate was assumed to be of 
elliptic-paraboloidal shape rather than the elliptical shape obtained when 
the cylinder is smooth. The general formula for the compression of a 
long rough cylinder by two narrow bands of elliptic-paraboloidal shape 
was derived and checked with the folumae for special cases derived by 
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Lundberg and Fbppl. The iteration method proposed by Greenwood (38) to 
evaluate the deformation of a rough surface in contact with a sphere is 
found to be very tedious and complicated. Using the same approach Lo 
(60) 
extended to the case of the elastic contact of two rough cylinders. To 
reduce the complexity of the iteration process he assumed that the pressure 
2 2 
distribution at the contact zone is of bell shape q == q (l - y 2 ) i.e. f3 == 2. 0 9, 
This assumption might not be completely satisfied since f3 is dependent on 
the loading on the cylinders. l As the loading increases, f3 decreases to 2 . 
At low loads, the contact width of a rough cylinder and a plane may be 4 to 
5 times that of a smooth cylinder in contact with a plane. However, for high 
loads, the latter case may be slightly smaller than the former. Experimental 
results showed that the theoretical prediction for the approach of the two 
planes compressing a rough cylinder was within ±10% error. The asperities 
deform plastically while the material supporting them deforms elastically. 
For the three types of contact, the experiments showed that the 
deformation of the bodies at contact were non-linear relationship with 
the loading. 
Higher contact rigidity in a fixture may be obtained with increased 
work-piece hardness, better surface finishes and a larger area of contact. 
Higher values for the radius of curvature of the spherical locators also 
lead to increased contact rigidity at locating zones. 
7. 2 RECOMMENDATION FOR FUTURE WORK 
Our investigation presented the basic contacts under normal static 
loadings. Under dynamic loadings: normal, tangential as well as 
rotational forces may act on the mating surfaces. It will, therefore, 
be very important in the future that the contact rigidity of this case 
be studied. 
The stresses inside a smooth cylinder in contact with a plane obtained 
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by Thomas and Hoersch are not applicable for the case of a rough cylinder 
in contact with a smooth plane or of a smooth cylinder with a rough plane. 
The mathematical analysis of these stresses, when accomplished, will provide 
the load at which a point inside those bodies deforms plastically, and 
should be investigated in the future. 
A study should be made of the approach of two hard planes compressing 
a rough cylinder of different modulus of elasticity and a study should be 
made of the effect of the interfacial friction on the total deformation of 
a system comprised of a rough cylinder compressed between two platens of 
finite thickness. 
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APPENDIX 2.1 
VARIATIONS OF MEYER CONSTANT n OF STEELS 
HB w w 
2 min max -- --
Steel 
kg/mm o2 o2 Investigator 
at Meyer kg/mm 2 kg/mm 2 Ref. 
w n No. 
-2 = 30 
D 
Soft Steel 2.36 78 
Jimeno & 
Terraza 
Iron 2.20 68a KUrth 
Armo iron, 92 2.30 68a Norbury 
Mild steel 112 5 50 68a Norbury 
Mild Steel 
(annealed at 
950°C) 2.22 68b Norbury 
Temper.ed, C.; steel 188 2.10 5 50 68a Norbury 
Tempered c. steel 277 2.168 5 50 68a Norbury 
Tempered c .. steel 295 2.173 5 50 68a Norbury 
Tempered c. steel 307 2.196 5 50 68a Norbury 
Tempered C. steel 435 2.230 5 50 68a Norbury 
Tempered c. steel 2.17 68b Norbury 
Tempered c. steel 2.19 68b Norbury 
Steel 0.15% c. 2.14 68a Lukwik 
Steel 0.3% c 2.20 68a Lukwik 
Steel o. 55%c. 2. 21 68a Lukwik 
Steel 0.8% c. 2.28 68a Lukwik 
Steel 1.1% c. 2.33 68a Lukwik 
Steel A .25% c. 140 2.288 5 35 75 O'Neill 
Steel w .65% c. 327 2.292 5 35 75 O'Neill 
Steel 4 9~ • 0 c .. 
heat treated 444 2.292 5 35 75 O'Neill 
Steel 3 .9% c. 
heat treated 564 2.293 5 35 75 O'Neill 
Steel 2N 0.16% c. 2.185 75 O'Neill 
Steel S90 9~ • 0 c. 2.298 75 O'Neill 
Steel lA .16% c. 2.25 94 Stead 
Steel 2A .28% c. 2.25 94 Stead 
Steel 4A . 44% c. 2.25 94 Stead 
Steel 6A .55% c. 2. 28 84 Stead 
Chromium steel 
q uenched 2.27 68b Norbury 
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APPENDIX 2.1 (Continued) 
HB w w 2 min max kg/mm -- --
Steel at Meyer D2 o2 Ref. Investigator 2 kglmm2 No. ~ = 30 n kg/mm 
D2 
Chromium steel 
tempered 2.17 68 Norbury ( * F :Mild Steel .24%c 0 880 C cooled Baker & 
in muffle 134 2.293 5 30 9 Russell 
(*) then stressed 
by 19.77 tons 136 2.236 5 30 9 Baker & Russell 
{*) then stressed Baker & 
by 23.35 tons 147 3.185 5 30 9 Russell 
{*) then stressed Baker & 
by 27.15 tons 150 2.147 5 30 9 Russell 
(*) then stressed (' :Baker & 
by 33.04 tons 158 2.095 5 30 9 Russell 
Work-hardened 
Steel 2.04 . 5 40 97 Tabor 
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APPENDIX 2.2 
VARIATIONS OF MEYER CONSTANT n OF 
SOME NON-FERROUS METALS 
HB w w 
2 -min -max kg/mm D2 D2 
Materials at Meyer kg/~ 2 w n kg/I)Utl 
- =10 
D2 
Aluminium 2.304 
Alluminium 2.316 
Aluminium 
annealed 2.2 
Aluminium 
annealed 23 2.25 
Aluminium 
annealed 2.4 5 20 
Alluminium 
rolled and 
annealed 2. 32 
Aluminium cold 
hammered 90% l. 96 
Aluminium work 
hardened 2.0 2.5 12.5 
( *) =Duralumin 
freshly 
0 quenched 500 C 71 2.40 
(*) then 
aged 15°C 106 2.32 
(*) 
0 then 
aged 15 c then 
0 
tempered 150 C 
for 100 hrs 117 2.12 
(*) 0 then 
aged 15 C then 
0 
tempered 200 C 
for 4 hrs 102 2.24 
(*) 
then 
0 
aged 15 C then 
0 
tempered 360 C 
for 1/3 hr 62 2.37 
Copper 47.5 2.446 5 30 
Copper 57 2.354 5 30 
Copper 48 2.43 
Copper annealed 2.40 
Copper annealed 2.53 1.25 30 
Ref. Investigator 
No. 
68a Grard 
68a Grard 
77 Schwarz 
77 O'Neill 
97 Tabor 
68b Norbury 
68b Norbury 
97 Tabor 
77 O'Neill 
77 O'Neill 
77 O'Neill 
77 O'Neill 
77 O'Neill 
68a Norbury 
68a Norbury 
77 O'Neill 
77 Schwarz 
97 Tabor 
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APPENDIX 2.2 (Continued) 
HB w w 
2 -min -~ax kg/mm n2 D 
Materials at M_eye~ kg;mrrf 2 Ref. Investigator w n kg/mm No. 
- =10 2 
D 
Copper rolled 
and annealed 
at 900°C 2.50 68b Norbury 
Copper work 
hardened 2.15 1.25 30 97 Tabor 
Copper cold 
hammered 20% 2.01 68b Norbury 
Copper cold 
hammered 75% 1.96 68b Norbury 
Brass 2.44 68a Norris 
Brass cold drawn 2.10 68a Norris 
Brass (62/38) 
annealed 2.61 68a Schwarz 
Brass rolled 10% 2.17 68a Schwarz 
Nickel 2.40 68a Kurth 
Nickel 88 2.48 77 O'Neill 
Nickel annealed 2.50 77 Schwarz 
Nick en rolled 
& annealed at 
900°C 2.28 68b Norbury 
Nickel rolled 
10% 2.14 68a Schwarz 
Magnesium cast 2.42 77 Schwarz 
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21JI.l. 
:503. 
:LOJO. 
2013.3. 
00013. 
?.J(JJ. 
1cliJ'<lO. 
120013. 
1t1<1.:-o. 
30JO.J. 
lNOSN DX1~ 
IW'1 
47 
• 69 
. 92 
:1.. 2:1 
:1.. ·~l.l 
2. 4:l. 
3. ;23 
4. 0'? 
!!$, t:JIJ 
6. :19 
6. ~:J. 
7. 5:.l 
:t.J. J.:J 
ELA5 ,)~,:;' 
M;·c.~~JN 
2. 4 
4. 2 
.5. 3 
9, 4 
:1.5. 0 
:1.1. 9 
3:J • .s 
.S<J. 4 
7 .1. :J 
91J. 13 
J.OJ . .;J 
1.J.J'. 7 
:;..s:J. 4 
c3J~i...L l)j'1~~ 3:1., ?5.~1'1 
~.E:Y.1R C.JN;.;r.~N~·IIQ 2 . . ~5!5 
i!L.,S D~·~~a . ;,2S2Mt•f 
,_,L.~s o.=::F' 
,':lCR•JN 
:$ 
J..? 
3. :3 
?. 2 
:.:.7. 15 
33'. a 
.,;4. 4 
:1.4:), 6 
2.)1. :2 
:27S. 9 
3.".?3. 13 
.39::,., ;; 
7:>3. 3 
l'OT,'lL O:!F' 
/IJ1'C.~OS 
3. J 
!:5. 13 
9. 8 
.:..s. 0 
3.1. (;I 
07. 7 
:1.1313, IJ 
2,19. e 
;17·~. (!! 
:zss. 9 
.... .2tl. t3 
:5:11. l.l 
9l1.2.? 
WORKPIECE 82 
YOUNO NCDULIJSu 2::.5..:1\3, IJ,((J/I'f,'l2 
WOR:<P I£CE H.·if~.JNES:::)• 249. eJ;<G.--'nM2 
ONSET OF' PLnSr:·c I.Cri.J"' 5. :L8KGS 
8.1LI. 01.1~ 31. 751'11'1 
1\•Z\1£8 CIJNS','ANT-... :2. 1:'52 
E:.-A5 Dl,=i.. • 34?,~:M 
LOi'iO 
LB5 
:213. 
!j13, 
IN.JC:N Ot;; ;!iL.'iS D~F' PL.A :5 ,)1;:,~ 
11~'G,X0,"'4 
.:1. 
;'Q';"AL OEF 
:Hl\3, 
2130. 
,5\JIJ, 
1.:1133. 
2(h.l13. 
5013<3. 
713<J0. 
:l.O.JOu. 
:!.:213,:)0, 
:1~<11313. 
:?0131313. 
Mi't 
. 43 
. 53 
. 92 
:1.. a.s 
1. 47 
:1. 91 
2. 55 
3. 813 
4. 42 
5. 213 
s. 6!5 
6. :25 
e. 6'0 
•'ilCt~GN 
:2. 7 
4. 5 
7. 13 
:1.<3. 9 
:19, 6 
3,), ;;. 
4-'. 2 
?~.? 
91. 1 
.1..1/J.? 
:1.:22. 3 
:1.:1:3. ;.; 
:26<3. 6 
.9 
::... $ 
3. 3 
7 . . l 
J.3. 13 
:za. ;3 
73. 9 
:1.•3~3. 3 
:tt5,·, 3 
::.9.3. 0 
:z:~9. 1 
482. s 
WORKPIECE 83 
•'liCRON 
2. a 
.5. 4 
a. e 
:1.4 •• ~ 
:26. ? 
43. 9 
?3. 6 
.1.31.. r_; 
199, 4 
~6;3, tl 
3::.:2. 3 
37?. :\. 
683. 3 
'r'OUN:J i'IODULU$u ;?.15£3J~ Jf((i/J'!,'"1~:Z 13~~-l O.::t;u 31 .. ?~.'iM 
WOI'<KP I EGC f··IJ-l.<D!"'~SS.u 30d. 0J,..:'G/i1,':2 N~::'\J2R CON5T:~N :·... ;2 . .1.~S 
Ot-.SET o,: ,JLrts~·z..; ~.-O..=fOu- 9. S2,<G5 ;~~...=iS 0~1;-. , 42?i'1,'1 
Lur10 
L8S 
21d. 
::>'0. 
n,oc:N o~1'l 
NN 
EL../1:!1 ~£,: PL~1S Oi:::F 
r!ICRON 
-. :1. 
r1.Jr . .;L Di'"F' 
11313. 
2013. 
~ld!J'. 
:10ua. 
2/i,l(J.:J. 
:513(113, 
7.JI3J. 
:!.1313JI3. 
:12.3/J.J. 
:t.513.JO. 
313<1"0. 
4:1. 
6<3 
8\J 
:!.. 13.J' 
.1.. 4.J 
:t. e:J 
2. 3$ 
3. 49 
..;., 1J4 
4. 74 
5. ::.4 
:l'. 6'8 
~ 7. ?9 
l't:..'C.X•JN 
::1. a 
4. 8 
?. 2 
.a.1 
213. 2 
3:1.. 15" 
4~3. 3 
8:Z. 4 
9:J. s 
12:!.. 5 
J.3 .. ;.. 4 
1::5:1.. 9 
22:1. 5 
.5 
:1.. 4 
2. 13 
5. 9 
.1~. !,5 
cze. 6 
:34 • .!1 
?8. 9 
~.:1.5. 9 
1~~0. 8 
.:.7::;, 3 
3.S"?. 1 
N;c.~o8 
2. 7 
:l'. 2 
:3. s 
.l.4. 13 
25. J. 
42 . ., 
53. 9 
1.J'?. 2 
.1.7'0. 5 
.z:n. 4 
2-7~. ~ 
3.J'fl. 2 
!588. ? 
WORKPIECE 84 
'r'OUNIJ NODULUS... :2::..:l'.JC. 13.<13/1'11'12 
~IORI<P XF.CE: f'i;;RL>NC:S5• 3::54. 01Ji(.J ..... i':N:2 
ONSE1' •:JF' PLI15Y;'C LGA.:>• :l.4. 90i<GS 
Ll35 
.Z\::1. 
SIJ. 
1013. 
.ZOIJ. 
500. 
1.JOO. 
2000. 
1:100.,), 
;'jJ!,Jl), 
:1.()(/Q..J, 
i:2(h0113. 
:l::JO<W. 
3<llh11J, 
NN 
3$ 
013 
7a 
:l.. "'2 
:1.. 4~ 
.1. ?'7 
2. ~.s 
3. 23 
3. ~.J 
4. 36 
.... 7.1 
.~. :23 
7. ;l.J 
C:Li'l5 O~F' 
•'IICRJN 
.1. IJ 
Cl. •) 
?. 4 
:1.:1. •. J 
:?0, ~ 
3:2. :J 
:51. I) 
89. ,J 
:1...:!8. <3 
J.3.1. J 
1~·15. il 
::.63. •) 
2.39 . .:; 
Sl1Li... (J!/~• :u .. ;:';3'N,'1 
i'IE'•'~.'? CQ,"JSi~AST<=~ 2. 1)$6 
-. 4 
.:1. 
.:.. J. 
2. 15 
'-~· 3 
e. 4 
14. ;; 
37, I) 
t).~. ~~ 
ll3. 7 
.1()3. ~ 
1:1.1. 1 
.:!Sd. $ 
, .. ;rcr~·JN 
2. 7 
:J .•. 
8. ~ 
1.J'. <3 
..!5. t1 
4.1. :• 
6~ . .s 
:1.21), 8 
:1.83, ::J 
;..'15. ? 
2·~9. 2 
:;J9.J :.. 
5.2<3. 4 
233. 
THE RESULTS OF PROGRAM FINAL 
***-}~************************* 
WORKPIECE C02 
l'O/JNO MODU ••• US'-"' ·· ... ;.z,;~eJ. Jf<t],,.,,·:N..2 3F.~-.L D :·~1u• 3.::.. ?~.';M 
W0;-::(1(,:~ ICC i.E: ll/1,-lC•.'>c,{.';s..-.~ 44. 6rJ ·,\1/1'!, 112 
LOA.:> 
Las 
2.3. 
513. 
:1.00. 
2013. 
5'0.:1. 
:;.o.JI3. 
:.?.3013. 
5'0.30, 
i'OO..J. 
:l.OOJ\J, 
:1.20(1.,), 
:te<J<.~o3. 
30.30..:J. 
I.'IO.i!N o:.-1 
i~M 
96 
:1.. 4:2 
:l, 8:3 
2. 5() 
;J, .S4 
4. 82 
.S, 39 
9. z,.; 
:to .. ,;2 
:1.2 . .2? 
1.3. ~:1. 
"-4. 48 
:1.9. :;.:')' 
;::._!13 OE(-:-
1"1 •• :c.xo,~ 
,.J.., ?' 
2. 8 
.;., 2 
<5. 3 
:1.0 .• ~ 
;,,.,;, ~ 
:Z4. :J 
42. 9 
52. 4 
.5'4. a 
?2. 2 
32. ,5 
.L24. 5 
f"!~'.,;,::.? ,_;uN·:ir,;r-t~·u 2. 467 
2'L.=i5 D .• :.~~., . ~J:36'rr:,·1 
.~L.;S OCF 
j\jr;;:;,:;(;~ri 
6. 4 
j,4, .~1' 
:25, 9 
46. 2 
!J8. 8 
;!.;:'4 .. _3 
3..Ja. a 
. ;;-~..;.. ~:s 
85:1.. 1. 
:J.j,52. ::5 
:L337. 6 
:1.604. 9 
;;?82.5. 3 
l'•J l'.'iL OF-F" 
M:rc.:.:u.~ 
e. :t 
:;..7, 2 
30. ~ 
.'32. 6 
::..09, 7 
:1.91., 3 
.::33, 7 
696. 9 
:J:U, 5 
.:i...2::...?. 3 
:1.',13:3. 8 
:4.6:·3?. 3 
294:3. :a 
WORKPIECE C01 
'~(JU,'~I] N.JOVL•.J5~ .1.:22..30. e,<,J//':,--.;2 
WCIX.<P.: ~..:t: /-!,;,x ... JN~S3n ?~. IJ.J;(.:.ir'''.':t12 
cusc:;· CF P._t~S: ( ~·c LOA.?'-' . 2?KGS 
LOr1D 
L8S 
2\3. 
5.J. 
:1.0>3. 
:2u.J. 
::~.J(l, 
:I..JOJ, 
20<!0, 
~,;JrJ.J. 
?'lJUt3, 
1.13•iil),1, 
:.t:.21J.J(l, 
:1.5.30.J, 
3..JO.JO, 
rt .. ~ .. ">E/·J L> l ,; 
1'1•'1 
5.5 
tM 
:J.. 136 
..&.., 44 
2. :1.:3 
3. J3 
4. :1.:3 
6. 46' 
?. 5? 
8, :36 
9. ?7 
:1-J. 86 
;;.!5, 08 
.:"L,'IS DO::r 
c:z.,;R.]N 
2. e 
~ . .J 
7, 5 
:l.l. . .;J 
l.S, :1. 
2.S. :,:: -
37. 9 
?3. 5 
$.3,? 
?7. 6 
,;,e::;. a 
:1.!58, 2 
8,-1LL. JT.~n .:t.i. ?5pf,'i 
.~~·.'~.-? :.)J.~s~·.1.'iTu 2. 1.1.2 
£,_,;.,; e;;,:.,., . 1.44,\:r-: 
p,_,,S .Jc;,;: 
tr: • .'G.O?C."J 
2. tl 
:J, 2 
~.13. 9 
:23. 8 
fj9, :1. 
.a:>. ::l 
:2.97, 8 
4:1.4. :3 
e .. '18. 4 
?(3:1. lj; 
8?3. 7 
.1.?1t3, ·~ 
i'Oi'A:... .JE? 
:':r.;Ro,·" 
.1. 9 
? . .j, 
:1.2. 6 
2:;., 9 
46, 9 
8~. 3 
j,.~;:'. 4 
3~9. :1 
4.38, 3 
67?. : .. 
e.J<J. 6 
98:>, 4 
:;.868. 5 
WORKPIECE AL1 
YOUNsj i"IO.JIJ,_IJS.,. ?.J4•.3. Ol(U/,'U''i:? 
LoJO;~J<e 12C'2 Hrf,XO,'lG;:;s~ 3l.. 3J;<!J.""Ni'i2 
ONS::ir 01"' PLi'i$i"IC 1...0.~0"' , <H:<GS 
LOI;O 
L85 
:Z.J. 
.5'13, 
:l,l)J,), 
:.zuu. 
t~oo. 
;LIJl10. 
:Z~lO<), 
~<J.1\J, 
7<100. 
:l.OIJ.J<J. 
:l2.JI30. 
:teo.ao. 
:.J'IJ.:,<Jo. 
Ii"iCZN OXtl 
rJN 
137 
:1.. 3:l. 
;1, 713 
2. 43 
3 . .S7 
1:5, ~l:l 
.s. $:1 
:;.o, 34 
:!.:? . .;34 
,._.,, :1..1 
1.!3. ,']4 
;,.,;, 98 
.?3. :l.i' 
L!\ .. ti5 .)E,: 
/'1; • .'CAO,'J 
:2.? 
4. 5 
.s. :j 
9, 6 
J..':\, 9 
:!3 . . J 
34 . .:.. 
~s. 4 
o·, .-3 
02. 0 
9.:... :! 
:l..J3, 2 
:;.~:;., .J 
31=H .. L- o~·n.aa 3: ... ?~.'1M 
i"~i.E'Y.~a •. ;.J,·J~r.~N ,·.. 2. 2:22 
,;'L.-15 O:.'t1• , IJ:3.3Ni.,f 
I:;JL.-1$ C.L~t-"' 
i';[.:;{~._:tJ 
4. 6 
1J. .. :1 
~::...? 
4'i., l3 
.9G, 2 
1s.:;. :1 
3!3:2. 4 
'':1.'1. 4 
:1.1•36, 6 
1:5.'1:1 .. ,j 
l.G.:J?. 1 
2:2:1.:1. :" 
4J.:)J., I) 
1'0 T,'ll_ OC!F 
, ... , rc.~atJ 
?. 3 
"-·'· 7 
2d, .J 
!j:l,, 4 
~.:l. .... :1. 
2u9. 6 
38.$, 4 
8?0. 7 
:Ll.N. ~ 
::..6.:...1. s 
:1.89J, 3 
:23.:..6 ... 
4.-ilt.~. ~ 
WORKPIECE AL2 
'r'OUNG f1;JOULU5•• 
WiJi~.<P :£C£ H.-ii:: ... )N.:£5::>... 9l. 13~31<·.3./1 'i/ 1:2 
ONSET OF P:...~l:;r ;·c Lr)J10'• :1.. ZSKGS 
t..0.-10 
1...8$ 
213. 
513. 
:l..:J13, 
200. 
560, 
:l.t<l\3.). 
:2600. 
.,.:;o.a . 
?oa~. 
.:l.fJ:Jid.J. 
:t;;,IJuoa. 
:l.:'l'00<i. 
3.JI3.JO, 
:N.JE:o'l 0{.'1 
N,'J 
6::.. 
134 
:1.. \36 
:l.. 3? 
:1.. 9:3 
·~ 59 
3. 69 
5, 57 
6, 6:5 
7. 87 
8. 59 
9. ~5 
::..3. 29 
.. =:L,1S D~~;: 
t~:x.;R,JN 
3, 8 
? . .a 
~:!.. 0 
:1.?. :1. 
.;/9, 4 
4:;, .:;. 
.;3, 2 
l.0;.?, 9 
1..~"?2. 8 
::..4d. 2 
:1.~.53, 0 
;;.e:;. 3 
2·53, 4 
8,'11_,_ ,)1,:;~ .".!:!. ;>!~/1;,, 
•'iE:VE8 C08Si'A,''I1'~ 2. \391 
El.l-1~ or.1" . 2?4,'1.'1 
Pt.l,5 ,).;r,~ 
p;~·c,:co.<J 
2. •a 
3. ~ 
G. :1. 
:1...5. :2 
3.5, 2 
?.'3.? 
z,J:t, ,; 
28.5. rJ 
4:..3, 9 
..;:;a. 9 
6~6. 1. 
12'5B. ~ 
~·o~·AL l'JE?' 
;'JX.:;RON 
4. 9 
9. .:> 
;!.4, 3 
23. ;? 
·~5. 6 
?a. s 
:1.:1$, 9 
3134. 5 
4eJ:J. 3 
.'56:2 . .:1. 
66:1.. 9 
8!.39. ·• 
:\.52:1.. 6 
WORKPIECE BR 
YOIJN/] ,"'iO:JUL...LJ::\z;o .::...43:.5;3.J. •JK.3/:·tf'::,"? .'3/'I,.L o:·A~ _ 3:1.. 7:1,'iM 
WIJJ~KP I 5C~ ·,1,;;~U.'JZ5$<M ~1.:2. J,J,(I]./f::,'·:2 
LOA;) 
L.3S 
20. 
!:50 . 
:1.1<3..3. 
200. 
.'!'0.), 
:1.0-i)<J, 
200.J. 
50..:J\3, 
7013<1. 
:l.\3,10\3, 
:i2.3\3.J. 
:t::m.ao. 
3000<3, 
u.o.::N orA 
t:N 
5t5 
$:;. 
:1. . .3? 
1. 4.:J.. 
:2 . .3 ;:' 
2. i'9 
3. ?0 
5.oS..J 
s. 41:1 
i', 56 
$, :l.9 
s. \3.2 
1.2. 21J 
E.-A.:; t.">E;=-
/"i .• .'C.~•.J.~ 
3. :;. 
5. 4 
8. :2 
::..2, 3 
:2~ •• .;) 
::1:1.. 2 
46. :J 
?7. 9 
9 .... 2 
:1.:..5. 2 
:1.2?. ;;p 
:1.44. 9 
~:1.4. 3 
Mc~Y.:!H C.JN!JT,:;•'J:·,.. :2. :29.5 
~L.=lS Oi'A:~.~ . ;.;::?SMM 
i.:)L.qs o~r 
i'iiC/~t]N 
:1.."' 
:2. 5 
4. 9 
9. ,,; 
23. 4 
43. ? 
8$, 2 
2\3? . .s 
2<33. :1. 
'19.-?. ? 
483. 8 
563. 3 
::.364. 3 
TOl'.'IL DZF 
Nl'C80.'1 
4. 0 
?. e 
:1.3 . .3 
;;!:l,, 9 
44. 4 
,.,.t5. 5I 
1.34 .. s 
2d5. 4 
.'1~'?. 3 
,S,,j(', 9 
.';;9:;., " 
7:;.3, 2 
:1.:2?8. 15 
APPENDIX 2. 6 
STEEL SAE 4340(Lee(55)) 
VOUNO NOOULUS• 21.51~0. a,<a/MN2 
lo/ORI<Pl'ECE Hf!R;)N£55• 39S. 13JKG/,':N2 
ONSET OF' Pi.A:ST Ic LOflO'" , 96BSK05 
I.OAD INul!l'l O!A C:L.~S D~':!F 
1<05 M1•f •'I!CRuN 
2. 4 • 17 1. 2 
IS. 0 • 23 :1 .. :9 
10. a • 313 2. 9 
20. 0 • 39 ... 6 
3.:3. 0 . 43 6. 0 
150. e , IS2 8, 3 
J.se. e • a<J J.6. 2 
15ea. 0 :!.. 36 3:L; 8 
113013. 0 1. 96 46. 3 
20<30. 0 2. 57 67. 0 
300<3. 0 3. 1:1. 83. 2 
:1rso0. a 3. 34 913. 3 
e,'lu. or.'l• :to. e.:JN.~ 
•\1~ 1.-'Ci~ CONSi·A.~T• 2, 12e 
Ei..li5 Ll I 8• . 1:1.9,~M 
P•-AS DEi..~ TOTAL OE:i" 
MIC80.'1 l'f!CRON 
,J. 1. 4 
.4 2. 3 
,8 3. 7 
1. 3 es. a 
:1 .. 7 '7. '7 
2. 6 1e. 5 
?'. 9 24. 1 
30. 1 6:1.. 9 
63. 6 109. 9 
131. 7 :!.Sl/9, 7' 
!i.99. 9 293, 0 
233. a 324. ;1. 
234, 
APPENDIX 2. 5 
TABOR fULLY ~ORKHARDENED STEEL 
YOUNG MODULUS= 215aO.¢KG/MH2 
WORKP! ECt HA!'lONESS= 231. 0•::1KG/~\H2 
ONSET or PLASTIC LOAn~ .41KGS 
LOAD IN DEN D!A £LAS DEF 
KG-S M/1 I·\ I CRON 
2.~ • 21 ,, 5 
S,Vf 
.27 2·4 
10. !I' 
·34 3.8 
20.9' 
.42 f,liJ 
3~. i7 • 48 7o9 
50.D • 59 10.8 
150-2 .95 
2 0 "'' 500'.(1 
'· 66 37.7 Ir100.(J' 2o36 53.7 
2000'.1J 3.33 76.?. 
31WG,Q' 4. 07 9 3. ,, 
BfLL DIA= 10.00MM 
~1E.YEP CO~' STANT~ 2. 0llf 
[LASDIA= ,JII)INr-1 
PLAS DEF TOTAL DEF 
I'( I CRON MICRON 
·4 I. 8 
• 6 3.@ 
·9 4.7 
J, 4 7·4 
2di:' 9.8 
3·3 14· { 
12.5 32. 8 
51.9 89·6 
li2·B 166.5 
239.2 315.4 
366.3 461. 7 
3500.yl 4.411 HJ:f.9 433.4 534.4 
COIJD-WORKED COPPER(Richmond(B3)) OtJ El Lt. STEEL 1,/0RKPI ECF 
VOLINQ MODULUS., 122c%l. OKO/MoV.2 
lo/ORI<P re:CE' Hl'iRuNcSSu 1:L7. 0JKoJ/NN2 
ONSE?' OF PLAST r_C LQA.)• , 060JKLJS 
B1'lL'- OIA• 10, 01~M.~ 
o'IIO:'o'i::~ COI'/Si'Ai'IT• 2. €130 
E:i./iS Olria . 054o~M 
L.O,'lD INL>t::N O!A cLAS D5.F' P1.AS OEf" 'tOTAL. oe:;: 
KOS NN ~IICRON M!C,~ON MICRON 
2. 4 . 2:2 1. s .4 1. 9 
15. e . 29 2. 4 .7 3. 2 
10. 13 • 37 :1, 6 :!.. 6 -s. 2 
20. a • ISO :5. 4- 3. 6 a. s 
30. 0 . 613 6. 7 5. 7' 12. 4 
·se. 0 
. 77 e. e 1a. 3 19.1 
:1.51iJ. I) 1. 30 15. " 34. 7 ~0. 2 
eroa. e 2. 35 23. 6 123. " :1.:52. :1. 
HlC0. 0 3. .llil 40. a ~[32. 0 2:1·2. 7 
21300. 0 4. 64 sa. o 15.:19. 7 567. 7 
3013<). 0 ,5, 6? 71. 2 76?." 039. 6 
31501), 0 6. 11 '77. a 9:%.1 973. 1 
ANNEALED COPPER(Richmond(S3)) 
VOUNQ MODULUS• 122<3<3. 0.<0/~lr12 
lo/ORKP IE:Cii Ho~f'lo)NZS:!in -48. 6oilKu/,'IM2 
ONSE:l' Or PLAST 1C L01'lO•• • 0013Ku5 
I.OAO INOE!N Dirt cLnS OZF' 
I< OS MM -,•trCRLlt:/ 
:2. ~ • 4~ • 7 
"· e • 60 :!.. j, :!.(1,0 • EJioil 1. 7 
20. a :1.. oil6 2. 6 
313. e 1. 24 3. 2 
oe. e ;1., IS3 4. 4 
:!.eJoil. loil 2. :re e." esoa. a 3. 07 1?'. 4 
100.,, 0 :5. 1:2 26. 3 
21300. 0 6. 77 39. 8 
:1e0e. a 7. 9'7 00. 7 
31500, 0 s. -49 150, ,5 
BALL ui.~• :1.0. 013/'0rl 
NZYE:K CON51'11NT., 2. 4313 
e: ... ,.;s 0 I A• -, 023,'1M 
P1.1iS OEi.F TOTAl. OE:F' 
Ml'CROI'I I'I!CRi)N 
4.? ,5, ... 
e." 9, 6 
115. 0 :!.6. '7 
26.6 23. :1. 
37. a 40. 3 
(5(5, 2 6'13. 6 
137. tJ 14:5. Sl 
36.5, e 3Ei:2. 9 
641 .. 3 667. 6 
:t1:l4. a 1.164. t1 
1~6.:;!, 1 1<):1.2. 7 
j,769. 9 102t1. 3 
YO \lNG HODULUS= 215\ICI. (JKG/HH2 
V!ORKP! ECE flARDNESS= f40, 0i<JKG-/MM2 
ONSET OF PLASTIC LOAD= .09KGS-
BALL DIA= I~.@dMH 
MEYER CONSTANT= 2·288 
ELAS DIA= ·~61MH 
L0.4D INDHJ DIA ELAS DEF PL.<>-5 DE'F -TQ7AL llEf 
K':JS 11M HI CRON M!CRCN MICI<NJ 
2.11 • ?I: 
'· 3 
• 6 2. I 
5oi'1 .33 1.9 I .7 3.6 
10." • 4/i 2.9 3·3 ¢.:2 
21!.~ • 59 4.3 5·= [·~.8 
3!J'. 0 • 7"' 5.4 9. 6 ISdl 
50.0 .87 7.3 !So~ 22.8 
ISYJ,YJ 1, /,I 13. c 43·0 56oS 
S0iiJ,Z ::>.39 26.6 129, I I 55,7 
I Cl';iZ', ;1 3.23 39.3 241. ~ 28 0· 6 
. 2,1101. ('f 4o27 58. Cl 449.3 5¢7.3 
3lHJ:;J, 0 5.22 72·9 645.:; "~ 1e. 2 
35l$Cio:4 s. 59• 79. 5 74t'fo ~ - 8 19. B 
ONEILL STEEL WORKPIFCE 
YOUNG t1QDULUc= ? I 500· o!'r /HM2 
WORKP1 ECf HARDt,:fSS= 227, ~?'KG/H\(2 
ON Sf7 OF PLA5T! C LOAD= I, I 6XG~ 
LOAD !NDFN D!A FLAS orr 
J<GS ~:ti MICRON 
2.4 • 19 I' f 
Solil 
·26 ?o!'> 
I 0 .C1 .34 3·8 
20dJ' o44 r;,e 
30.0 , s I 7' 5 
5('.0 .(2 I 11· 3 
ISq,IJ I 9 5 ~fl,[J 
SZ(j,IJ I. SB /jfl, 2 
rn00.0 ? , I:! 59.7 
20(lfl,0' ?.P7 fl!),[j 
31',(tfi,I'J 3,/:2 III. 2 
35¢0'.0 Jo/)6 J '?lo J 
EAI:L rir.= tt:l.e'ZI1:1 
MEYEH CO~I:TA~r:~ i--292 
ELAS DI~= , 144MH 
PLAS DEF- TOTAL DEF 
11! CRON 111 CROW 
,J J, 7 
o4 2.9 
.9 4·7 
I •o 7. 7 
2.7 1 ~. 2 
It. J I It• 6 
12.7 32·7 
11::·.rJ 8? ,L, 
8 3 .;> llti_. 9 
I (I • 7 ? 50· I 
237.2 3t:B ,/, 
[:7 ,, • 1 39 s. 5 
235. 
APPENDIX 3.1 
Tabulation of the actual dimensionless separation and dimensionless 
loading (Williamson's theory). 
The degree of contact n 
A 
A 
n 
Actual dimensionless separation 
F(t) 
s* t - tF(t) + f(t) 
W* is dimensionless loading 
t n = F (t) W* 
.01 .4960 .9841 
.05 .4801 .9233 
.10 .4602 .8525 
.5 .3085 .4461 
1.0 .1587 .1886 
1.5 .0668 .0716 
2.0 .0228 .0233 
2.5 .0062 .0062 
3.0 .0014 .0014 
3.5 .0002 .0002 
1 
6 J
oo 2 
exp(~\)dx 
t 
tF(t) f(t) 
.0050 .3989 
.0240 .3984 
.0460 .3970 
.1048 .3521 
.1587 .2420 
.1002 .1295 
.0456 . 0540 
.0155 .0175 
. 0042 .0044 
.0007 .0009 
W* 
l+W* 
s* 
.4039 
.4244 
.4569 
.7473 
l.Q83 
l. 529 
2.008 
2.502 
3.000 
3,500 
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APPEND IX 6 • 1 
P:>.or;r>l\'1 tJ!!N11 
C THIS !'~OGT1N1 C0'1PIIf1ES TilE EXACT liND ESTI:111TED VALUES OF LlETII 
C ESTIMATED OFTII•CT*FIII+.·~IICT+!I 
C T•C SIG'!AISIG'·!A?.EROI**C. UFA! I 
C EfH<Or.•IC10·HIJE" BET,~-P<A_CT DETi\IIFXI\CT BETA 
DI!1FNSION SIGC50I,GI\'11\C21 
"'£11 TE< 6~ ZS> 
25 F0rt11\TC I, 9'<, "BETA, N E'! BETA ARE EXACT I'.ND ESTI:11\TED VALUES OF BETA 
1"1 
'1111 TEC 6, 261 
26 FOf\'11\TCII'(,Ml<"*"ll 
DO 10 J=2,7 
f<= FLO/lTC J I 
FAI=0.12. 
T'·IOFA= 2, *Fill 
"RI TEC 6, 21 FA! 
2 F0!1'·1AT(///~ 15'\, ''FA!='', rs. 2) 
'·IRJ TEC 6, 301 
30 FOF''1ATCI6'<,7C"*"II 
IIRI TF< 6, 31 
3 FOR:1AT(2IT<,~"BETA",_SX,., 11LOG SIG:1.A",2'<.~~"NE11 BETA",4X.~"EnROR X") 
DO I 5 L2=52, 5'3, 2 
F'L=FLOIIT<L21 
B=PLI!Q(J, 
GO TO 7 
15 CONTINUE 
16 L=0 
L2=60 
DO 4 I=6,4C'l 
C= FLO/IT( I I 
B=C/!fl. 
IFCB-FI\117, 111,4 
7 BB=B 
DO 6 !(=I, 2 
B I= C B- • 5 I*"'. 3 
RATIO=BIFAI 
XAI=-.5+,5**RATIO 
RAT I= t. 5*'<Al 18 I 
RAT2=BIIC3.*'<AII 
82=8+ t. 
S!G I= PSI CD21 
SIG2=A«ACIJ) 
P=4.•'<C !.'>63S+T1AT2+SIG I I•SIG2**2 
SI G (10 =ALOG C PI -TPOFA*I\LOG <RAT I I 
. 6 B= • 5*( FAr'+. 51 
TI=E'CPCS!GC II-SIGC211 
T2=.SIF/'.I 
T3=Tl**T2 
C 'ESTI'11\TED BETA IS DEFitJE.D liS mJE'·I 
m!E'·'= C • 5+FAI *T31 I< T3+ (,I 
El'lROR= 10('1, * ( IJ>J !'1 1- BDI IDD 
1
·/Rl TE< 6; 51 DD, S! G <I I, Btl E'l, ERROR 
5 FOR'·fAT< 16"< .. FBI 3 .. 3"-\, fQ. 3 ... ~·<.- F'3 I 3~ JX, F9. 3) 
IfCL2-5~1 15, 16,17 
17 IFCL-A12P,4,2A 
14 DO 20 L=J,'),2 
OL=FLOATCLI 
Qfl=flLI IC[:I, 
B=CFAI-·11+00 
GO TO 7 
2Cl CONTI ~II IE 
4 COtiT! 'll1E 
I)RJ TE((, 3) 
8 FOT1:11\T(I, 15':i"'!E'1 DETA=<O• 5+FIII*TIICT+II"I. 
4RiTEC6,91S!GC21 
9 FOP.'11\TC1?:~,"'1!!EP.E LOG T=C0.51FAII*CLOG S!Gl-!A-",f7•'''")") 
10 . CONTINUE 
STOP 
E!ID 
C CALCULI\TIOtl OF PSI FUtiCTIOtl 
FUI!CTIO'I PSICZI 
Z1=.517. 
Z2= 1.1( 12·* 7 **21 
Z 3= 1 • I C I 2 0 • * Z """ 4 I 
zIt= I • I ( 2 ~ 2 0 * 7 * * f ) 
PSI=ALOGC~I+?3-ZI-72-Z4 
RETUP.tl 
P.ID 
C CALCULATIOtl OF !<CDETAI f!J~ICTION 
FU!ICTI0~1 AKACZI 
DI~1ENSI0~1 GII11AC2) 
~=.7.+ 1. 
DO I I= I, 2 
Z 1=E':P(-7.1 
7.2=7.*-!<(Z-.51 
Z3= 1.1( !2.•7.1 +1. 
1:11= t. IC23'3.>~<Z<!<*21 
Z5=13?./(SI~40,,.Z••2> 
Z6= '571. IC 21i'l'l320. *~"'"''ll 
Z7~7.3+711-75-7.6 
GI\:'1A< I 1=2• Si'l663>'<7.(>o<7.2•77 
7.=7.+.5 
A'<ll= I • 7 7P. S•GN·1 A( I I IGI\:'111( ~I 
RETtiP>I 
E'ID 
HID$ 
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C C;'lLCULrlriON a;=: TH~ ;'N,)[V f.JU8L ClJMPO.'/E:Nl"S ut" THfr APPi~O.~CH OF" 2 P!..I'INE:S 
J..JH•JL~.7:•:J..O.JJJ. ~:>F-L..Jft4tl,:r 
s,",·VE-- Loil<l.J. ¥0.:!L3'1<::.13:L2 
,xouo,.,~-.~::..ctJo. *'"c:.._:J,~o.~L:l. 
o.:;.:L~~rJ..U-iiJt_t:.,·S,.,',=J,'.:)~"1·81,;/J...,'iH 
~l(~':Ta?.<.-5~ ~>?P~ r ),~ 2E'~·A, t.Jl'Di"H,. w,.,IJ.~E.o Sv1r1.~t::' .. ROUJH .. DC:L 
~ FLiF?.':t-1i~(.:1.X, 70:F"9. 4 .. :t;-<)) 
ao ro 2 
C IF" ::3Ei"A IS /..0,</13:(l ;·11.~N 1'1-iC: BiJT",'O.~ !..I,~!i· : STOP T/-lii: C,'lLCUI..A;'fON 
713 Wl<;rc;<,£, ?:UP?(;·), GC:T,'l 
71 FU/~o'll-=fTClXJ F9, "\•,. :i...'u!, F.9, .:i·J 11 ~"HC:: ZRo~O.~ :.:N C,=!LCU.__AIIUN IS LA,::ZOER THAN. 
:J.. :11J."1'') 
:2 COIIi'INIJZ 
i</R:'TiHS, ::.5> 
~~ F;JJ~o'U·1i"(/ .. 5X, "L-0,-10 11 , .5,\{,. "riE.~TZWl'o~·H" .. 3X.~ ";,z,~iZD~Fu, 3i<., "SH,~I-Jl<IDIZF") 
V.Ri'T£<6, ::.a> 
:19 FOR,'1Ai"(!5>< .. "~.-B5", 1.:1.X,. 11 •'fM 11 .. ?.'>{,. 11 •"'i!CRC:N" .. o5X,. u,--r:ICl~lJN"> 
C CRLCUL,-H;·oN OF" r;.;r;: A,'P,'(G,;c,-1 OF y,..,o PLfi,,G:S (S,'!OOT,-1 O:YLIND<i:R) 
O.J :17' JM:l, 8 
?(,J')•P;~(.J)/(:2. 21J:J.,2. '"C<.E'NG) 
H.L..too,~•k,-=> <.] ),/EU 
;.Jii)f-iC:d2, -93"5•;1R','(;-11) 
H2.-.i-1LOG (;2:; 4R,.I/IJ tDI""i£) -J... 
{13~4. +<CL-€i\G~-oofl,'2, -XCOCR~Iff2. ),.1'-'Jli)H~'fl,42, 
H4~. !J*r1L.OG(.13 > 
DE~Hz- .. W-31-J. ,.,~< .J> "'<d:?•·H~-+.2. 3GS4)/a:Q 
C CALC:UL.I'l;'IuN Q,=' 1'1-10:: i'iP.~RCr~.:H o,-=: 2 \IE,:; i...G.:f-17"0,~5 <SH,'lW;(z F"ORNULI'I) 
;=>:z ( J) • (PP( S) ~<r~:L;J. ,/(4. 4(J.S,UCL2NG.'l.)Jt~ti4, ? 
P3•0:1o. r'H>+<4. 2/rV+<!3 ...... ~~~>+. ae.s 
0Ei-S.-1•22<J )~,.:;,3 
~li'IC'E(6, :1.4)i"P(.J), Wlo)HZ, OEL./-IZ, ;)ELSH 
14 i=O;<n;T<1X, 4<F9. 4, 3.~> > 
:1.7 CGNH,~UZ 
STOP 
END 
C CA!..CULriTTO.'I OF" PSI F"VNCTl'Oo'l 
F"JNCTi'O.'I P5~<Z> 
21•. t3/Z 
2:2 .o:o~. ,/ < ~.2. lffZ~~i2) 
23~1. /(1213. >1<2'1<¥•4)-
24£:~.1... ,/(:2~2. HfZ~r·ofts..'i) 
es ;: -"",-iL·JO < Z) +.23-Z~-22-24 
RC:TUR,~ 
EN.:> 
C CALC();...ATION o;=: ;<(8F.;'A) riJNC;"IGN 
;=U8Cl'ION R,-:A<Z> 
Dl'NC:NSIGN Q,;M,1(.2) 
ZaZ+:l.. 
DO ::.. 1'•.1. .. 2 
21.,...2:KP<-Z> 
Z2QfZ'Ifi1'(Z--. e5) 
23<".1. ,/(12.··"2)+::.. 
Z-4••::. . .-'<2.9:3. ,.z.,..,.2> 
z~i··:J.39 . .-'<:S::.e-~13 . .,.z.,.,,,4> 
Zo5a57:1.. /(.2~-.913::::Z.a. ,.z.,.••4) 
,2?PZ::J+Z4-Z5-ZS 
a.=1n=1 < r > --2. ~~aos.J ... ~zj.llf:Z2MZ7 
1 2•2+, 5 
Z-"Z-2. 
l:'if<t~-.=L. ?'?2!1MQ,=!N,.g ( .1. ),/G,o1Ni·l ( :Z) 
RZTUR,'I 
iEN.:> 
f:NO.lJ 
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THE RESULTS OF PROGRAM NHAM1 
**************************•If-** 
F/\1 n I• 00 
***+it-lc* 
BETA 
• 5NI 
• 5 11(1 
• 560 
• 5'30 
.600 
.700 
.'300 
,0[1(1 
.910 
.930 
·9 50 
.970 
.990 
LOG SIG~/\ MEU DET/\ 
-.r~l3 .sr6 
·'ll3 .546 
1. lor! • 56'' 
1. 7.'3 I , 5'l 3 
c.~?2 ·6l~l 
''· 163 • 69'3 
5.9 17 .305 
'3. 31 I • <J 19 
IJ, 650 .'l30 
O,/J45 ,<)51 
10. 49l' • 970 
12. ('152 .<)36 
15· 373 .997 
•IE1·1 BETA•((1,5+FAI*Tl/(T+I) 
ERROR X 
I• 101 
I. 0111 
• 7311 
.4'31 
• 1<)5 
-.355 
.67<) 
2. 1116 
2· 21 I 
2·235 
2.(l63 
I. 609 
·121 
'fHERE LOG T=<O.S/f/\IH<LOG SIG't.'l- 5.0153> 
FA!= 1. 5C' 
******* BETA 
.520 
.540 
.560 
• 53C 
.600 
.700 
.300 
,<)()0 
!. 000 
1. 100 
1. 200 
1·300 
!.11(10 
1.1110 
1. 430 
1. 450. 
I· 471:! 
1.1190 
LOG SIG~A 
-3.q=.3 
-2. 1 or. 
-I. 033 
-. 25'3 
• 3(9 
2. 5C9 
11. 01 I 
5.3(17 
6. 5 ~~~ 
7. 'l ((1 
9. 351 
II, 2S7 
Ill. 2£0 
14.712 
15· ?f(' 
17. 146 
19.229 
23._( 62 
NE"I DETA 
• 530 
• 553 
• 57 II 
• 5911 
• 613 
.7C6 
• CJ (J[i 
• .393 
I. coo 
1. I 07 
1. 213 
1. 327 
I. 429 
I. 1133 
I. t1S6 
I· 1172 
I. 43 6 
I• 4?7 
~IE'·' DETt.= ( (', S+F/\1 * Tll< T+ I> 
ERROR ~ 
I .9 6L1 
2. 3?3 
2·455 
2. 3115 
2. 147 
.s?? 
• • OGLI 
-. 272 
.coo 
.653 
1.4611 
2· 113 
2 ._()73 
·1. 997 
t.B9 
!. 437 
I· (J60 
• 443 
li!!EP.E LOG T=(C.S/F'AIH<LOG S!G'1A- 6.5537) 
I' AI= 2. CO 
*'"'***** BETA 
• 520 
• 5110 
.560 
• 53 (J 
• 60(1 
.70D 
,<JO!l 
.900 
1.01)0 
I. I 00 
1. 2C0 
1. 300 
I,LIQO 
1. 500 
. I. 6130 
I. 700 
1.seo 
J,<)(:l(l 
1·9 I 0 
1.930 
J,<) 5fJ 
1·'?70 
).99() 
LOG S I G'11\ 
-6.7(9 
-llo 472 
-3. (19 6 
-2. eo 1 
- !. 305 
!. 31 5 
3.036 
LJ, ''I D 
5.6)7 
6. 7110 
7 ·8311 
8. 933 
10.09 3 
JJ, 347 
12.772 
J-4,119 I 
I C • 77 5 
20:. it? 6 
21 d"2( 
22.327 
2/io 053 
2t.lj5(J 
32. 18 6 
~·IE'./ &ETA 
·533 
• 55'3 
• 5'3 I 
• 602 
• 622 
• 7 19 
• ~ 12 
•'HI6 
I • CO I 
I. 09'3 
I. 199 
J, 3C2 
!. 403 
I. 516 
I. 625 
1. 732 
I ·136 
I, 930 
I ,9 39 
I. 955 
J,<J 7 I 
J, 'J'3 5 
. 1.99 6 
tiE'J_BETA=<P.5+FAl*Tl/(T+J> 
ErlROR :: 
2.541 
3· 33.2 
3·664 
3·760 
3·7 17 
2·700 
I· 515 
• 613 
• 062 
-. 162 
-.I I 0 
• 156 
• 57 I 
J, 063 
J, 5113 
J, 907 
2.005 
J, 6()2 
J, 519 
1· 313 
J, C'J6/J 
• 711() 
• 307 
~JERE LOG T•(0.5/FAI>•CLOG SIG~A- q,33P0l 
F'AI = 2. 50 
****•~* 
BETA 
• 520 
• 511(1 
• 5(.fJ 
• 5'30 
.too 
.?ro 
.~(i(l 
.?OfJ 
LOG S! G'1A 
-9 •·GSO 
-G. 304 
-5, I Cl? 
.. 3. '33 5 
-2, 9~C 
• ::?ro 
f".222 
3. 7 ('1 
5·079 
6.r>sJ 
7. 339 
IJ, 3'1 II 
'), 3'>1 
NEH BET/\ 
• !J36 
• 562 
• 5'3 6 
• 60'3 
·630 
• 730 
·125 
,') l'l 
ERROR :r; 
2o'J32 
4·CG5 
4. 6(!~ 
11. qrs I 
4.?7? 
4.329 
J, I ~It 
2.056 
J, 17'3 
, SLt/i 
• 13'3 
-. 0(,7 
-. J 03 
,(1('[) 
• 211 
• 11?'3 
.1 2~ 
~. 100 
2.~ea 
r-!.300 
2. ltOO 
2.111 r. 
2.43(1 
2. JaSC' 
2.117(1 
2. 4?0 
17.93(1 
19 ,Q~(' 
22.(-02 
f!6.99?. 
2?,fS2 
29. 2l~ 6 . 
31. r!70 
3/J, 33 (I 
/1) dll 6 
NE" BETA=(O, 5+F'AI*T)/(T+ I) 
~. 136 
~. 2110 
:'o33? 
2.430 
~. lt3() 
2. 4511 
2. /~ 7 (} 
:>. '''3 4 
2· 49 6 
1. 71 II 
I • )I(, 
I. 7t' ( 
1. ~111 
I, 1711 
1. rc,, 
• •3r.o 
• 5119 
r,r.c 
. '--•'- ~~ 
'IIIEP.E LOG T=(CI.S/1'1\IH(LOG SIG:1A-JC'l,Lil61) 
FA!= 3. C10 
******* BETA 
• 520 
• 5110 
• 560 
• 53 (l 
• 600 
.7NJ 
.3f,() 
.900 
J, 000 
J, I C0 
1.2ro 
J, 300 
J, 400 
I. 500 
1. 6(10 
J, 700 
t.seo 
1,0(11' 
2.~('(1 
2. )()0 
2.2(1(" 
2.30(3 
2. ''ee 
2.scc 
2.6ro 
2.7('0 
·2. 'lC0 
2.<)01' 
2, CJ I C 
2. 930 
2.9 50 
.2.-97 0 
2.9?0 
LOG S!G'1A 
- 12. 517 
-9, I 13 
-7. I 02 
- s. 651. 
-4. 511 
-, S3t 
J, 1166 
3.213 
lj, 66/J 
s. 935 
7. 1339 
g. 165 
'), 190 
J(1, I'll 
II· 156 
12.) 26 
13. I C4 
ILl, lfl2 
15; 134 
16.214 
17. 363 
l'l. 605 
19.976 
21. 532 
23.3GJ 
2s. c31 
23.715 
33.304 
3'1· ~(.5 
36.37() 
33. 772 
Lt2. 393 
.sC.J29 
NEll BETA 
• 537 
• 565 
• 5?0 
• 614 
• 636 
o740 
.337 
• <)32 
I· 025 
I .11'3 
1. 212 
J, 3(17 
J, 4CJ3 
J, sea 
1. 5?9 
1. 6'l"l 
J,'l(JJ 
),<)(14 
2. 009 
2. 114 
2.220 
2.327 
2.433 
2. 53? 
2.643 
2. 7114 
2. ~40 
2.929 
2.?37 
2.953 
2.963 
2.93 3 
2· 9? 5 
tl E'·r. BET/\= ( <J, 5+ F 1\ I* T> I C:' + I > 
ER.ROP :', 
3.339 
4. (46 
s. 3311 
5 •. J L'i3 
6. C31 
s. 7 ''7 
,,, 67 3 
J. ~~t. 
2. s:'LJ 
I· 6(. Z 
I.rc? 
• 525 
• 1'?3 
-.ott 
-. r<:3 
• C61 
• 22(. 
• 433 
• f73 
• 9 '~" 
J, 172 
J, J~C) 
I. 5511 
!". 6113 
1. 61? 
1~ 4311 
.?93· 
.935-
• 792 
• 625 
• ll26. 
• 1711 
•r;{Ef:E LOG T=(O,S/F'Al)"(LOG S!Gt-1f•,-J2,613<Jl 
F'AI= 3, SC 
******* BETA 
• 5?.0 
• 5110 
• 560 
,S'J(J 
• 60fl 
. • 100 
.gon 
.9 [JC'J 
J, (l00 
J, I 00 
J, 2()0 
J, 300 
J, 1100 
J, 50(1 
J, 601' 
J, 7(10 
I • q oe 
J,O(JC'J 
2oC0f' 
2. I CC1 
2. 2fHI 
2. 3(1~ 
2.1)00 
2.sve 
2.600 
2.70~ 
2.101': 
2. 900 
J,(l('(l 
3, I f10 
3. ~('(l 
3, 3rrl 
3. /l[lfl 
3. ,,, 0 
3. 113fl 
Jo/150 
3. /i?r. 
3. fl')fl 
LOG S!G'!A 
-IS.375 
-I I, 11211 
-<). 03 5 
-1. 407 
·- 6. 090 
- J,g 73 
• 733 
2. 697 
''· 304 
s. 69 3 
(. ?31 
f3, C'l2 
<) .J 5/J 
I (1, 175 
JJ, 153 
I:>. 11'3 
13.(163 
14.003 
I 11,9115 
15.39'3 
J6.'37fJ 
17.'371 
I'J,'l10 
19.999 
2). 156 
22. 3?? 
23.756 
25. 2(.,1 
?.10.??6 
20 I 0/JI 
31' !:'1 ~ 
3~. rn J 
/1fl. 'S((, 
111.732 
,,J, 7'l? 
II(, ~0.7 
~(~. ( f r., 
5'1. fi'')S 
HE 11 BETA 
• 539 
.sm 
• 5911 
• 613 
• 642 
• 74? 
• 3113 
.944 
J, 033 
j, 132 
J, 2?.5 
J, 313 
I. 1113 
J, 503 
),(,(;4 
J, 70 I 
).3~0 
1.'3?9 
2o00C 
2. 102 
2.2(35 
2.309 
2.1114 
2. 51? 
2.625 
2.731 
2.''336 
2.?111 
3. 0115 
3, I '17 
3· 2116 
3· 3/l(l 
3. 1123• 
J, 1136 
3. ,,~2 
J,/167 
J, /1)~ 
J, 11? ~ 
ERF10P. 7. 
3. 6111 
s. )117 
6. (''''' 
c• 599 
G. 933 
6. 992 
6. (1/19 
/J, <) !II 
3·?29 
2. 'J711 
2. C7 I 
I, II) q 
• 905 
• 51~ 
• 2113 
, r67 
- • 0211 
-. f1/13 
t 0(~ 0 
• (;"3 
.227 
• 39 (1 
• 5711 
• 7 (j7 
•? GC 
I. lll2 
J, 301 
I. 112 5 
I , orr.l 
J, SO? 
1. ''rJ 
I. r I 11 
• 1 I •1 
• 701 
• (/ill 
• ~-l' :> 
• 111:"' 
• I ~!.') 
J, 000 
J,J0(1 
J, rno 
J, 31HJ 
J, IICHl 
J, u~n 
J, GCIO 
J, 1rr 
J, ~rn 
I , " ~1(1 
~~.(-'('II 
1 n. '•16 
I I. 4 ~ 11 
I r!. S3i~ 
13. (?f 
111, '1 ~, C1 
I( • :q ~· 
I .Cll2 
1.) 06 
I. r!O:? 
1. r!?'J 
J, 3?? 
I , ~(It' 
J, 6(13 
I, 71YS 
I • 'S I~ 
I • t;~;: 
~·WI0 
I • I(? 
J,lj7"1 '1[' 1 t[-r(,,(r,<tf'/II>T)/(Ttl> 
1/.!I:l[ 1.0!1 'Tw(O,r-/ffd)•(L(•.r~ ~,1('~'.1J,MI I· ,, !\ 
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APPENDIX 6. 2 
/::OJ::ZIJI.1/.;;:(11'1 Nl·il-1/11:2 
C TI-JJ:S P:~UJ(1t:;:I~J'o/ SHOi~JS THI~ RIZ/..1;;r .i'Vt:! 1.~:1~i~~O;!;?, i.'Jf::' li3i:'F:"t"l1 :::;Ni) Xn:; CtJo'".{Si~Q/..1/Eio..JC~:?.£ 
C ON 1"fo-IIZ /::i:,iE.'I •• Ar XVI!! i?IRt~tJi;~ 1:)F Th'l~ /~ l'O'i"l·-1 ();:;r i"H/1.0::: C(),'H,·1Ci" i~i~i!~i1 
C t;;:Ri<W/~~:'1. C1;::;: /E£/:<,Cli:;f::.'l .. ar.::UJ~:\'11 •: Nl!&:t.·4 i~lf'ir~:1~·t:C~:~<.·1C "( if~/;'; ","t·'1) .-~;;:::,1.;,:::;(:,··,· /St.::."tt~ 
C 8.'/~FW/~;;:~ ()t:;;: F.:i;WI~'~j~••:·•Pi::IJ:;;:CJ.::.'t·~ r,::w;;:. t::t.J.:;.Ji 1" 1.' Viii: ~~·::::I::Zi.")/:( o,::: "t"l-/i.::! Ht!fi...{o~' L•H I) I"H 
c lf:.'RJ::(tJ;~:l 0(·1: t!::t-<:or:~~.:.t:•.:;:::·l::::~;;·c:.st·r~·,:;cr:: ;;;:,::.U:tl" .'i.'V1S L::;,.;:;:;;:,::u::;: 01:." :::; (t:3;!.~r,!i) 
D.'L'I 1Tt!i!.'t-~.'f:)l 1.]/'-i S.i.'t1 •:.'5,J ),, C~i;~i/'i,·1 C/2 ), f,Ji:'Z( ~7? ),, /.o.~~:::~;;;;t) 
/)0 :1.1;!) ,Jr.,.;;;;:,. ? 
J:i:lm:JF'•-ot~rr ~.~ . .r) 
,~';'I ':I 1.' J;'./1 ,;:, , .... ~;:' 
T/.•JIJ?it=J;Jou,','2., li>'/::1'11.' 
/.•41;;: :: Tl:"i ( ,,::;,. :2 ;t Ft1l' 
:2 Ft.?Fi:i~1fl'J"(, .... , .... ,.~~ :1!5,':-<- 11 t='t:Hm• 11 .• Fi.?. ;;2) 
w::;: r n! r: .::; .. :::t1a > 
:Ji,•I(!J F'0/;;:/111!1 T.: :1.~'!),\o(., ~·'? ( II* II) ) 
/,o./FU.' r;;::;: < 1!i>- .'3: > 
:1 FtJI;;:Nt=i T ( ;·',1<., 11 /i.~t:::: ;·,'1 II ••• ;·;:,1.;,, II NE:I.•Jt~~:::r,=i II •• ::t:~<.· 11 /E:;:.~/::;:,;:)1:;;:~·~}-:: II~ .:.?.\{, II; • ..; r 01"1··11~:1-<f=tC;r II, ."i2N.· 
:t. "N:.::.::J.·N·H :YrH II •• ,.;;;~.·,,, II E;::{l;;:o;::;:;;;,~~ 11 •• ,.,·;m, II ;:£F;::::zo~:;;::::t::-:: II;:. 
() iJ ~L !~5 L ;;;:. m:~ !!5,',;~ .• ~t;ll~=t, ~? 
i;;>t.ump;,_();·':fT (L,"2) 
S:uaf>{ .. ,•'::.. 0 1;3, 
t30 ro ? 
:1.!5 C,JNI"J.'NUIE 
:1.6 /_miiJ;!J 
l<g,.,,;!!J 
;_;;cnml;5;;:) 
D ::;; ·~· .r "'" ,f5, ·H1 
c""';=~;_oti':·r.: ;,: ) 
f:/:tllil,:;,.•':llt3. 
r;::.·(I::~·~FPl~')'?~ :1.4.• 4 
'? 61i:i'"•iB 
i)O 6 f(:r.u:J,, :2 
/3:1.~ 0:1!3"", l~'i) **· 8 
i~Zf~ '1" X /J1~/!3//::.·r1.'i.' 
~qr•-. e~ ~~~RArro 
i::t.t=i '/":J.u;u::J., !5~1~,'f(,~ 1' /li~:1. 
p~,:rr~t::::d/0:1./ C'J.. 11~::NH > 
iii12t'"'/iJ'1·:L. 
S 1: G:J.m•P :B .J.' .;, Et;2 > 
S X l::l'.2u~li,<t1 ( FJ) 
1-""""1·. :.t·: 1;, :t. ::::N~:.]: !!."J+1'i:11 .. ,.2 "1·5 .i: G:J .. ::u,~~~ :..' G:/21111•/1:2 
s u~ ~: ;< > llttlt=.i ... oG o:::. > ... n.«:;;.::·,'1,.,.,,.,~ .. ru1 < i~Prt:J. :> 
/.•Jii£ ( t<) /ltd ( .;, iN1 X /i::i:t ;·.~~";';;.:,g l') /S l' G";:~ 
w::r < 1<) ''"'/~:1 •• ~~1*>-Ni J: 
6 S~ 5*<FAI+. 5) 
1"2u14, !!'5/F't'l l' 
e:...J:/11 ..... 15·1·, ?:L*~~t·':;'t=tJ:-~. t'5) 
:L· F (eta. : ... r. L:aL.l.' i1D (~o ro ('515 
S.'i.'t3<.'2)tiii,'J, ,9-t .. ::t. 4J51;4(/·'::'f1l'-:1 .. )*•1•:.l... :.t.f.3 
'l":J2::m:J.., ./<.':1 •• -t•/"lo./1.'1l:::t1) 
/',$1$ "(:J..,~•fi:,'t·(P <::S J:(1 (:Ll -:51'13 •:;2)) 
1" 1/lf T :1. 'I' ti' T,'2 
C /£S'!" U1t=rn::o i~E:i"/"1 l :.:i) 0/EF l' NL~i) 1=15 /:.':J,'Iii=:J.~ 
SNI:Z/-./am (., !!!5+;:/"U'>t•7" > /C/"-t·J •. .) 
IE 1::<: ;_") 1::;: :1. am::. ~31;J, 114 ( t:'J /'·J ;;-: J,J .. ~ L~ 1!3 ) / t.;t i!:.1 
c t..IIE::..r;,::Jc l' :; rHtE t:£~<1=1cr Vt'1Lu~:::: 1JF t.•J ( t3crt1:;. 
i~E,\{J~CIWI{,o,/1~ ( :1.) 
BNE~<SN~W~ S>*~. 8 
:t-<f1 ~· Nii!£:t~n···. e'S+. ('5~-Jitii < I:JNI::::/.~,,...F'I=t ;: ) 
:::.; Z Ci~'it~~~al~ll<;1 <.' 1:'3Nf£M > 
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C toJG:.~'5T/) l'S ri-·{{2.: e:5rl.'/1f,1rl!£/) Vi:::o_UE: IJ,.-:; /,!,/.;"/f-)I:'ZTIJ:i .~ 
/,o,f/E:S'i"l)ms <:~<I~ r N6."..-·'18Niir) :N:N-:111.' , ..... ~;;:,: G3 
t:.:.:Rot;;::211111:J.r;:H'il. ,,i ·~ f,Jt=::::;r;)-f,•41:E:::<f1(.': > ,•,..L•Ji3J<i:".::C 
c s;z:~~·,::tc 1.':5 ·n;:Er /F.;:t<fiC'l" Vfil.~u;r:: 01.-: ::.:;<t~:::~~r,:1;. 
:.?t=::~·<IZfCt~.'rl,'.o4F < :t :> 
C SlriS't/) I:5 1"1-1/E iE'~;)'i"J.'Ni:l",·"ii::i) '1•'111..U;::: I.'.JF' S•.:'f:Jii::l"i'~) 
$12 !i5 r /) rt:a (E) Nli?. ....... ] 11·1 :~·~ ,:::, 1' No?.t 
l!t:;:OF!..':itr:<:J;:i..t:?Jic'1:N < !:..li:?.S/"1) ..... g;E::<,.:.:c: ,;. /::Ea:n<t=iC 
/.o.//:ti: ).' ·nz ( ,::;;,, !~S) li110.• 181'·~/:?:i . .,J •• ,:?.'FWI;::J. ... :.·H::::<6:•::::, /.•;E'.'iii7"i), i!!:t:;;:i.'.)l:;;:;i2, •·!I~DR3 
15 p::'IJI:V:IW1T(!!J::<.• P:':.'i!:. ,,;., :LI(, F•!5', .:~., ,'3:::{, F8 . . 7it, ''i·::-<,. E;!.1. ;;,? .• •'1·><.• ~!:!3. :ii~, •'!·,\(, F'!!3. :L .':?.:•·1'.• F.'f:.'i. :1..) 
JF(L2-58)1~1~18 
:1.8 IF<i<t<·-rJ)•r.to~a, :L'?.• 41;J 
~? XF<L-6>2e,4,20 
~4 OD 28 L~1,9,2 
i;JUm:J::/_,tJi::j r 0_ > 
Q I~""' ~'JL / :1./:!1 I(). 
/FJ r:;:: ( F 1"11.' ·-. :J. > +l,';'fijJ 
,;1o ro ;~ 
:213 CON r .l: /'JUJ;:.: 
DO •1HJ J<f<tu~~:J., 9, ;;;;: 
/~?r;;:U111F,'....Oi4'T (/(1<) 
(~j.(t:ffl,~(fif./::J.ICJ12ft~j, 
,r::.:"" .: F/i r .... ,,;;:t,:. ·h::t:l< 
t:l'O ro ? 
41:3 CIJ1''o/ r ~.' N:JE 
4- CtJNrJ.'NUi.::: 
:i.liil coN r ;: Nut:: 
S'tt::Ji:,j 
liEN,') 
C Ci:::.LCUL.11'(J:I.'JN o:r. es1· ,:::uNC'I-:J.'Oi•.,f 
F'IJ/'olt.;l" l ON PS l .;,';:!.) 
:ZJ.IW, evz 
2211"1, , .... ( :1,.,';?., H·t:ZI)itf.l,';?.) 
23~~. /(~2~. ~2~~4) 
;;~.q.rtttt:J •. ,_...,~ ::?.!.'J:K~. :t<.'Z:HitiiJS) 
P$lU111ALOGC2>+23-Z1-Z2-Z4 
i!;lG:i"/Jt'::;:N 
G:NO 
C Cf1LCI.J/jiTJ:O,\I I.'Ji= I<.'O?I,I:::1·,:D FUN·.~-'r.rr.:?N 
Fun::::r ~: t.JN ,.-:.tl<t·:l •:: :~:: > 
OX/"1/:!::i'~SJ.'ON 1Jn1'1f;•.:·;;z.) 
2 n•1 ;;! ·i• ;l, 
/.')(j :1. J: um:L .• 2 
:2~1./UI/,'if.','l<i:::O ( ··-;!.) 
:t~;2mnz~~"t1'1 ( ~~, .... , !,IS;\ 
z ~'it 11/Jj :1.. ..... ( :1.:2. 1-/4,';~ > ·d ... 
Z4•i. /(28Q HiZ~*2> 
Z5•~3S. /(~1848. ~~~~2> 
:i!Gmnl5 ?:.t. / (.24t:;;:0::t;,'2t,3, lfi,';?tiiHNf.) 
:z ? 11111.'f!J:-I·:Z4-·.'?.t5 .. ~;z,.:;; 
t3AN1~ .:: z· ''"'';;;;:, l.'!5~i1t5tS.'J:Hi,'Z:J..t,•:~::2,~<.";i!? 
:1. :z"'":t~i·. ('5 
:z/1:11:~~-·2 
l=fl<l=i /11•:1.. ~)?~:(!!!5,i•l111t''ll=t (:1. > /Gf1,111:;· < .2) 
i;~G: TIJI:;;:N 
END 
IZN/):.(; 
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THE RESULTS OF PROGRAM NHAM2 
P'A!nr ***************************** 1. 0~ . 
/>fflflt-IHfH•,tJft~ 
D.ET1'i NZI·IDO:i'l~ 6'R80r~17. w :o ~·t-1t~><,:;cr N,;;;N;.J I ;)r,-1 e,:;:t{~I.1R2U SRROtUX !:1.:21<1.3 :5:21.~7 j., :l.(J3 29/E:...-~1. 23E'·N3.:._ _,.9, 2 ~0. >S ~40(1 :H!Sd 1. 134:1. .:b5l-~ .... ,J1 ;;.•k':+.:J1 
-1.1.. :1. 9. !5 t:Sd<Joil 1:56·~4 ?94 
.1:1.£-t-01. :t • .az,·(B. 
-6. 4 1580<3 !5::3:.?$ 4. 5 4::31 • ::J4Si·,Je 
. 131;?.+.;)() 
-3. 4 :2. iJ 60<30 ·50;1.;? :1.9~ 6?!0·•·oil;J 6r!)E'-1·\3.J 
-1. 2 6 ?t30ta 697!5 
-
3!5S 29.~+~'d!J 29.~+JO :1.. t3 
-. :1. 8.=l0J 80;'54 ~.,.:.;?~) • :toif.!..,~o,J 1:>E'1·.;l.) 
-4. :1. 
.90130 9.as.; -1 • !:1 (':29 ~4;:::-d1. 5.a,;-J1 -~. 13 
-5. .s 9.J.IJ.:l 9:1.48 532 4.'31::-6:1. 43E-e;;. 
-6. 3 93.ao 9320 -4. 6 • 211 3•5.::'-.31 3.s.::-~:u. 
-3. 2 ··2 . ~ 
.95i,).J 9!:11.30 
- 130~ 25<?.-6:1. 25E'-·8.l. :1. 9700 :1. 96:ChJ 
- :1.•:J:1. :1.4;'i-01 :l.S.:i:-.)1 3. 4 3. :1 9.9133 :98:93 
-. 069 4,£E-t32 4~1G"-02 7. 0 6. 7 •. 99;;.0 9c'04 
-
6.S4 4:1..3:-02 44;?.-02 7. :1. 6. !J 993JJ 99."!5 
·- .3!:12 3.21;-13.2 3+E'-·32 7 . .5 7. 3 
. 99513 994·3 
- fl39 23,.::;'-t32 2!5,'i:-42 7. 9 7. 8 9970 9968 
-
6:25 1.4E-J3:2 1.52-.3:2 8. 2 a. 9990 !~989 :2 
- 0<19 45Z-:il3 493-·)3 e. 6 a. !3 
Frilt1 :1.. 50 
!4i"f~f:it'ffl'jt'lf 
se:;·A , .. ~Ewacrl':; Ci~t~0R::.;( ;.tror;;E.'<·'l·:;r NE~~w:·oi·H i?.i~.~o;~2x ECIROR3Y. 
• :52.3<0 ~313,2 :1.. 954 .::...t.C+I:32 65'l:.'1-J;t -4Jil. .0 37. 3 
5403 5.'~:29 2. 393 4.''3E1·Jil1 32E--r-J::. -33. 0 :23. 0 
SG . .;e 5?3? 2. 455 272'+J:1. .i?.1.~+J1. -23. 6 :1.:5. 8 
.581313 593S 2. 34!3 19E~O:l. :1_.5:::1·<'l::. 
-:1.9. 0 :1.:1; 3 
613<10 6::.29 2. :1.47 ::.42'+.81. ::.2.~+il:1. -:1.5. 4 8. 3 
7<30.3 70<>"1 :3?~ !5.3£.,.6.) 48E'.,·tOJ -4. 7 1. 5 
so.ae 8.J00 
-. 1304 .2~3+.aO 25~+.dti3 0 
-
(3 
9<JIJ,J 89?'15 
-. 27:2 146',·0-il :J..<,.E:.,.Jil.:l 1. 4 
-
0 
:1.. 00t313 :1.. 1300.3 0;JI3 8:LZ-.il1 S:LZ-.3:1. .a 0 
:1.. :l.JJJiJJ :1.. :1.0:-'.2 JS53 45€-o.:. 442-B1. -4. 1 -:1. 0 
.1. • .213.ih3 :1.. :25..70 :1. 4.£4 2~Z-t31. .222'-tJ:l. -1:1.. !3 -4. 4 
:1.. 3.J0.3 :L 3:L:l.3 87::. 1.:1..E-~.3~ :1.12~-e::.. -:1.13. 13 -4. 13 
•' 40-J(,) :1.. •1013 691 346-·32 J4.::-.az _ -2. :1. -:1.. 2 ~. 
:1.. 4::.oo ::.. 41.13?' 135.3 29£-132 2.;£'-13:2 -:1.. 3 
- 7 
:1.. 43..30 1. 4298 - 13.:.:1. :!.9C-.Z2 :1.9.:;:-.:32 4 ~ 
:1. 451i113 :1. 4494 -. Jil4~ 1:l.E-02 :L2£-IiJ.2 2. 0 1· 3 
.1.. 4700 1. 4693 
-
649 . 515-oil3 53.~-.il3 3 . 7 2. 4 
:L. 4.913.3 ::.. 48:JG 
-
lil24 9.SE-134 :l.d~-103 :s. 4 3. :s 
~. 49:U3 :1. 4907 
-
02:2 81,;:-.a4 86Z-J4 5. 5 3. G 
:1. 4-93•;; ::.. 49:27 
-
1318 5SF.:-64 ~9E'-(34 5. 7 3. 7 
-~· 49.513 :I.. 4941:1 -. <3:1.3 342'-.34 36~-.:34 5. 9 3. 13 
:1. 4::J7iJ ::.. 4989 
-
lill38 :J..SE-04 .1.6G-04 .s. 0 4. a 
:l.. 4996 :1. 499.J 
-
0113 .713,'i:-.;J5 32,;;-.a5 6. ;2 4. :1 
Ftil,;, :2. 130 
lf#~~l/411ftl4'if~ 
a erA NEWBZTI'i ~8/~CJR:-.. ;..: I' WTi12:.'<ACr N~;..(W l'Oi-H F-1~.'10,'127. E•'IROR37. 
!52 <ill ~53'32 :2. 54:1. 3SS+I32 ;;.6.:::+..32 -5 ... :;, 4 48. 3 
tl40J !3:531,3 3. 3::12 1.2E<·fl2 65E,..·I3~ -46. 2 32 . .5 
56-JO sa0:s 3. 664 &J.E+ir'J1. .1~.::+.31 -.J:J . 3 24. 3 
58G.J 150::.9 3. ?'6t3 . J8Ev0::. 2!3'E'-I·cJ:;.. -34 . :1. ·:~.e. 9 
66•30 6.223 3. 7:1.7 2tS .. ~+.J:1. :1.:~.'!+.3:1. -29. 9 :1.5. :1.. 
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-
3 .a ~. . 
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- 0 
::.. 213.313 :1.. :1.98;.' 
-
:l.:l.O 365-•J:l. 36-Z-w:J. 0 0 
:1.. 31ilOJ :l.. 3_(320 :1.:58 2:2£-01. 22c=:-e:1 -:1. e 
- :1. 
:1.. 4C.JIJ :1. 4•.38.,) 57:1. :1.3.~-01 !..3.!-r-Ji -4. :1 -. e 
1. e;0oa < 51.:59 :1.. •a63 7.SE-02 69E-13.2 -a: a -2. 2 
:1.. ~gj~ :1.. t$2:l.l1 :1. 3::.2 41E-J2 3GZ-..32 -:1.3. :2 -4. 2 
:l.. ;?iJO.b :J.. ?o:-Jg :585 2•~E-e;Z :tae-e:2 -7. 9 :...2. e 
:1.. 8000 :1.. 8.323 :1.:2? ;".s:~-~J3 74,;:-.33 -:2. 6 -:1.. 0 
:1... 9.ilJJO :1.. 8987 
-
06:3 :1.7e'-03 :t:•.r-o3 2. e :1.. 2 
:1. 9:l..JI3 :1. 9oil86 
-
JiJ?3 :1.3.:::-03 .1.4o!-.33 3 . 3 :1.. 11 
:1.. 9::<1J:J :1. 9286 
-
1.37~ 79£-04 8:2e-134 4. 4 2. 0 
:1. 95.:10 1. 9487 
-
!(),_')~ 39.::-eH 413-.J4 5. ~ 2. 6 
:1.. 9700 ~.969:1. -:-.1H8 :L~E-.34 • :1..3£-04 6. IS 3. :1. 
:1. 9900 :1.. :~89G 
-
e:.9 :l.5.£-•J5 :;._._.c;.z-,a~ ?. .s 3 . 7 
:J.. 99:1..:3 :1.. 9:'l<l7 
-
1.31.:• 1:2l'\-(J5 :13£-6.5 7. 7 3. 7 
:1. 99::>fJ ~. 9927 - e:J.3 ?33-.36 ?e.:-il& 7. e 3. t3 
:1.. 99~oJ :l.. 994a 
-
-31.;:1 3:7G-06' 40E-13•> 7. 9 3. 8 
:1. 99'?~ :1.. 9969 
-
O.Jci' :1.3.:::-ac; ::'.1..41!-..:16' 8. .a 3. 9 
:1. 99913 :1.. 99913 - • .;)(3;2 :1.56'-13 :• :J..Si£-07 a. e 3. 9 
FA:L• :2. .':1\J 
,."fOJ~tiU\Hf~l'jj 
szr.1 NZWiil£./A fi:R;'?0;~1:1 W XD ;·H.:X,'iC ~· N.::~ouo/t:JTH E',~;~OR:27. i:!RI~OR3X 
5203 6'3!!l'5· 2. 982 :13E<'Iil3 4..JE:.,.J32 -613. 9' 56. 7 
e;.4..JD 5,;:J.!') 4. 05!'! 32JE:+.;J2 ~.:l.Z<-J2 -59. 4 39.13 
5.50.3 1'58:58 ~. .SIJ3 14E'"Yr)2 &:!l:::~e.t -132. 7 30. 9 
. 5'81.3() 6083 4 . 8:31 75;~+.;J:J. .'19,+.31 -4?. ~ 2~. 13 
60().3 .S299 4. 979 4 :7l!'1·1j.1. 2?lr't'!Jl -43. :1. :20. e 
?<JJIJ ?3133 .;, 3:29 :l.lili~+J:l. ?4,!:'TrJ~ -:2?. 8 9. .s 
IJ.JOU 132:5:2 3. 1.0'4 39E:~0.J 3::u::~.3.a -:J.I3. :2 4. 7 
!JO.JO 9~$~ '2. 0.'~6 :l9~+d!J :17~~+.J\) -:1.:1.. 4 :2. :2 
1. lh10•1 :l.. iJ:l.:l.8 :1.. .:1.7~) 1 .. "3F.'·,.O~r1 9::1<!-0:l. -.s. 5 9 
::.. ,;,l),jlJ :1.. :J.JJ6,J 0'44 59,,-()J. .5;'\!-..3.1 -3. 1 3 
:1. :.2~)0·:1 :1.. 20::.7 :l:JtJ •. 3.'5E:-(11.. 3~1!-13:1. - 8 0 
1. :~·,.-)._IIJ 1. 299::. - '1S? ;2;.?,;';-,)1 ;?;?.'r-<l:1 .. -. 
"' 1. -4oJlJ() 
-· 
~9~Jt.S 
-
;!.03 1~E-,1:l 14E-0i 7 0 
:J.. ~0-ll) :1. !'.i•30.J O.JIJ O?Z- ... L'? >37.1-.:)2 1/1 0 
:1. 6'•JO.J :1.. 81J34 :21:1. 541':-.:),2 :5'1~-o~ -:1. 6 
-
:2 
:1. ?~J.JtJ 1. 708::1 4913 33,r-..a2 :J;?.!-,)2 -4. :1. - 6 
1. 8;1[).3 :1.. :.?.1-49 82.3 2~1r:-02 :L~!i'-ll.:! -?. .s -:1 . 4 
:l.. ..?00() 1.. 9'22~? 1. J. . .;9 1';1.;:-.n :J.I).;;'-.:);2 ·-12. :1. -2. 13 
2. <J,]JJ ;2 . .J1~7 :•e:J 6'1E-•l3 .571::-().l -~ . 8 -2. 5 
241, 
:2. :1.0011 2. :1.07? • 387 • 3:1.1E:-•<l3 
. :29S-63 -!:5. 8 
::z. ::/<'!0<1 :2. :20:19 
-:1.. 7 
• <l9? , 1.3E-O.J' 
. 132-83 
-1. 9 
-. 6 :2. 3().30 :2. :298:3 
-. O.S3 • 42C:-<34 43.=::-<14 :2 . .a 7 2. 4.:JO.J :2. 3978 
-. <19::. . 605E-O$ 
. 6'9~-435 ~. 
:2. 4.:!.<3<1 :2. 40'?9 a ::z • .1 
-. ()8(' 
. 49Z-<l5 
. 5.2E-,15 .s. 2 :2. 3 2. 431l<1 ;2, .1\-:28:2 
-. ~?G ' ~6~-0:5 . 27E-135 7. e :2. 6 ~. 4~·:10 2. ~485 
-. fl6'8 . :L1,;;'-,3:5 
. :L2C:-.J5 7. 7 2. 9 2. 47110 :.2. 4690 
-. 1139 , 2::JE-<'l.S 
. 32G-O.S e. 5 
:2. 49.JO 2. 4896 3. 2 
-. O:L4 . ::.e.=::-.a? 
. .203.'-IJ? 
.9. 2 3. 5 2. 4.91.13 :2. 49.J7 
-. 0:1.3 '.:14~-ta?' . :t:SE'-<1? 9. 2 2. 4930 2. 492? 3. 6 
-. ():1.13 ?5!~-io..18 
. 8.22'-.08 .9. 3 2. 49511 2. 49413 3. 6 
-. 0137 . 32E'-()3 • 35E-83 9. 4 3. 6 
:2. 4970 2. 496.9 
-. O..J4 . !:'<35-.:19 
. 995-69 9. 4 3. 6 2. 4::19;3 2. 49:ill3 
-. eo::. , 58E-:t:J , 63E-:Loil 9. ~ 3, 7 
FA!~:~ 3. 0.il 
)f'(lft114'fi'1~/'fftif 
SC:Ti~ NZI-;8E~">1 i!R,-?O.~:L.Y. £.J:tD7'HZ.'I<.1Cl. N.o;'!-MI::lTi-1 E.-'<ROR:2X ERi~OR3:.< 
• 52<313 . !53?4 3. 339 . 44E-rJ3 . 9~7E,·O?. -?e. 2 63. 4 
• 54.:30 • 56:5::. 4. 646 . 8:2~·h:12 . .252+02 -69. 9 45. 7 
• 560oJ . 59.32 8'. ~134 . 3.3<=:,·<32 . 1.:.£'.,·(l.2 -S3. 8 36. 3 
• :588<3 '15:1.37 5. 888 . :1.52+<32 . 612·h1:1: -58. 8 :w. :1. 
. 6008 . 6362 5. .33:1. . 84ET0:L . 3.~t=: .. o::. -34. 5 .25. 5 
713..30 740.2 5. 747' . :t4G:+.3:L . 86E:+8lil -39. <1 :1.:1. :2 
• 8aea . 83?4 4. 673 , 4S£v(!6 . 3~r::~e.J -.28. 5 7. 5 
• 9fl.30 . 93:1.? 3. 526 • 20Z+.313 ' :Z.t5C:NJ(l ·-211. ? 4. :1 
:1.. 1300.3 :L. fl2:JO :2. :3'04 . .:!.\)2,'·r0.3 . 8Cic:'-G:.L -:1.4. 6 2. 4 
:L :LIJ(J(l :L. 1:i83 :!.. 1562 . :'!5E-.3:t . e'.:JZ-.31 -9. s :1.. :2 
1. 2.:30.:1 :1.. 2:1..21 .1. <il07 . 3;?E-O:!. • 362:-0:1. -6. :L .5 
1. 3o:aa :L. :1.368 • 525 . :l9~~-~:t . :1.92-.3:1. -3. 3 . .2 
.:!.. 4.JOid ::... 41328 , :;,.g.::~r , 1.:2E-O:J. • :1..2/E:-<3::. -1. 3 .0 
:1.. ffOfl<a :1.. !$.30:1. • 13,)8 ?5Z-.32 ?52'-.a2 -. :1. .13 
1. 6'.;!06 :1.. 5989 -. <1G6 , 48E-13.2 . 482'-13.2 .5 .e 
:1.. 713<l0 1. 6993 -. 043 . 3:!.2-.;32 . 31~:Z-1:12 .3 .a 
1. soda :!. 8()i.j, . 136:!. . 2.3E-fl2 • 2.aE-e:2 
-
5 
-
0 
:1.. 9C<il0 :L. 9.343 • 226 . .1.2E-U2 . :!2l:Z-.J2 -:2. 13 -. 2 
2. 0<100 ;2, .3<388 . 438 7.3E:-63 75E-O;J -4. :L 
-
5 
2. :1.0-'lO 2. :1.:1.4:2 • 6?8 . 48:=:-.03 44E-<il:? -.s. 9 -:1.. :1. 
2. 21<108 2. 22•34 . 929 . 28E-03 • 25£-0::l -:::.e. 4 -:t. 9 
2. :zeoa 2. 31..97 . 858 . :l6.'0-o33 . ::.s:!-.33 -113. 9 -.2. 2 
2. 41il0<1 2. 4123 . 1!5:1.4 • S<'lC:-04 . 82£-04 -7. 7_ -:1.. ?' 
2. 513.313 2. 51il6::l . 2!52 . 44Z-oil4 . 42;:;'-.34 -4. 6 -:!.. :1. 
2. 6'.:106 2. 5<3::.7 . lil67 . 2.3E,-04 . 196'-04 -:L. 5 -. 4 
2. 713130 2. 698? -. 046 73E-..35 ?4•1-.JS :!.. 4 .4 
2. e.ao:a ;2, ?974 -. a~n • 19C:-0:5 . 2•JE-.0:5 4. 3 .1. 2 
2. 9000 2. 8978 -. 0?6 . :21.=::-06 • 23ei:-06 7. a 2. 2 
2. 9:1.0..3 2. 913?9 ,.-. .37:!. . 15E'-oil6 . :1.6£-:-136 7. :J 2. :2 
2._ 9:Jo30 2. 9283 .-.-oes9 ?tl.::'-~37 7~Z-t37 ?. 8 2. 4 
2. 90'0oil .2. 94.97 -. 134.'5 . 252'-0? . 27E-@7 8.A :2. 6 
:2. 97013 2. 9.59::. -. 029 . 52.;'-68- . . s?e~ua 8. 9 2. 8 
2. 990..3 :2. 9$97 -. 131..3 . :L.9E-139 • :2~.E:-09 -9. 4 3. e 
2. 991.0 2. 9S.a? -. 009 ~ ;!.4e~-.39 ' :L!S~-::'-.<J9 9. 4 3. a 
2. 993<1 2. 9928 -. rJe?' . 6!:\C:-:L.;) 7::.£-:t.J 9. 5 :I. :L 
2. 99:10 2. 994·9 -. 065 .-24:!-:l.O . 26,;;'-:I.O 9 .• '5 :1. :1 
2. 99713 2. 99.59 - . .10:1 . 5:!.Ec-:!..l . 55t::-:1.::. 9. 5 3. :1. 
2. 9990 :2. 9990 -. 00:1. . ;1.92:-~2 • 2132-::.2 9. 3 3. 0 
FAI• 3. :511 
)ftltHIHfl>f4H'f~ 
SETA 1'/r::;.;sc:r.i £;.(,~UR:i.,Y. Yi!::lTi,E.'>iACT .'iE,Jl.Jj'Di'H .E'R,'<0.~:27. C::~ROR3X 
• 62<10 . 5389 3. 6~:1. . ~.52+.:14 . ::23.!::-rd:J -e.:;.. 9 69. iJ 
• 540>3 . !56?8 s. ~4? • 2:f.E+13~ , 47E'-rC.2 -;>7. 9 50. 6 
• 156>30 • 5938 6 . <344 • 67.=::+132 • :1.82+8:2 -?':2. 6 41il. 9 
• 58<313 . 6:!.83 6. 599 ' 29E'+0.2 . 93E1·0l. -sa. 1 34. 4 
• 61313(3 • 641 • .5 6. 933 . :l.5Z+J2 . 54S+.31 -64. :1. 29. 5 
7o<!Oiil 74:39 6. 992 . :t9E,·0.l . 9aE ... e..3 -49. 2 :1.6. 4 
• 80..313 • 84$4 6. 1349 . 54.0:-+..30 • 33.0:+60 -38 . 4 :1.13. :1. 
• 9131ih3 • 9442 4. 91.4 . 2:tE,·13J . :I.!OJE..-IiJ.J -30. " 6. 4 
:1.. 1)0.30 1. 1)383 3. El29 .- 9'i'<t-.J:I. ?~S'-.31 -23. 2' 4 . .a 
1. :1.1'1<3<! :1.. !1.3::.6 2. :374 . :S.JE-0:1. . 4.1.E-\3.l -:1.-7. 6 2. 5 
:1.. 20<illil 1. 2249 2. 07:1. . :29~-..31 . 24~~-,Jj, -:t:z. e :1.. !5 
1. 3J<3<1 :!.. :11:34 :1.. 4:1.8 . :t6E-<'l:l. -. :L!:i'G:-0:!. -9 . .1 .8 
:J., 40<il13 :1. 4:1.27 • 9.:35 . 972-.,]2 . 91 .• ~-(:2 
-6. "' .4 
:L. e'J0..3 :!.. 50?8 • !:5:1.:3 . 6.JE:-<3:2 • 5·~E'-0.2 -3. 6 .1 
:1.. 6<3..31il 1. l$(J39 . ;43 , 38Z-82 . 3;-.'a'-1-.32 -:J.. 8 .a 
1. ?'.:l\3..3 :1.. 7~:!..1 . ;J67 . 24E'-ril2 • 2·>£-02 -. 5 .o 
1. (10.30 :1.. 799.5 -. 024 . ::.6C:-oil2 . :L6,;;'-,J2 .2 0 
:1.. 9<10<1 :l.. 8992 -. <343 , 1..3E-.01:2- , :t>JE-132 • 4- .0 
:2. 00<113 2. 1300<1 . o,lo . .55.=:-.n . 65,:;'-.33 .0 .0 
2. :1.130.3 2. :1.0:213 . .393 4:?E-03 4:l.E-Iil3 -. 9 -. :L 
2 . .213131) 2. 200'0 227 . 2C'Z-·2l3 . 25.::-()3 -2. 2 -. 2 
2. 3130.;! .2. 313913 • 39-<J 'i?E'-tJ.J' :u::;;:-o;n -4. :L -. 4 
:2. 4131313 2. 4:1.38 ~?4 • :L0.0:-(J3 • 98E-•~4 -.5 . 6 -. 8 
2. 5.3(}13 2. IH:J2 ?6? • 6-?E-04 5·3C:-lil4 -$1, 4 -1. 4 
:2 . .013<10 2. 625<! . 9St3 • .38.:;'-<il4 • 336-•34 -.12. B -2. :l 
2. 71300 2. 7J.?1 • 63:2 . 2:!.E-04 • 1,7E'-04 -9. 6 -:1.. 7 
2. 80<1<3 2. 8::.:1.2 4J0 .. ,l.?..~-t'J4 • :J.u:-.J4 -7 • .a -:1.. 3 
2. 9.30•a .2. !>064 '2.19 , :59E'-Oe5 • ~0&:-'-:30' -4. !5 -. 9 
:z. lilo.a0 3. 13..J2!'! • aa!5 . :27~-~-1-3.'5 • .26.!-.;)!5 -.'2. :l -. d 
3. 1(ll3<1 3. 0::198 -. IJ0S . 1:LE-13,j • 1:lE:-0:5 .2 .el 
3. 2000 3. 1;18.2 
-
0:':17 • 3:s,;;-•J6 36,:;'-vJ6' 2. 4 .6 
3. 3<Jo.a 3. :2:J7G -. oJ('2 7:5.:;;-o? ;:-;:J.z-.a? 4. 5 :L. 1 
3. •Hl-.30 3. 39:32 - 0~2 •. '58.0:-o!ltl . .sz.=:-.:~s o>. !5 :1.. '?' 
:J. 4:1.01il :1. 40:34 -. IJ4:3 411S-08 43ii"-<3<3 6. 7 :L. 8 
3. 43DO 3. 4~8? -. ():19 . :16.~-.;,)8 . .1.7l;:-1da ?'. :1. :1.. 9 
:I. 4513id 3. ..;49\J -. 13.10 . 49.;'-09 • :S.'2E:-09 7. 5 2. 0 
:1. 47130 3. 4694 -. 01.9 79.!-,:j,,IJ . 8~~1-:1-B 7. :a :2. 1 
3. 490.3 :1. 41):;<8 
-
.J.a;' . 17'8'-:t;. • :!.•·J€:-1:1 8. 2 2. 3 
3. o49:l.O 3. 491l8 -. 13..16 . :aa-:1.:t. ':!...2.=!-.:4.1 e. 2 :2. :J 
:J. 49.3;1 3. 49;.,e -. ()\)$ 4?E'-12 , 5:LE-12 a. 2 2. 3 
3. 49!513 3. 494:1 
-
o.J3 • ::..5C:-:L;.2 . ::..s.i-J.2 .~. 2 ;2, 3 
3. 4970 :r. 4969 -. :Jil::l • 2~E-13 . 2-5F.:-13 0. :L 2. 2 
3. 499id 3. 49913 -. 0.3:1. • 52Z-:l!5 :-s.su--:t5 8. :2 2. :J 
242. 
APPENDIX 6. 3 
,:>R,iG8Ao'l ,'IH,;i'I:J 
C THIS ,"RGO.~A.'l CA;.cuL.:lT .rs THI! Ti-iliGR ;· T XC,~L Ai•P,~O,'\Ci~ OF 2 SNOOTH STE'E:L 
C F'LASE:5 CO,'IP.~E:SS:N.J .'l .~l1U0d CY .• Io'ILl.JR n· 1'lLSO S.-in,.;s THE: CGRI~E'SPQNOINO 
C VA~ US' i='O.~ ~-H3.' Cl=i5F: T:"'~ CVL l'N.JE'i::? ~·s 5.":di.JT!'-(, ~'Hi!S.~ t.::,q.'J l.::;c C0f\k:1A:~!!S' 
C w:rH S'H,.-H.J,<I FUR,':U~.-H FOr~ v.~£' L•JC,"11\Ji".S' 
C l.oiXOTH IS ~·Ht: HALF"-toil'O~-H IJ,;;- i"H.:! .;o.~r.:;c·;- ,-=iRC:t!l 
C WIOLC: IS Ti-iE: L",-iOUO: a.:;l)l' .. ~O:·lo?ON:rN~· OF Ti~E: To.Jr,~L ,;,op,~l1.:lCH 
C SHtl,:>E' IS ~-Hi! Lt),:;,,~ 2•.:l, 1:PrJNl=::N:· 
C ROUG.,- ;·s T:-1£ A5F'CR~TY .);=:-,;-ua,-.;.1r~·l1N CO,'lP•JN2Nl" 
C D~L IS i'H~ "r'Oi'J-1~ ,=tP,='I~.:;nCH (,~(l()i],'i C't'i-lNO.!'~) 
C DEL-Hi:: ~·s TdC T·JT,;I., ,;,:>,:-,~o.1Cd ~C'~L :·N-)C.~ ~·s s.~:tJ(iT,-1) 
C D2LSH !5 i'h;:r ~-0Tf1:.... ,;e,=>R,:;r=;CH a,: f"H3 2 \"E.:r ~-OCAi'O,~$ (;~OU0!-1 CYL-li"JDER 
C IS OP rnc Soir-1.": C08o:·r;'oJ.~S> 
o:M;iN5IlJN P<5J) .. G:it•k1<:'.2) .. P/'<50) .. ~!).:20:5.J) 
Dt'lo·A t;;, U.-':2i5.JO. , . :1.-' 
R£H;J<::.... .. ~)H ... ~M .. F'r1I.· .~COWR~ A 
RE'i10(:1.,. ~)(,::>PO:!) .. :=:.L $) 
RZI=ii)(:L t~•),X, .:L!:rNU 
;E0.,.3. :1.4:1.!56htC:/(::... -ll"rrU) 
Fi><i, o"'F.'li 
O:l.P(i. ,/(,~'i<,-1) )Of<H<F:L 
o~~R.\i~D.:t 
ao•. ;25,.., 51i~.=A !' 
SUB;..•SQ,/F•=il 
FA.::Ot~~-. !5' ... •. 5}{l"4S/JB:l. 
azu .. <.3o-. 5>~'if. s 
t'll<o'lO ~,'t,(i'l ( 8.J) ''"':2. 
800••8..J<·:i.. 
SU32mPSl(Bo.JO) -
sue::t$:J... 9G2s,~SJ92+ <e.Zo/<3. ~r-;,ro> > 
vo~:1.. r'SUa:J 
TWO:..G~2. 0/<GL.ING 
WRITE;(.!;, ::..~>E: .• IJ 
.10 FORt•tAI.(:!X .. "CYL.Ii'~OEJ~ AND PLt~NG.S: 'r'UUNQ N()DULUS""'"" F7. :::.., "K0/t1N2" .. !SX .. 
1"PUl55.jN RHTl'0~ 11 .. P3. 2) 
Wi~Ii.£<6 .. :1.::.),~~ 7/..iJJLU .. :-i 
.!1.4, F0i::(fo1.:1T<i.~ .. "C~)L:N.)E:R ;'ltiUIUS.cr",. F3. 2 .. 11M.\1", t5X .. 11 L~NUTi1• 11 ... =-:s. 2 .. "NM 11 1 
j.5,\( .. "H.~R~N;E$5 .... " .. ,'::.'5. 2 .. 11 i(I1,/('J,'i2 11 ) 
WRITZ<S· ::.2)0 .. F,1-r .• f?t•l 
.12 F.JR.\fA-r<:LX .. 11 J<Oi.,;Gi-1N.=:S5 CONsi·j~.'JT 0• 11 J .:-·:1..10. e .. ex .. 11 F,.,r.,u .. F3. :1.J 
1ffX .. u,~N-".• F5 . .:;. .. "N.'f" > 
W8ITE:<6, i3,,.i<c.;o;~ 
:1.3 FO;=?M,:;T<.."'.o :1.,'..(, uyor.~L~)E'F' l'S THE .A?'Pi<O,:;c;-i OF 2 p,~ANES Ai SCC7'IQN X•" 
!1. .. F:S. 2, '',"IN 11 ) 
WRITG:<S, :J> 
3 FORI''iA'i"(,/, . .;)< .• "~,...0;-1() 11 , .5X.o "•!1Ei"A 11 .o 6){~ .''WlDTi;", :::r:·-<~ "W:10i-EDEF' 11 ~ 2."t<, 
:1. 11 LIJC.~LDE:',:-", 2.'1<, "RCUUH.)E."~'', 2."<~ "1"Ur,~L~C,:;- 1 ' > 
f..J,~fTE<b~ 4;• 
4 PO.~M.=1T(6.~<~ "L3S 11 , :1.8,":<, "N,'i".• "5.~~ 4( "f'il'C,X0.'-1 11 , 4:1(> > 
DO ;;<Ia;L,8 
PC: I.) ap,~( ;: ),/(2. :20::':*2. ;,·c~_£,"-lG;. 
SIJS4 .... (YO~IZ0tt4,~( .l' > )/,: 4. '1•,1r<,=iO~<~tJ~) 
SU3::5a. 5r',""l~: 
T!%..,.SU34:-.•~SU.35 
T2•<.1.. tr~D~~ZOt-.•J=',;I•.J)/(i:~>( ~· ):-.•82:0) 
T"T:1.o~<T:2 
ac:rA~<. :1,·FAI"T'"'':r,·1. > 
BLIN•. 5+. ?i.~tt(,=-1~ .• .'-. ~> 
IF<e.=:r.=~. :..r. a:..r1~>•Jo ra se 
T4q:)<•2)J/P( I> 
Tl5a1.. r'(i. +2. ••P,'ll > 
O.~IOI-3. 9.,.3, 45H•(F','ll-:l.. )'"'':l.. 18 
r,; .. p< I >"'r><: >/<::>•··~•·C:.'<.~<,;R ;·a o > 
T•T41(fj·.sx~~f.~·:s. 
i!IB:o'An(, :!,·F.'iC••T).-'(T+1. ) 
e.JT,iM~. :>.2 . ..,(.'2. ••Ft'1f-:l.. !'D+. ~ 
l'F(B.E:To~. LT. R.:.r•JM)Q,J ro 70 
~e SUBS•a2"i't1/F'11 l 
FFi IB•-. !5.,., ~~,·SUBS 
BZB•<.31Zi~A-. !S)~otitff, 0 
5U37q-:i.1·,""t1 Z 
P:t•.~< r )MI'I<Rh-17 
Al<o'lB•A:<,.l .:e,;or.'1 > 
~I XD•AI<A.3••.~:1. 
WI 02• < :L !5•"c)••,=-t~: B"B:•J) ,rf3."i8 
l4ID3~W IO?.•'"'·:A; 
D CALCULATION ar- r.-il! H,:;u• ;.<I01.11 uF T:-iE: C•iNo.ACT Ao~B:o·1 
~~ rOTH•I-1 Z03,-',,; I,) 
SU3B*e:;:To'l1·i.. :5 
PSI::;..5oo.~P;5I <SIJf.1:i3) 
~U39~2. "''~.-'.Af.)Td 
o--:1. . .,.ALO•J (.SI.J:.n) 
F~u-i. J# <C1-E:8(1.,·i( •. .'"':IJ•JR) ~ <C/ .. ~80-XCOWR) 
F2•1":l.o"'( N IvTi-1'""'2. ) 
F•. ::iw1t.Q.J(,""2 > 
Q;-:',..J.J+;;' 
Oli:I-.1H3.C:A.-'<3. •·•Fo~!o'l~ 
O~L;J•1. 9rS:J":f.,p~·;r.1!1 
Ot.!L.:J--4. '*"e< r >."'t:\1 
243. 
THE RESULTS OF PROGRAM NHAM3 
***************************** 
WORKPIECE 1A 
CY/...INO!fR 1'1.'10 PC.A.'IES: YOUNG NOOULUS .. :?:1.::5JO, e.<O.-'I'Oo'l2 POISSON Ro~Tl'O'". 30 
CYI..lo~OZR R.~Dl'U5•::.2. <1\lml c.E;~a;·H,.3.3. •Jl3,'1N h.'iR.JNoo55•:27:?. 8Ko3/NN:2 
ROUOH.'IESS CONST.'iN;· 0• . l3<h3:138.;)4 •=n:'•:.:?. o RN"'. >.3<3:2.S,~M 
1'01'AL..OaF IS 7'HZ APi'ROACH Oi- .2 PL..o'1N55 1'11' SE'O::rl'Q,'I ;><a • oiJ.ilNN 
/...OAD SZTA 1-IIO:'H W;-iOLEiJC~ LOC;'lLt~E:,: R.:JUoJHOI!;: ror.~LOE,"' 
/...SS Nl'l Nl.::R.:JN f"rl'~:RUN ,•tiCRON NICRON 
15o;J. OoiloJ<3 2. 26:2:1.. • oiJ9:l'4 . 4:1.9.3 . 1:2t34 . 027~ 1. 174.S 
:11<113. 13130.;\ :2. :l.•o?d • 165.3 . e:2:l.::l . 2539 . 78e.a 1. 8633 
3.:lo . .:~.Jo.;l :1. e?:l.:l . :1.313!'5 2. 3S:I.o<l . 7;;;9!5 1. :1.;2213 4. 2.;!25 
6130. O.JOIJ :1 • .S:l.2.J • :1.73."1 4. 4->49 1. 4333 :1..27:19 7.:1.5013 
9>10. (J(}I'J.J 1. 45133 . 2603 6. 45l3:3 2. :~..a3s :1.. 39134 9. 9445 
:12130. OJOO :t. 3."167 . :2:202 e. 4::.4;:. 2. 75913 :1. 436o21 :12. 65913 
:18130. O.JG0 1. 1.34:2 . 2493 ~2. 26~;!.. 4. 04:113 :1. 648.5 :1.7. 9487 
:mlilo. 0<JI3.J 1. e::.3s . 2833 ::.9 . e:..:l.:2 6. 539.5 :t. e76:5 :28. 2272 
/...OAD HZRi'Z;-JIOT;; HERYZOEF SHA;.<K:o.:::F 
i..SS i"1M MZC,~08 l'!l'Co~Oo'l 
0'(3. l)o;Joih) • oiJ3:l.3 • 60?2 :<. 1378~ 
:10\3. 00.J0 • .3443 :1.. ::..::580 ::J. ::176·5 
:JO;J. 130.J0 • lil7.S7 3. 213:52 7. :2853 
6oiJI3. 130.J0 • :1084 6. oil7;;.2 .1~. 8351.3 
.913oil. lih300 . :1328 8. $092 :1:3, ?:1.93 
:12013. (31).)0 1-533 :1:1. 464:1 :1.9. 22Soil 
:18130. <JI3<J0 . .:ta?a :l..S. 613:!.:1. 25. 53Sil 
.:loiJOoJ. oil0iJI3 • 2~?4 25. 4:188 3S, 5:130 
WORKPIECE 1B 
CYLINDER AND f'Li1N2S: YGUN.J i'f0,)UC.US~2:1513•J. •3KG/,';N2 ,<>o:sSO,'I RATIO~. 3<3 
- CVLINDE.X ,<110IUSu1-2. SO."i11 L~NUT,"-! .. ~U. ~.,jJ>j,\; ;··H1.'?D8e'S5~2?'2. ar<tJ,/Nt•12 
ROUGHNO::SS .;;o.'iS:'ANT D~ . 13.32<!:1757 F.'ii"'2. 5 Ro':~. 038.J~;.~ 
TOTAL DE;: 
LOAD 
LSS 
O'oiJ. ,3(36(3 
:l.O.il. \313<!0 
3131<!. •~0<ll3 
6'13.J .. oJ0.3(J 
.900 . .10013 
:120(3. l30o313 
:1800. 013.a13 
:JoiJO<d. 130cll3 
LOAD 
LSS 
513. oiJ.ill30 
1130. 1300(3 
3013. 13000 
.sao. eOI30 
9:ill3. 13,10<J 
:12al3. euo0 
.1801), 000.3 
3eaa. 0.Jch3 
l'S THE A;~p~o.~c;; OF 2 PLI'Io'IES ,;;r S2:01'ION >< .. 
SliT A 
2. 47:1..3 
2. 4549 
:2. 4084 
:2. 3583 
2. 3:1.84 
2. 284:1. 
·2. :2:21$3 
2. :l.3!34 
HE8T7.H ID TH 
Mi'f 
. 03:19 
• o;J452 
. 13?82 
. :l.:l\17 
. :1.3~5 
. :1.~65 
.. 1.91? 
• 2474 
vHOTH I'H,'JLEDEF Lo.:n._o,:::F 
•'IM {'f;.:'C,~O.'I Nl'C;~Oo'l 
• 313:17 . 328.9 • :l.3.3.9 
. 3:JB3 • 6350 • 26:l.5 
. 413:00. :l.. 8:1?0 • ('8:!.2 
. 4~29 3. 5:247 :l.. 55.':1:1. 
• 4e:?9 !5. ::L929 2. 3240 
• 5oiJ5:l. 6. 83613 3. ;.388::5 
• :3373 :to. ;J7;25 4. oSI3S.9 
• :3789 :1.6. 
HZRTZDEF 
•'IICRON 
. 6072 
:1. :1.58.3 
3. 26!52 
6. 07:1.:.2 
e. 8892 
:1.1. 4.G4:l. 
:16. 6l3:1.:l 
26. 4:;.e8 
4223 ;•. 6'08.9 
SH,'lH;<I DE;=' 
."iiCRON 
2. 7505 
4. 4S8:l. 
.9. 64133 
:!.:l'. 66:1.5 
2\3. e.:J:tB 
:25. 442.:. 
::13. 7923 
48. J:J.e3 
WORKPIECE 2A 
, ~rJ .... :M 
.~oua.-;D.::r: 
i~~C.'~O.'I 
5. ao;;..:J 
?. 38.24 
.1J. 02.56" 
:1.3. :16•55 
:1.5. :28:1.9 
:1.6. 8033 
:1.9. :2058 
2:2. ?2.52 
TO<"ALD.:::F 
MIC.~ON 
6. 3:1.9:1. 
e. 27S9 
:l.3. :?.24e 
18. 44G4 
22. ?987 
26. 7279 
33. 88:33 
46. 7574 
C'YL.1NOER AND PL.ANE:S: YOUNG M0DIJLUS"'2:J.I5•iJ•3. a:<G/MN2 PoJISSoJN Ro''ITIO,., 31il 
CYL CNDZR Ri'lOrUS•~-2. !:WP!o'l 1-ES01"H...,,12. 00,';M Ho'lRL>N.'::SS•.'21il2. o3KCJ/NN2. 
ROUOHo'iESS CONST.'1Ni DQ . 000:1.::;~4.9 •"•'I ;'•:2. 5 o"'M ... -i!<d26,'.M 
TOTA/...DZF 15 THIS ,'!Po"RoJ•=<CH o;: 2 •"Lo'iN.:;s 1'17' SEO:::r;·oN .><• . OilNN 
I..Oo'lD DZl'o~ l-/tD1'H WHOC.EO£:;,: L,jC.~LO£,:- R,?UiJHDEF TOTo'lLOEI" 
Les MN o'lfo;o~•JN i-IICRON ,·1I•:JR1JN rt1CRDN 
Blil. O•JOoJ 2. 2:39,1 • :!.oil:!.;?. . 3924 . 1f?IJ? , G?37 :1. 1868 
:1.130. (3,)1),3 2. :l.\Ho5 . 1.:1.:23 7..588 239.3 . 846~' :1.. a.':\43 
:1130, 13:iJO.J :1.. 939~ . 13132 2. 2:18$ '698? :1.. 21.i'oJ 4. 1e143 
6l<J13, 0'3C1.il 1 .. 69:1.:1 . :1.?::!:1. 4. 2oJ59 :1. 3:~73 :1.. 39.95 6. 9626 
91il<a. a.10.J 1. 153:!.!5 ':21<344 6. IJ95~ 1. 9.943 :1.. !:1':264 9. 6~64 
:12013. 130•1-J 1. 4::.(.:6 . 2.26:1. 7. 942.1 2. 6':l.7o<! :1.. 628:1. :12. :113;'4 
:18130. o3.00oJ :1. ?.591. . 2:57:2 :11. ~592 3, e::N,;. 1 .. 791.8 :1.7. :1.8:l'J. 
301il0, 0.JOoil 1. 13788 • 2:~15/.i :1.8. 6;264 6'. 2oJ:l.;il :2. (H0$ :26. GGe7 
L..Ot'lD H:::R:·z:-~ ror:-1 HE,'IT.ZOi11: SJ;r.,:K ro,:Zo>' 
LSS •'fN MICo'<ON N1'C,:(!Ij, .. J 
(513, oJO.JIJ . 03•a7 0742 :?. O.<l$G 
:11'!0. (J(J-10 . \HJ? .L. io39.'5,., ~l ;,?.5 .• 10 
.:zo.;.~. ;w~m ' JJ?:~f9 ;r. ;3344 ;.', .,)J·'t-1 . 
COO. uO•,JO ';L07'1 1'1. ?~J9 :J..~ .. 42.59 
900. (1,),1\1 . J.J~7 8. :.H?~ 1 ... ...... 1.7?2 
:1:.2•JJ ... ,\·1~11J . 1.::1J.':j 1-:J. :v;.;o 1 ,.), ,oj,-;".'.::-~ 
10!rH,.1, ~0~)() . :1n·;c i~. 0'4·~1 24 ,..;..,·s~ 
.1oJOJ. o<l<J;Ill . :n;s 2:s. (l6l7 J;~ ;;;·:n~ 
244. 
WORKPIECE 2B 
CVLIND£.~ r1N~ .~l .. =iN.-!S; V1."'Ji.JN1.1 ,..,/0,)U._U5•.?J.~O.;J, Ul<l:l/,'1•~.1 ,"lj~'SSI)N I~A~'lO•. 34! 
CVL INDE.~ Rt1VIUS""':t~. ~~o.J,"'iM L.ENUrd• ;~~. 0,1t"l,'! ,.,·h.~t')8E.'.S'5~2'-1.;?. IJ,(G/f'Ji\12 
ROUG;-iN.i:55 CO.'iS';'A.'IT Du . IOh.'lO:'l::l:~:.?.<! F.U~2. 5 I~•''"'· 009-JI'Io'f 
UlAO 
LtJS 
O'IJ. I'JI)o,)IJ 
;Hl..:l.k30.3..:J 
30<1. IJO.JI3 
6013. (Jl).JI) 
901'1. (JO.JO 
:1.208, ()I).Jl) 
:180<1. (}1),)<) 
3.:1()0. 0000 
LOAO 
L35 
5(l 0<30.3 
:ililO, 000.3 
361i1. l.'hiiOoii 
6'1313. 000<1 
s>oo. eu0a 
:1.2130. 000o.il 
.:1e0o. o<Je<J 
313130. 13130.3 
3F.:;'A 
.:?. 4:!.9G 
2. 37~)3 
2 . .25.59 
2. :1.398 
2 . .;;.~70 
:l . .98.::13 
:1.. :3~34 
:l. . .S69J. 
HE:'I l':ZH I D ';'H 
f1,'1 
13309 
. ()'(-3:' 
. 07~8 
107:1. 
. :13:1.2 
. :!.~:La 
. :1.8158 
• 239S 
1-IIOT:-1 i-IH•Jli:i'D3F' L.O.::I'li-D.'<F' 
I' IN Nl'c,:w.~ Nl'C,'IO.~ 
' :l.?'~t~ . 352:1. . ;.!.2~2 
, j.SI:l.9 . .58.59 '.:2434 
. :2281. :!.. 913:!.6 ?22l3 
. 2~2"? 3 . :369.1 ~- 4:-!?3 
. ;26?2 5 . ?2713 2. :t2;.e 
. 27'?3 '?. e-6?'9 ~ ... 8\330 
.. '1:1:32 .1.oJ. 
• :1892 :1. ., 
H~Ri'Z .. lF-1-
i'lfCRo~N 
. .'5'742 
:1. 0~~-'l'~ 
3. 13344 
IS. 75~9 
8. 34?5 
:1..0. 8561) 
:!.5, ?4:1.:1. 
:25. 0-5:1? 
!-199? 4 . ..;.5'39 
:J6:.'3:5 6 . ?6?7 
SH.'l!ol;< I ,)Ei=' 
."!I.::i~I)N 
.2. :1.329 
3. 46'49 
7'. 4?6'::. 
:1.2. ;1...;49 
:1..6. :l:iG:J 
i9 . 7';;?9:'3 
2S. 2<14? 
37. 4892 
WORKPIECE 2C 
;~OUGr1D:::F 
N:C,'IO.'I 
;:.., >11338 
2. 395:1. 
3 .• ,422 
4. 325:1 
4. 9444 
5. ~-JiJ3 
o. D2•JEl 
6. 68?6 
TI.:Jl'ALDEF. 
Nl'CI'ION 
2. 37S:J. 
3. 37.54 
s. i4!38 
~~. 621.9 
:1..2. '?932 
:1.5. fi14:1. 
2:1. :L?43 
::ltJ. 32.;18 
C'r'L.1NDO:R A.'/0 P!...ANES: YC/JNG NODULUS=2.~5.:JO. IO:<tJ.-'1':.•:2 POISSON Rr'lTIO ... 31J 
CYLINOSR R.,Q:.'US•~2. 5.JM."'f ;_z8L1rHu32. IOI£l.'lM H.1R"NES5•2B:2. :Jl(Q/1'11·12 
ROUwHNESS CONST.'il/'( 0• . 1313.3897;3? i:A Zw2. 5 ;~M"". ;3:1.513NN 
L.O;~D BZTrl t</IDi'H l>Ji,-G..:.Z.JC,=' LUCr1L,)2,!" RsJUuHDE,- TO Tl'lLOEF' 
L£35 Mi'l i'lf,:;R,JN •'fi•~R,jN NICR•JN IHCRQN 
150. 0.30.3 2. 446? • 2::..:28 . '3.'115$ . :1.225 2._91.69 3. 3:-'.'Ji. 
:J.\3(), 13130;!) 2. 4:1.6? • 238:t . 6539 . 2443 3. 6712 4. 5694 
:11313. 13-30.3 2. :1.">42 . 284:2 . :1.. 880? 7':273. 15. 2804 7. 9884 
6''-lll. O.JO..:i 2. '249sil . 3:l.6!5 3. 682.3 :1. 4429 6. 6368 ·::.:~.. 74:24 
900. <')01313 2. :1::33!5 • :1262 15. 4:l.IJ9 2. :J.·5ll'+ 7'. 5854 !l5. :14615 
:1.:2013. oeo.a 2. :1.290 . 35134 7. 12s.s 2. 95:1.:5 e. 339? :1.8. 3:29? 
:1.81313. tll10J 2. 04133 . 3?134 ;HI. 5554 4. :238.J 9. 5338 24. 3272 
313130. 130()\3 1. 9.32:1. .·4:Ul4 ::..?. :1.:224 6. s>!r?s :l.:J.. ;l.;L29 35. :1.928 
L.O;~D HZR';'Z/>IIOTH HEI~T2DcF 5:-IA~.JK ;·ozF 
L£35 NM Ml'C:~O.'I w:c.'?O.'I 
513, 00·~13 . 83·J9 . 5742 2. 2.'5::..:1. 
:1.1311. (J~J·J . 13437 ;1., 13955 3. 6~59 
3e.a. 0oae . \3('.5'8 3. 13.144 ?. S:;l•M 
6013. sJO.JI3 . :1.13?:1. 15 • 75t19 12. 8:1..:3:1. 
.9131-J. sJO<.il3 '.1.3.12 8. 34?5 :1.?. 132"0 
:J.21'W. till3.313 . :1.5:1..5 :1.8. :3660 213. 8231.3 
:1.813<1. .J0;10 . :18~6 1/S . ?'4J~:t 2? . .5572 
3oe.a. oo.ae . :2396 25. @637 3:?. 540'9 
WORKPIECE 3A 
C'r'LZNOG.~ ;'iND PUiN.OS: YOUNG rJO;)U:...li$..;:2J.~I3oil. 13K•J.-'i':t12. POIS~>ON RATIIJ•. 3<J 
CVL l'N:)E.=l Rl=i0IIJS~1.:t .'101'1t"•l Ll!N13T;-in3~t1, Q•JMt•1 HA~~ONZ5S,.:Il1.413, tJ:<CI/N1"1:? 
ROUGHN.ESS CQ,'IS<'ANr D• • 13.J02tl?7S p,:;r~2. 5 RJ'f•. O.J3:JMM 
LOAO .3E1'A ViiOT,-1 ~O:HCLeo.=:r l.OC:A:...O.'iF .'WUO:J.-~DEF 1'01'ALD!':F 
UlS ~~M M;,:c.~•.1i'J M~'C,:(OI"i M!C.'?Oo'l NIC~ON 
5J. tl0.113 2. 32.'5~ • ;J..:l.J.El . "ll344 '4.29~ . 8895 :1. 4231 • 
:11'113 . .JIJ.:JO :2. ;23?0 .• :1245 ?9.1.3 ~.'SS2 ~. ::~1.?9 ;;:! • .1.6~!5 
3013 . .a.a,1o :2. ;'12::.0 . :1.4~4 ~. 29?8 7'5.l.9 :1.. s~ua 4. o55!'l9 
6013. 13JJ.JI3 :1. •3:1•~5 . :1.7$/S 4. ::J9:J2 ;:., .tiG8;:' :1. 92.'22 ?. 7801 
903. 1313<113 ~ . . 5~76 • :21.13/S s5. 3fS,)5 a. :t6~~ :2. 1')9:,3('1' 1.13. 6035 
:120:il. 00-~IJ :1. !!·1.'18 . :ill.t.13 ;J, ;2'$35 :2. 84;;.0 :2. 2239 :1.:1. 31.>33 
:1&0cl IJIJdJJ :1.. 3.CJ22 • 27'<14 :I.:J.. C.16."37 ott. ~cs.~ ::t. 4:1.53 :1.!3, .'36il4 
.liJ0•1 . .Jll.:JIJ .:1. ::.8(.l:l . 3:1159 :1.9. ::..1339 ·!1. ?:1::13 :2. ?:S.S4 :28. 67'915 
LOI'lO o'-tE!RT7.1-Il'D1'H H~R~"2,')t;;:.: S'Ho~l·l:< I LJE.: 
L/35 ~1'1 ,\1fC!l'r':.N .·1rCR.:JN 
e<O. 00\.'M .0.113<1 . tS·~I"'2 2. 36.'1.3 
:11il0. 000<1 . ~H33 :1. 1t''1'f;~.) 3. G-'tt3,..1 
3<10, O<J,J<J . O?:'!:l :l. :~~1~2 a. 2.~.!>::5 
Gull. (hJIJ,, . .:1.,16~ 6. o;··.1;! .u. ~·'.<9~ 
900. 1),}<),1 . . t:.I\JJ fj, 8·'1YU ~7 . 9/?'.l 
:2.2uo. O.JOO , 1 ~JilL :1.1.. 
"'"'"';1. .21.. e.~;~w 
:1800. Oo.JO.J • .1 JJ:Se1 JA:. 6~)J.l ,.i~9. 04J .. ';l 
30oJ!J, OJOJ • :2.'1.'.) 26. 4;;.().~ "11. a . .?.,.;. 
245. 
WORKPIECE 3B 
C'r'L..INOo;:R AND PL..ANES: 'r'GU!IG N•JDULUS~2:U'5.il0. O;<l1.-'N.'f2 POISS•:JN R,'lT IO..,, 313 
C'r'L.. INO,=:R RiW ~·uc>~~.:J.. 5.JM,~ L..E.'iG:·H ... 3<3 . .30,':M H,'iR.:>N.O:SSw:J.4u. 8:<•J/NN:2 
ROUGHt'\ESS CONST,1N7' DfDI , JO.l.i..38"11. ,=AZ•.'2. 5 .~N;r;:J, ~:t,51J,-r:N 
L.O;'lO 82:TA t.~;o;·H /.1!-IOo..EOE:P LCJC.=iL ... ">Er=' ROll(lHOE," TOTi'lLDEf' 
L.BS M,\1 ,\:ICR.JN •'t!.:~CN ,":rc~:.:;N t'!ICRON 
:so. ouoJ 2. 4:53-~ . 226.3 . 3467 . :1.3o;• 3. 6.:34.'5 4. 13819 
11iJI3. 0.J(l3 2. 4::t7'? ' 2<34:1. . 6749 . 2.513;.3 4. 537::. 5. 4729 
3.313, O<h3.J 2. 3:552 3oJ35 1. !:>378 7773 6. 5:27:-" 9. 2428 
6130. 0303 2. 2?95 3384 3. 769.;} 1. !5..:;3.5 e. 2•J59 13. 5:1.85 
9/JO. <JOiiloJ 2. 2207 . 3~}99 5 . 563<1 2. 3.J22 9. 379.3 :1.7. 2443 
12130. (l.J(JJ 2. :1.71.3 3?55 7. 234-4 3. 1354.5 ~0. 3.::.1.4 20. ?IJ\34 
18.313, 1300.3 2. 139132 397? :1.0. 8333 4. 5.;42 :"L1. ?8G:L 27. :1.636 
3000. 1'!.30.3 :1.. 9.58:2 4:25:1. :1.7. 729:.5 7. 4?60 ~3. 95~.5 39, :16:1.1 
LOAD HZR1'ZIHDTH ri£,XTZDE:F* S.-iAj..;i( l'DEF 
LSS 1'11>1 t1l"C,XIJ~ MXC.<O.'I 
0'13. 00013 • 0306 . 63'72 2. o.s::.e 
1013. :.303\0J . lil433 :1.. ~5ae ..;, 2?53 
3131il. 00.313 . .375:1. :: . .28.:'52 9. :2248 
61313. 0l)JI3 . :1.051 s. e~::.z 14. 9857 
913;3, .31340 . :L3iJA e. :3092 j_9. 9J341r:1 
:12012. io31J.JO . :!.5~1 j_~ .... :;.154:1. 24 . 3443 
tee<J . .aeao . :1.838 16. 60~"1 3:2. 3342 
313813 • .30;313 2373 26. 41.88 45. :2334 
WORKPIECE 3C 
CYLINDER ri/0 eL8NSS: 'r'OUN<J ;-;o::>U!..IJSa21:~1iJI3. >JK.J/,'111.'2 ·po;sSON RATIOn, 3iJ 
C\1Ll'N::JE;~ l'li1.:>1US'«:L2. :31J,'IN U'CN::lTHn3(l, 13~1>:.~ ;-;,!!,~L>NE5SP1-'ilil. e;<G/Mt12 
ROUGHNZSS O::O.'IS;'ANT 0• . 0023.~45::. F,1Ia2. 5 R1~.;, 0341iii•IN 
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